OJ SIMPSON MURDER TRIAL
O.J. Simpson "Bronco Chase" audio CD (full transcript can be seen here)

OJ Simpson Murder Trial DVD Collection (each disc is roughly 4 hours)
Two hundred 4 hr. DVD's, professionally edited (100% commercial free) - contains virtually every minute of
testimony. Recorded from local L.A. television stations, live as the events unfolded. Coverage begins with reports
of the murders, till weeks after the verdict - and beyond.

"O.J. Simpson - The Whole Story (and then some)"
legend:
"break" = fade to black, edited commercial break
"H/C" = Hard Copy
"ET" = Entertainment Tonight
* To purchase, or inquire about OJ SImpson Murder Trial DVD duplications, click here *
* To download a .pdf file of this OJ SImpson Murder Trial DVD listing, click here (322 KB) *

OJ TRIAL #001 DVD (3:53:00)
* News reports of the deaths of Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald Goldman (ABC News, FX)
* OJ waiting in truck outside of his house (@ 0:01:10)
* Taped earlier: end of freeway chase, to Parker Center, news reports (@ 0:50:00)
* Gil Garcetti, Commander Gascon: recap of charges (@ 1:36:48)
* OJ's mug shot released on 11 o'clock news (@ 2:23:00), recap of days events
* Johnnie Cochran, Al Michaels on "NightLine" (@ 2:51:00)
* KNBC Morning News recap of events (@ 2:58:00)
* Criminal Courts Bldg. Pre-Trial Preliminary Hearing, KNBC - Judge Kathleen Kennedy-Powell (@ 3:02:00)
* Michele Kestler - LAPD Crime Lab (@ 3:18:00), cross-examination (@ 3:49:00), recess (@ 3:52:00)
* KNBC news-break.
OJ TRIAL #002 DVD (3:58:45)
* Live evidence search KNBC news
* Michele Kestler cross-examination cont. (@ 0:06:42), recess (@ 1:05:00)
* Live evidence search Bob Pettee - telecopter, news-break (@ 1:18:15)
* Back in Court (@ 1:23:40), Michele Kestler cont. (@ 1:27:20), recess (@ 2:08:00)
* Allen Wattenberg - knife store owner (@ 2:13:45), cross-examination (@ 2:40:00)
* Jose Camacho - knife store employee (@ 2:45:00), cross-examination (@ 3:10:00)
* John DeBello - Mezzaluna manager (@ 3:18:00), cross-examination (@ 3:28:30), end of day (@ 3:37:00)
* KNBC news-break - evidence search, knife store, Nicole's grave site
* Driving OJ back to jail.
OJ TRIAL #003 DVD (3:59:00)
* Police van takes OJ to day #2 of Preliminary Hearing
* Report of "kitchen" knife found on American Airlines airplane
* Back in Court - motion to throw out Jose Camacho testimony (@ 0:31:00), recess, cont. (@ 0:48:00)
* Karen Lee Crawford - Mezzaluna employee (@ 0:51:00), cross-examination CNN (@ 1:00:45)
* Stewart Tanner - Mezzaluna employee (@ 1:03:00), cross-examination (@ 1:07:56)
* Pablo Fenjves - "plaintive wail" witness (@ 1:14:00), cross-examination (@ 1:17:30), recess
* KNBC news-break, evidence search (@ 1:24:30)
* Steven Schwab - found bloody dog (@ 1:47:00), cross-examination (@ 2:07:40)
* Judge leaves bench - notified of mystery envelope in chambers (@ 2:12:00)
* Steven Schwab cross-examination cont. (@ 2:23:00)
* Sukru Boztepe - man who found bodies (@ 2:45:40) CNN/KNBC, cross-examination (@ 3:00:30)
* Bettina Rasmussen - Sukru's wife (@ 3:03:00), cross-examination (@ 3:09:30)
* Micro cassette tapes discussion (@ 3:12:30), recess (@ 3:16:00), news-break
* Back in Court further discussing micro cassettes (@ 3:39:00), counsel in chambers (@ 3:42:30)
* KNBC news-break
OJ TRIAL #004 DVD (3:57:30)

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

KNBC morning news - day #3 of Preliminary Hearing, OJ's route changes, tapes, witnesses
Allan Park - limo driver (@ 0:18:30), cross-examination (@ 1:12:00), recess (@ 1:47:00)
Brian "Kato" Kaelin - OJ’s house guest (@ 2:03:45), recess (@ 3:05:00), defer cross
Back in Court, attorneys discuss motion to suppress (@ 3:35:00)
Rachel Ferrara - Kato's friend (@ 3:40:00), defer cross
Attorneys discuss motion to suppress (@ 3:50:00)
Detective Phillip Vannatter (@ 3:54:30), Gerald Uelmen regarding standing issues (search warrant)

OJ TRIAL #005 DVD (3:58:30)
* Detective Philip Vannatter - Gerald Uelmen regarding standing issues (search warrant) cont.
* Detective Mark Fuhrman (@ 0:08:00), recess (@ 1:00:00), cross-examination (@ 1:09:00), end of day (@ 2:30:00)
* Back in Court KNBC - day #4 of Preliminary Hearing (@ 2:36:50), discussing physical evidence motion to suppress
* Det. Mark Fuhrman cont. (@ 2:38:45)
* Det. Philip Vannatter recalled by Marcia Clark (@ 3:14:00), morning recess (@ 3:51:00)
* KNBC news-break
OJ TRIAL #006 DVD (3:53:00)
* Det. Philip Vannatter cont., heated Robert Shapiro cross-examination (@ 0:18:35), recess (@ 1:17:30), Marcia Clark damage control (@ 1:28:45),
Shapiro again (@ 1:45:00)
* Discussing motion to suppress (@ 1:50:00), Vannatter cont. (@ 1:54:00)
* Continue arguing motion to suppress (@ 2:02:30)
* Brian “Kato” Kaelin again (@ 2:10:30), recess (@ 2:40:30)
* Arnelle Simpson (@ 2:52:00) - partial testimony
* Cathy Randa - OJ’s Assistant (@ 2:58:52) - partial testimony, joined in progress
* Dennis Fung - LAPD Criminalist (@ 3:03:30), cross-examination (@ 3:08:50)
* Final arguments on evidence suppression (@ 3:13:00), ends in progress
OJ TRIAL #007 DVD (3:58:30)
* Final arguments on evidence suppression cont., end of day (@ 0:17:30)
* News-break - final argument, inmates, Arnelle, cameraman, Kato, etc. (@ 0:19:00)
* KNBC morning news - day #5 of Preliminary Hearing (@ 0:55:00)
* Judge Kennedy-Powell’s ruling on evidence suppression (@ 1:24:00)
* Detective Tom Lange (@ 1:43:30), cross-examination (@ 2:33:30), recess (@ 2:49:50), news-break
* Det. Tom Lange cont. (@ 3:04:30)
* Det. Philip Vannatter again (@ 3:40:45), recess (@ 3:58:30).
OJ TRIAL #008 DVD (3:57:00)
* Det. Philip Vannatter cont., cross-examination (@ 0:04:30), recess (@ 0:07:00)
* KNBC news-break - gloves, finger cut
* Det. Philip Vannatter cont. (@ 0:29:15)
* Det. Tom Lange again (@ 0:46:00)
* Thano Peratis - nurse who took OJ blood sample, treated finger cut (@ 0:50:45), cross-examination (@ 0:53:15)
* Dennis Fung again (@ 1:02:00), recess (@ 1:43:15), news-break, cont. (@ 1:52:20), cross-examination (@ 1:59:30)
* Gregory Matheson - LAPD Supervising Criminalist (@ 2:35:30), end of day (@ 2:56:15)
* KNBC morning news - Day #6 of Preliminary Hearing (@ 3:10:20)
* Gregory Matheson cont. (@ 3:10:45), cross-examination (@ 3:22:30), end of day (@ 3:57:00)
OJ TRIAL #009 DVD (4:00:59)
* Gregory Matheson cont.
* Dr. Irwin Golden - Deputy Coroner, performed autopsy (@ 0:09:00), morning recess (@ 0:41:00), cont. (@ 0:46:35), recess (@ 1:53:30), crossexamination (@ 1:56:30)
* People rest (@ 2:39:20), Defense asks for case dismissal (@ 2:41:00), recess
* Robert Shapiro heard on dismissal (@ 2:48:30), Marcia Clark (@ 2:57:00), recess (@ 3:07:00), news-break
* Judge Kathleen Kennedy-Powell’s decision (@ 3:31:15), comments on envelope (@ 3:33:30), “Defendant to be held without bail until trial, court is
adjourned” (@ 3:35:00), news-break
* OJ entering jail - Bob Pettee - telecopter (@ 3:58:30), news-break.
OJ TRIAL #010 DVD (3:51:30)
* News-break cont.
* Gil Garcetti press conference w/William Hodgman, Marcia Clark (0:03:45), news-break (@ 0:15:45)
* OJ “Juice Plus” promo tape clip (@ 0:17:00), news-break - Marcia Clark, Al Cowlings, behind bars
* Al Cowlings - Criminal Courts Bldg. - aiding and abetting (@ 0:24:00), press conference (@ 0:27:00), news-break
* Nicole pulsed (The Star) “Premiere Story” (@ 0:43:30), “Juice Juicer” (@ 0:47:00)
* KNBC “The Night Before” (@ 0:48:00) the notebook, evidence, defense team
* KNBC “The Arraignment” news-break (@ 0:56:45), potential judges
* Criminal Courts Bldg. - Judge Cecil J. Mills, Robert Shapiro, Johnnie Cochran (@ 1:31:00)
* OJ “Absolutely 100% not guilty” (@ 1:33:00), news-break (@ 1:41:00), discussing announcement of Judge Lance Ito, following OJ’s van back to jail,
more on Ito
* “H/C” (@ 2:14:00) “Arraignment Day”, special privileges in cellblock 7000, visitors, reading material
* “A Current Affair (@ 2:20:00) “My Cousin OJ”
* KNBC Special report - Pre-Trial Hearing DNA samples (@ 2:23:40), Judge Lance Ito (@ 2:23:30) Robert Shapiro, Johnnie Cochran, Barry Scheck,
Marcia Clark, William Hodgman, recess (@ 3:15:30), news-break, back in court (@ 3:31:30), Marcia’s late with list of items, Marcia and Scheck debate.
OJ TRIAL #011 DVD (3:50:30)
* Pre-Trial Hearing DNA samples cont., recess (@ 0:05:00), back in court (@ 0:06:45), recess (@ 0:35:30)
* Next day Pre-Trial motions (@ 0:42:45), back in court (@ 0:51:00), recess (@ 1:24:45), news-break
* KNBC morning news (@ 1:39:00), Al Cowlings hearing, clips of chase, Cowlings in court (@ 1:56:00)
* “The Star” commercial (@ 2:01:00), “E/T” commercial (@ 2:01:30), KNBC news (@ 2:02:00)
* Robert Shapiro at James Toney boxing match (@ 2:18:00), KNBC news (@ 2:19:00)
* “Premier Story” - Jill Shivelry sells story to “H/C” (@ 2:33:30), “E/T” - tabloids (@ 2:37:00), KNBC news - mystery witness (@ 2:39:00), “E/T” - OJ’s
clothing (@ 2:41:00), “H/C” - 8/4/94 OJ’s kids “The Forgotten Victims” clips (@ 2:41:30), “Dateline” NBC - accomplice theory, mystery car (@ 2:46:45),
KNBC news - mystery witness (@ 2:50:30), “Cinema Secrets” OJ disguise (@ 2:55:00), high-tech court (@ 3:01:00), ice cream store (@ 3:03:30), Rosey

Greer (@ 3:04:00), KNBC news - melting ice cream (@ 3:05:00)
* KNBC morning news (@ 3:08:15) OJ’s new cell, back in court (@ 3:13:00) discovery hearing, mystery envelope, press request (@ 3:20:00) Kelli Sager
representing
OJ TRIAL #012 DVD (3:43:20)
* Discovery hearing cont.
* Royal Oakes - media lawyer (@ 0:01:15)
* Judge Lance Ito requests jury questionnaires (@ 0:06:30), recess (@ 0:18:30), news-break
* Back in court (@ 0:27:15) after chambers conference re: mystery envelope, recess (@ 0:29:15)
* NBC news update - Brian Williams (@ 0:31:00), “The Star” commercial (@ 0:32:00), KNBC “Today in LA” (@ 0:32:30) OJ’s surgery, movie report (“The
OJ Simpson Story” Fox)
* KNBC Pre-Trial Hearing (@ 0:40:00), back in court - court has low audio (@ 0:45:00), mystery envelope recess in chambers (@ 1:30:45), news-break,
back in court (1:39:00), Robert Tortelout - Mark Fuhrman’s lawyer (@ 1:58:20), Lisa Kahn - Deputy DA (@ 2:01:30), end of day recess (@ 2:33:00),
news-break
* “E/T” - fair trial? (@ 2:59:00), “Nightside” - money, blood, high-tech courtroom (@ 3:00:50), “H/C” - “The Blood Drop” (@ 3:02:45), KNBC news (@
3:06:15) slow speed chase - AC’s story, F. Lee Bailey, “H/C” - “OJ Interview” from E! (@ 3:12:10)
* KNBC Pre-Trial Hearing (@ 3:19:15), back in court (@ 3:27:40), conclude Griffin hearing, Gary Sims - Criminalist - Lisa Kahn (@ 3:34:20)
OJ TRIAL #013 DVD (4:01:00)
* Gary Sims cont., recess (@ 0:45:00), news-break, back in court (@ 0:58:00), Peter Neufeld cross-examination (@ 0:58:50), re-direct (@ 1:50:00), recross (@ 1:58:30)
* Gerald Uelmen argues swatches evidence (@ 2:06:45), Lisa Kahn (@ 2:13:25)
* Michele Kestler (@ 2:17:30), cross-examination (@ 2:22:30), recess (@ 2:40:15), back in court (@ 2:41:30)
* Dennis Fung (@ 3:26:00), recess (@ 3:31:40), news-break, back in court (@ 3:36:00), Ito warns Neufeld (@ 3:55:05) “how many swatches this man
recorded, I don’t care!”
OJ TRIAL #014 DVD (3:56:00)
* Dennis Fung cont.
* Ito warns Neufeld for the 3rd time (@ 0:19:30)
* Chris Darden and Shapiro approach bench (@ 0:22:00)
* Colin Yamaouchi questioned by Barry Scheck (@ 0:24:50), news-break (@ 1:09:30) blood match
* NBC Nightly News - Ira Reiner (@ 1:16:00), “E/T” - 8/22/94 weekly recap (@ 1:17:30), “H/C” blood match (@ 1:19:30)
* KNBC Pre-Trial Hearing (@ 1:25:00), back in court (@ 1:29:20), Colin Yamaouchi cont. (@ 1:34:45), Ito admonishes Scheck, break (@ 2:03:30)
* Gregory Matheson (@ 2:07:10)
* Andrea Mazzola - LAPD Criminalist (@ 3:15:45), recess (@ 3:56:00)
OJ TRIAL #015 DVD (4:00:40)
* Andrea Mazzola cont., Ito admonishes Neufeld (@ 0:40:00), recess (@ 0:52:30), news-break, back in court (@ 1:06:10), Andrea Mazzola cont. (@
1:09:00)
* Ito warns Neufeld of sanctions regarding line of questioning (@ 1:20:30). “I’ve directed you now 12 times”
* Gerald Uelmen entering photographic evidence (@ 1:31:00), Lisa Kahn, Marcia Clark, Uelmen and Shapiro argue over evidence, news-break Kardashian subpoenaed by Grand Jury (@ 2:31:00)
* “H/C” - “OJ’s Wild Women” 8/23/1994 Hawaiian Tropics Competition (@ 2:40:00), “E/T” - Paula Barbieri, Rachel Ferrara (@ 2:48:15), “H/C” - “Paula
Does Playboy”, Rachel Ferrara (@ 2:50:40)
* KNBC “Today in LA” - DNA samples, Emergency Hearing (@ 3:01:00), NBC News update - Brian Williams (@ 3:10:30), ruling on DNA evidence
* "Court TV" Emergency Hearing for media coverage of Grand Jury proceedings - Judge Stephen Czugler (@ 3:31:00), Dan Abrams interviews Kelli
Sager, KNBC news-break (@ 3:30:20), NBC Nightly News (@ 3:36:10), Kato Kaelin “Talk Soup” commercial (@ 3:39:00)
* KNBC morning news (@ 3:39:30), back in court (@ 3:44:10), Johnnie Cochran, Donna Weisz Jones (@ 3:58:30) pitches motion
OJ TRIAL #016 DVD (4:00:05)
* Donna Weisz Jones cont.
* Robert Tortelout - Mark Fuhrman racial allegations (@ 0:13:00), Johnnie fires back (@ 0:32:20)
* Pitches motion cont. Shapiro, Carl Douglas, Tortelout, Jones, Tortelout
* All lawyers sign gag orders (@ 1:06:00)
* William Hodgman - discovery items (1:06:40), Shapiro (@ 1:07:45), recess (@ 1:19:00), news-break
* Jess Marlow commentary (@ 1:25:00), NBC news - Stone Phillips (@1:26:00), “H/C” - “What About the Kids” 8/30/1994 (@ 1:28:25)
* KNBC morning news (@ 1:35:25), back in court (@ 1:38:10) no defense access, Sara Caplan (@ 1:55:30), recess (@ 3:01:40), news-break, back in
court (@ 3:13:55), Robert Shapiro
OJ TRIAL #017 DVD (3:54:30)
* Robert Shapiro cont., Kelli Sager (@ 0:03:10), Douglas Mirell (@ 0:15:55), Jeffery Allen Goldenberg (@ 0:28:50), recess (@ 0:31:30), Court TV gag
order (@ 0:32:25), back in court (@ 0:34:00), KNBC (@ 0:36:20), Gloria Gomez - jury commissioner (@ 0:41:50), OJ answers Ito’s questions re: delayed
trial date (@ 0:45:00), chambers recess (@ 0:52:40), news-break, back in court (0: 56:10), Shapiro apologizes to Hodgman (@ 0:58:55), recess (@
1:03:20), news-break
* “H/C” - “Kato Cashes In” 9/2/1994 (@ 1:24:15), KNBC news - mystery witness John Dunton (@ 1:30:00), KTLA morning news - John Dunton interview
(@ 1:34:15), “E!” News Week in Review - Dunton, Kato, (@ 1:37:30), Kato Kaelin “Talk Soup” (@ 1:42:00), “E!” - OJ's interviews on E! w/ Steve Kmetko
(@ 2:02:50), Ed Kilgore, Joe DeLamielleure, Chuck “The Coach” Dickerson, Lou Piccone on Maury Povich (@ 2:25:20), This Week in NFL History “Monday Night Live” 250 yards (@ 3:01:30), “H/C” - John Dunton, OJ’s sister-in-law Veterdata Jones 9/7/1994 (@ 3:02:00), KNBC news - Anthony
Pellicano P.I. (@ 3:11:30), “H/C” - “The Secret of the Script” 9/6/1994 (@ 3:20:15), KNBC news - death penalty decision (@ 3:27:00), “H/C” - “The Porn
Star & the Private Eye” 9/9/1994 (@ 3:31:31), KNBC news - no gas chamber, Jennifer Peace, “Judge For Yourself” (@ 3:41:35), “H/C” - “OJ’s
Playmates” 9/14/1994 (@ 3:49:00)
OJ TRIAL #018 DVD (3:58:23)
* “20/20 “ - Barbara Walters interviews the Goldman family, “H/C” - Jennifer Peace 9/15/1994 (@ 0:18:00), “I/E” - Keith Zlomsowitch’s parents (@
0:22:45), “American Journal” - Sydney Simpson, Paula Barbieri (@ 0:28:45), “H/C” - Ron’s friends 9/16/1994 (@ 0:33:40)
* KTLA Live, in the courtroom (@ 0:39:00) video mayhem (@ 0:41:00, 0:42:00) Shapiro, Uelmen search issues, Marcia Clark (@ 1:00:00), recess (@
1:09:22), back in court (@ 1:09:25) Ito’s rulings, Shapiro’s phone rings in court - Ito issues 2nd warning: “Next time it’s mine” (@ 1:26:40), recess (@
1:39:20)
* “H/C” - Throw Case Out 9/19/1994 (@ 1:39:45), “E/T” (@ 1:44:15), “H/C” - OJ & Drugs 9/20/1994 (@ 1:45:15) Mulligans, Tony Ferrera
* KNBC (@ 1:52:00) escape to Florida bound for Bermuda, back in court (@ 2:01:37) Barry Scheck, Lisa Kahn - blood photos, Alan Dershowitz in
courtroom (@ 2:51:00), recess (@ 3:10:55), back in court (@ 3:13:45) Uelmen, Clark, Shapiro - search warrant legality, video mayhem (@ 3:57:00)

OJ TRIAL #019 DVD (3:58:53)
* Gerald Uelmen, Marcia Clark - search warrant legality, cont., recess (@ 0:13:00)
* “H/C” - “The Unsolved Mysteries” 9/21/1994 (@ 0:13:30)
* KNBC (@ 0:19:00), back in court (@ 0:21:00), Ito’s rulings (@ 0:22:00), recess (@ 1:01:05), back in court - Uelmen, Clark cont. (@ 1:01:50), sealed
box of evidence from Bronco (@ 1:40:00), recess (@ 1:43:30), news-break
* Court TV - coverage of motion to dismiss charges, ruling (@ 1:45:30), Pamela Metzger (@ 2:00:00), Lance Ito bio (@ 2:06:30), Ito reacts to media
leaks (@ 2:12:00), search warrant recap
* “H/C” - blood evidence 9/22/1994 (@ 2:36:10), "Prime Time" - Diane Sawyer interviews Brown family (@ 2:40:00), “Eye To Eye” - Connie Chung
interviews OJ's mom and Johnnie Cochran (@ 2:52:00), “H/C” - likely strategies 9/23/1994 (@ 3:13:45), “E/T” - pull the plug on TV (@ 3:18:35)
* KNBC “Today in LA” - jury selection starts (@ 3:20:00), Matt Lauder - Jack Kemp at Bills Alumni Banquet (@ 3:31:00), Bryant Gumble - race neutral?
Milton Grimes and Dr. James Mays (@ 3:22:25), KNBC news-break - jury selection (@ 3:29:45), back in court - prospective jurors (@ 3:45:30)
OJ TRIAL #020 DVD (3:56:24)
* Prospective jurors cont., recess (@ 0:04:35), news-break
* “H/C” - “The Trial Begins” 9/26/1994 (@ 0:11:25), Paula Barbieri, Michael Bolton, Kato Kaelin, “Frogman”, bacterial meningitis, “The Players - Marcia’s
Private Pain” (@ 0:17:15)
* KNBC “Today in LA” (@ 0:24:35), back in court - prospective jurors cont. (@ 0:25:05), recess (@ 0:45:00), news-break - Jo Ellen Dimitrius (defense
expert: juror selection), back in court (@ 1:16:15), recess (@ 1:57:40), news-break
* “H/C” - “OJ's Workout Tape” for Playboy 9/28/1994 (@ 2:03:45) “OJ Simpson Minimum Maintenance Fitness For Men”, NBC News- cashing in (@
2:12:12), buttons, books, Playboy video, “Juice on the Loose”, crime watch, registered “OJ, OJ Simpson, The Juice” names as trademarks
* KNBC news-break (@ 2:14:30) Proctor and Gamble pulling commercials
* “H/C” - “You Be The Jury” 9/29/1994 (@ 2:14:50), “The Players - The Judge” (@ 2:21:20) Lance Ito bio, Oprah Gallup Poll (@ 2:26:00)
* KABC News (@ 2:27:30) jury questionnaire, Jo Ellen Dimitrius, Johnnie Cochran, selling limo that took OJ to airport (@ 2:30:35), KNBC News (@
2:34:35)
* “H/C” - “OJ’s Women” 9/30/1994 (@ 2:40:20), “H/C” - “What The Psychic Knows” 10/3/1994 (@ 2:45:00), Nicole’s Will (@ 2:56:25), “H/C” - autopsy
reports 10/7/1994 (@ 3:01:30)
* KNBC back in court (@ 3:07:30), Uelmen eulogy on vehicle handling, OJ making faces at Marcia (3:34:30), cell phone records
OJ TRIAL #021 DVD (3:54:14)
* Uelmen eulogy cont., recess (@ 0:02:45), KNBC news-break, back in court (@ 0:15:35), Ito rulings (@ 0:18:45), recess (@ 0:24:30), news-break, back
in court (@ 0:37:00), recess (@ 1:00:10)
* Dennis Fung - joined in progress (@ 1:00:20), access to vehicles at tow yard, recess (@ 1:02:40), news-break, back in court (@ 1:05:30)
* Gregory Matheson (@ 1:07:20) motion to suppress Bronco searches
* Susan Brockbank - LAPD Criminalist (@ 1:29:00)
* Ronald John Raquel - LAPD Criminalist (@ 1:40:00), recess (@ 2:10:50)
* NBC News - Jack Ford (@ 2:11:00)
* KNBC back in court (@ 2:13:00), Bentley evidentiary hearing, Ito rulings (@ 2:37:00) fax machine ringing (not Shapiro), recess (@ 2:40:35), newsbreak, back in court (@ 2:47:50), DNA admissibility Lisa Kahn, Barry Scheck, KTLA coverage (@ 2:55:55), Endeavor landing at Edwards Air Force Base
(@ 3:46:00), recess (3:53:50)
OJ TRIAL #022 DVD (4:00:54)
* KTLA - Lance Ito inspecting media area facility, back in court (@ 0:08:45), Scheck and Kahn cont., recess (@ 1:35:00)
* Leeza Gibbins w/OJ's neighbors - David and Suzanne Horowitz (@ 1:35:10), Barry Nolan - “H/C” reporter, Dr. Joyce Brothers
* KNBC News (@ 1:47:30) attempted break-in at Nicole’s condo, OJ Simpson Halloween mask, Alan Dershowitz book, Marcia’s changing image and
styles
* “H/C” - The battle over luminol 10/13/1994 (@ 1:57:30), OJ’s 70’s photos (@ 2:01:20), “H/C” - “OJ’s Workout Women” 10/14/1994 (@ 2:04:15), “The
Lost Interview” (@ 2:08:00), KNBC News (@ 2:12:20) Lance Ito gets clunked by boom mike, “H/C” - Jason Simpson’s biggest nightmare at Biker Room,
hit and run (@ 2:14:55), Ito’s run in with the media (@ 2:19:45), Kato’s lost pilot “At Sunset” (@ 2:20:50), KNBC News - delay trial, free OJ (@ 2:25:00),
“H/C” - “The Night Before” (@ 2:30:30), “H/C” - “Nicole” Faye Resnick book 10/20/1994 (@ 2:37:20), “H/C” - “The Silent Witness” Kato the dog (@
2:41:45), “American Journal” Shapiro threatens to quit (@ 2:45:30), Faye Resnick, “H/C” - Bill Thibodeaux 10/24/1994 (@ 2:47:20), “H/C” - “OJ & The
Soap Star” 10/25/1994 (@ 2:52:00), Faye Resnick, Bill Thibodeaux, Jack Wagner, “H/C” - “Mystery of the Will” 10/27/1994 (@ 3:01:15), OJ’s non verbal
communication (body language), “E/T” - The Wedding Video” (@ 3:10:15), “The OJ Knife” collector piece, “H/C” - Dot Brewer 10/31/1994 (@ 3:14:35),
“H/C” - Satellite photos 11/01/1994 (@ 3:19:00), “H/C” - Kato Kaelin & Jennifer Peace on karaoke “Delilah” 11/02/1994 (@ 3:23:00), “Dateline” - Stone
Phillips (@ 3:27:30) “Judgment Calls” - television news running wild, “H/C” - Larry Pines Astrologer (@ 3:37:00), “Home Movie” (3:40:30), “H/C” - OJ &
Nicole’s Mexican Playground 11/10/1994 (@ 3:45:00), “H/C” - Satellite photos 11/10/1994 (@ 3:19:00), “H/C” - “The Secrets of Casa OJ” 11/11/1994 (@
3:50:00), “Kato’s Porno Past” (@ 3:54:00), commercial for Tricia Toyota Lance Ito interview (@ 3:57:05), “H/C” - “OJ’s First Movie” promo (@ 3:57:30),
“E/T” - Ito interview backlash (@ 3:58:00), soaps, Ito’s wife
OJ TRIAL #023 DVD (3:57:16)
* “Juice on the Loose” w/ A.C. Cowlings, Howard Cosell, family clips, teammates
* “H/C” - OJ’s First Movie “The Dream of Hamish Mose’” (@ 0:47:35), “E/T” - “Kato’s Stardom” 11/18/1994 (@ 0:53:20), “H/C” - OJ’s Secret Interview
11/21/1994 (@ 0:55:55), Dr. Dre and Ice Cube, “H/C” - Denise Brown Lashes Out 11/23/1994 (@ 1:04:50), OJ entertaining troops
* KCBS Criminal Courts Bldg. - jail conditions (@ 1:10:20), Jason Simpson hit and run, Denise Brown statements made on Geraldo
* Music video: Dr. Dre and Ice Cube "Natural Born Killaz" (@ 1:28:00)
* “H/C” - OJ’s Escape 12/1/1994 (@ 1:34:30), Johnnie Cochran sings with The Temptations, client list
* Court TV: hearing on alleged juror misconduct (@ 1:43:30), break (@ 1:56:45)
* “H/C” - The Parallel Case 12/9/1994 (@ 2:01:00), 95 yr. old handwriting expert (indicates OJ’s violent), “E/T” Preparing for Geraldo interview (@
2:10:40)
* Court TV - Kristen Jeannette-Meyers (@ 2:12:00), defense waiving Kelly Frye hearing
* “H/C” - Defense Changing Strategy 12/12/1994 (@ 2:20:00), Chris Darden, Rosey Grier, trial speed, former Heisman trophy winners, psychic Dayle
Schear, “H/C” - Denise Brown DWI Scandal 12/13/1994 (@ 2:30:00)
* Court TV (@ 2:33:50) Johnnie Cochran cross-examining Jeff Stuart Deputy Sheriff (discovery hearing), re-direct by Bill Hodgman - overheard statement
to Rosey Grier, Paula Barbieri, Uelmen being ambushed by documents
* “H/C” - Nicole’s Message from the Grave (battered photos) 12/14/1994 (@ 2:55:00)
* Albert Scaduto - Capt. LA Sheriff (@ 2:57:05), sidebar (@ 3:0825), Uelmen, Darden argue material disclosure, sidebar (@ 3:44:50), recess (@
3:50:25), KTLA news-break with Peter Arenella, Eric Spillman
OJ TRIAL #024 DVD (3:54:00)
* “H/C” - Faye Resnik: Out of Hiding 12/15/1994, 911 tapes, OJ overheard
* “E/T” Jail-house conversation (@ 0:05:50)
* KTLA (@ 0:06:35), back in court (@ 0:08:30), expectation of privacy, Shapiro cautioned for contempt of court (@ 0:53:50), recess (@ 0:56:15), newsbreak, back in court (@ 1:01:35), Shapiro nudged to apologize (@ 1:12:00), recess (@ 2:17:00), news-break, back in court (@ 2:21:00), recess (@
2:25:10)

* “H/C” - OJ’s Lonely Christmas 12/16/1994 (@ 2:25:15), Brown family’s blind eye, “E/T” - Rosey and the Juice (@ 2:31:15), “H/C” - “Nicole’s Obsession”
12/19/1994 (@ 2:32:22), Paula’s sexy movie, The OJ Photos - Joe Marvullo, “H/C” - OJ and Drugs 12/22/1994 (@ 2:45:20) Buffalo drug tales - Tony
Ferrena, “The Players - Dream Team” (@ 2:51:00), Fox 11 report on Rosey Grier decision (@ 2:55:00), “H/C” - “The Lost Interview” (local Buffalo news)
12/23/1994 (@ 2:57:00), the selling of OJ, Dr. Henry Lee (@ 3:05:30), “E/T” - Holiday in Jail 12/27/1994 (@ 3:10:00), “Lifetime” Nicole Brown Simpson Unforgettable Women of 1994 (@ 3:11:00), “H/C” - Vincent Bugliosi 1/10/1995 (@ 3:14:00)
* KTLA back in court (@ 3:18:40) Uelmen
* Lydia Boden - Deputy Dist. Atty. cussing up a storm - quoting OJ (@ 3:29:45)
OJ TRIAL #025 DVD (4:01:00)
* Lydia Boden cont., recess (@ 0:42:30)
* Court TV “Prime Time Justice” - discussing spousal abuse strategy (@ 0:43:00)
* KTLA domestic violence hearing (@ 0:47:15), back in court (@ 0:48:30), Lydia Boden cont. (@ 0:51:30), Hank Goldberg (@ 1:28:30) zzzz (* Timer
recording on-screen text @ 2:17:30), Scott Gordon (@ 2:41:30), recess (@ 3:00:00), Scott Gordon cont.
* Prof. Donald Dutton - spousal abuse expert (@ 3:05:00), F. Lee Bailey cross-examination (@ 3:20:35)
OJ TRIAL #026 DVD (3:49:40)
* Prof. Donald Dutton cont., recess (@ 0:17:20), back in court (@ 0:17:25), recess (@ 1:09:30)
* “H/C” - Nicole’s Secret Diary of Terror 1/12/1995 (@ 1:09:35), OJ’s letters of shame, “E/T” - Nicole’s hellish life 1/12/1995 (@ 1:18:15) w/Dan Abrams,
“H/C” - Angry Accusations 1/13/1995 (@ 1:20:00), “E/T” - brutal language of trial 1/12/1995 (@ 1:23:00), Court TV “Prime Time Justice” - Shapiro Bailey
feud (@ 1:25:45), Jason & Arnelle w/Dan Abrams
* Court TV - Judge Lance Ito questions jurors - audio only (@ 1:34:30), Nicole’s (1993) 911 call (@ 2:10:00), Dan Abrams reports on admissibility of 911
call, back in court (@ 2:13:45) selecting alternate jurors, Judge Lance Ito admonishes jury for the first time (@ 2:17:00), Nicole’s (1993) 911 call (@
2:21:00), back in court (@ 2:26:40) Judge Lance Ito discussing time table, 911 call cont.
* “H/C” - DNA results 1/16/1995 (@ 2:43:00), LAPD animated movie of crime scene, CNN - Marcia under the microscope (@ 2:51:10), “H/C” - Shapiro
Bailey War of Words 1/17/1995 (@ 2:59:45), new witness to OJ’s temper - Thurlow Rogers (Olympic cyclist), “E/T” - tabloid news (@ 3:06:48), “H/C” Justice for Ron & Nicole 1/19/1995 (@ 3:09:00)
* CNN - reporting defense claims that Fuhrman planted glove (@ 3:13:50)
* CNN back in court (@ 3:20:20), Marcia shocked at material withholding (supplemental witness list), Ito “Counsel, you have it right in front of you”
Marcia completely flustered, Carl Douglas, William Hodgman.
OJ TRIAL #027 DVD (3:58:57)
* “H/C” - Opening Day Expectations 1/20/1995
* KTLA (@ 0:04:45), Marcia shocked at material withholding - supplemental witness list (@ 0:51:00), Ito “Counsel, you have it right in front of you”
Marcia completely flustered, Carl Douglas, William Hodgman, cont., recess (@ 1:13:15), back in court (@ 1:13:55) Johnnie Cochran, William Hodgman
debate videotape evidence, F. Lee Bailey Cheri Lewis debate Fuhrman racial allegations, Marcia objects to exhibits, recess (@ 3:15:00), back in court
(@ 3:16:30), Lance Ito comments to counsel “This is a serious comment, if you don’t mind” (@ 3:24:00) expects professionalism, invitation to dinner, jury
enters (@ 3:26:00), Ito gives the jury pre-instructions (@ 3:28:00), recess (@ 3:58:30)
OJ TRIAL #028 DVD (3:59:00)
* KTLA Opening Day, Uelmen and Clark debate OJ addressing the jury, Douglas, Clark, Robert Blasier debate 2nd videotape, Cochran, Clark debate
opening statement guidelines, recess (@ 1:06:10), back in court (@ 1:07:00)
* “Deputy MacNamara, may we have the jury, please” (@ 1:08:00), Ito explains opening statements
* Christopher Darden (@ 1:10:15) opening statement #1, OJ making faces in disbelief (@ 2:09:30), Marcia Clark opening statement (@ 2:14:30)
diagrams (@ 2:20:00), lunch recess (@ 2:38:00), back in court (@ 2:39:30) Cochran asks for privacy for Rosa Lopez, jury re-enters (@ 2:42:45), Marcia
Clark opening statement cont., Ito warns about sensitive photos re: video feed, Hodgman offers jury “stretch break” during sidebar (@ 3:39:45), video
interference (@ 3:56:26), Ito “sounds like argument” (@ 3:58:28)
OJ TRIAL #029 DVD (4:01:00)
* Marcia Clark opening statement cont, Ito “This has all been argument for the last 5 minutes” (@ 0:01:40), Ito “Counsel, I’ve warned you 3 times”,
Marcia angry at sidebar (@ 0:02:30), Marcia finishes opening statement #1, recess (@ 0:04:10), back in court - no audio (@ 0:09:00), news-break
discussing juror caught on camera, Ito threatens to pull video feed
* Gil Garcetti comments on juror caught on TV (@ 0:20:00), news-break
* Back in court (@ 0:30:30), “Let’s have the jury” (@ 0:33:35), Ito instructs jury regarding delay
* Johnnie Cochran opening statement (@ 0:36:30), Hodgman objects (@ 0:41:30), Marcia objects (@ 0:56:30), Hodgman objects (@ 1:05:00), Hodgman
and Darden object (@ 1:08:50), Darden objects (@ 1:09:30), recess (@ 1:33:30), back in court (@ 1:33:50), Johnnie Cochran opening statement cont.
(@ 1:36:30), Hodgman objects (@ 1:51:30), causing sidebar, Hodgman objects (@ 1:56:20), “Overruled, please be seated”, recess (@ 2:04:30), newsbreak, back in court (@ 2:07:10), Hodgman “I thought Mr. Cochran was hiding from me” (@ 2:07:30), Hodgman has several complaints, Darden talks to
camera “Tomorrow, 9 o’clock”, Johnnie Cochran opening statement cont. (@ 2:19:30), Hodgman objects (@ 2:22:40), requests sidebar
(Hodgman/coroner letter), sidebar (@ 2:52:00), sidebar (@ 3:08:00), sidebar (@ 3:19:30), OJ approaches jurors (@ 3:28:00) demonstrating knee scars,
middle finger on left hand, Johnnie displays diagrams and OJ's anatomical photos, Hodgman objects (@ 3:37:00), Cochran: “He doesn’t know what I’m
gonna say”, Hodgman: “Counsel, I’ve been around a little bit, too”, sidebar, Johnnie finishes (@ 3:50:50), recess (@ 3:51:40), back in court (@ 3:51:52),
Hodgman: “Excuse me, I need to slow down myself a little bit your Honor”, Carl Douglas discussing discovery issues
OJ TRIAL #030 DVD (3:59:40)
* Carl Douglas discussing discovery issues cont., Hodgman has a myriad of issues (@ 0:17:00), recess (@ 0:32:25)
* Ch.2 Action News reports Hodgman has anxiety attack (@ 0:33:25), Hodgman bio (@ 0:42:00), Dr. Robert Splawn and Dr. Robert Rothbart report on
Hodgman’s heart condition (@ 0:57:00), Johnnie Cochran comments (@ 0:59:30), recap of Hodgman’s final moments in courtroom, Robert Shapiro
comments (@ 1:06:25), Gil Garcetti comments (@ 1:08:30)
* Ch. 2 Action News Special Report - OJ photos from courtroom (@ 1:24:30), Hodgman courtroom recap, Fuhrman bullies photographer, Earl
Hutchinson, PHD and Jay Jaffe comment (@ 1:30:30)
* Ch. 2 back in court (@ 1:38:15), Lance Ito comments on William Hodgman, asks for the People’s position, Marcia Clark and Johnnie Cochran debate
opening statements and possible delay, Robert Blasier and Rockne Harmon discuss “crossing the line”, recess (@ 2:15:00), Erwin Chemerinsky
comments
* CNN (@ 2:15:55), Jim Moret recap of events, Cochran and Shapiro comments, Greta Van Susteren, Robert Talcott
* CNN back in court (@ 2:25:50), Ito inquires about Hodgman’s return, Marcia argues about sanctions, re-opening opening statement, Darden objections
to defense witnesses (switch to Ch. 2 coverage), recess (@ 3:39:10), news-break with Daryl Gates, Cyndy Garvey (ex-wife of Steve Garvey), Dr. Frank
An briefing on William Hodgman, Dr. Benjamin Rosin, Janet Hodgman (@ 3:55:50)
OJ TRIAL #031 DVD (4:01:00)
* Janet Hodgman cont.
* Ch. 2 back in court (@ 0:01:50), Darden continued arguments about sanctions and Bailey’s comments, Carl Douglas responds, Cochran responds to
objections (CNN @ 0:37:30), Marcia hell bent (Ch. 2 @ 0:56:35), recess (@ 1:25:45)
* Ch. 2 News - Linda Breakstone interview with defense mystery witness Mary Ann Gurchas (@ 1:26:10), Johnnie Cochran news conference (@

1:31:10), Fuhrman scuffle, CNN - OJ’s audio book (@ 1:35:55), Bob Chandler dies
* KTKA, back in court (@ 1:37:15), Ito rules on sanctions, recess (@ 2:13:15), back in court (@ 2:14:00), Ito admonishes the jury to Johnnie's opening
statement regarding Mary Ann Gurchas (@ 2:21:30), Johnnie continues opening statement (@ 2:25:30), CNN coverage (@ 3:09:45), recess (@ 3:27:00),
back in court (@ 3:29:30), Johnnie continues (@ 3:33:50)
OJ TRIAL #032 DVD (3:58:10)
* Johnnie continues opening statement cont., sidebar (@ 0:43:15), back in court (@ 0:44:48), Johnnie concludes - recess (@ 0:52:10), back in court (@
0:52:45), Clark, Bailey debate witness sanctions, KTLA coverage (@ 2:15:00)
* “H/C” - Johnnie’s Domestic Abuse 1/30/1995 (@ 2:17:45), OJ’s book on tape
* KTLA back in court (@ 2:27:20), Clark re-opens (@ 2:36:30), sidebar (@ 2:42:20), Ito orders chair removed from courtroom (@ 2:49:45)
* Sharyn Gilbert - 911 Operator, sidebar (@ 2:55:00), 911 call (@ 3:03:30), cross-examination (@ 3:08:00), sidebar (@ 3:17:45), back in court (@
3:19:00)
* Det. John Edwards - responded to 911 call (@ 3:19:30), recess (@ 3:38:00), back in court (@ 3:39:00), sidebar (@ 3:56:00), back in court (@ 3:57:45)
OJ TRIAL #033 DVD (4:01:00)
* Det. John Edwards cont., sidebar (@ 0:13:20), back in court (@ 0:16:30), Nicole polaroids (@ 0:20:15), switch to CNN, recess (@ 0:41:10), back in
court (@ 0:41:30) - no audio, back in court (@ 0:44:10), break (@ 1:12:15), break (@ 1:31:35)
* Det. Mike Farrell - assigned OJ and Nicole’s case from 911 call (@ 1:31:42), break (@ 1:41:50), recess (@ 1:45:45), KTLA back in court (@ 1:47:17),
Carl Douglas and Marcia debate CellMark, break (@ 1:52:06), back in court - Johnnie Cochran cross-examination (@ 1:52:32), multiple sidebars, recess
(@ 2:24:00)
* Back in court (@ 2:30:00), Johnnie explains relationship to Det. Ron Shipp - he won’t question witness, end of day recess (@ 2:32:10)
* KTLA back in court (@ 2:32:30), Hank Goldberg, Carl Douglas debate Shipp statement admissibility, Darden: “Let’s get this on, stop dilly-dallying
around”, break (@ 3:22:22), back in court (@ 3:23:00), Shapiro disclosing rumored conversations between Judge Ito and Chief Willie Williams, Judge Ito
making note of Tracie Savage in courtroom - potential witness, lawyers approve her presence, Ito warns her against watching any TV coverage of DNA
evidence, break (@ 3:40:40)
* Ron Shipp - retired LA Police Officer, friend of OJ (@ 3:41:00), break (@ 3:54:54)
OJ TRIAL #034 DVD (4:01:00)
* Ron Shipp cont., break (@ 0:19:10), break (@ 0:41:00), break (@ 0:43:00), multiple sidebars, break (@ 0:56:38), Carl Douglas voir dire (@ 0:57:30), Ito
blows a fuse (@ 0:58:00), Darden continues (@ 1:00:00), Carl Douglas cross-examination (@ 1:13:30), Ship to OJ “This is sad OJ, this is really sad” (@
1:51:10), break (@ 1:55:15), end of day recess (@ 2:07:55)
* CNN recap of Shipp testimony (@ 2:08:20)
* Ron Shipp cont. (@ 2:13:00), break (@ 2:30:55)
* Shapiro feeling uncomfortable with Shipp’s expressions towards OJ during sidebars, recess (@ 2:33:40), Darden asks to have Shipp’s comment: “Tell
the truth” heard by jury, Douglas: “I’d object”, break (@ 2:35:10)
* Shipp cont. (@ 2:35:55), lunch recess (@ 3:02:45), break (@ 3:07:55), back in court (@ 3:08:00), break (@ 3:35:00), break (@ 3:36:45), back in court
(@ 3:40:45), Darden, Cochran discussing safety deposit box items, break (@ 3:55:30)
* Mike Stevens - Investigator DA’a Office (@ 3:55:35)
OJ TRIAL #035 DVD (4:01:00)
* Mike Stevens cont., OJ’s letters to Nicole (@ 0:09:00), Cochran cross-examination (@ 0:17:00), break (@ 0:23:35)
* Terri Moore - 911 operator (@ 0:25:30), break (@ 0:28:00), 911 audio tape (@ 0:33:00), break (@ 0:35:30), Cochran cross-examination (@ 0:56:50),
end of day recess (@ 1:00:30), break (@ 1:04:35), back in court debating blood samples, break (@ 1:12:50)
* Back in court, OJ enters courtroom (@ 1:14:00), Cochran remarking on Ron Shipp’s “power signs” while leaving courtroom in front of the jury, Kennedy
tape (recital), witness, Darden responds, break (@ 1:22:52)
* Sgt. Robert Lerner - responded to 911 call (@ 1:23:25), Cochran cross-examination (@ 1:29:00), break (@ 1:33:33), break (@ 1:50:40)
* Catherine Boe - Nicole’s former next door neighbor (@ 1:51:00), break (@ 2:07:30), Shapiro cross-examination (@ 2:18:20), break (@ 2:25:30)
* Carl Coby - Ms. Boe’s husband (@ 2:32:45), Shapiro cross-examination (@ 2:44:00), break (@ 2:46:45)
* Back in court (@ 2:48:45), Shapiro commenting on Denise Brown statement, lunch recess (@ 2:50:35), Robert Blasier back in court (@ 2:52:00),
Rockne Harmon replying to blood testing (@ 2:58:00), break (@ 3:28:00), back in court (@ 3:30:00)
* Denise Brown - Nicole’s sister (@ 3:30:20), multiple sidebars, crying (@ 3:56:00), end of day recess (@ 3:57:40), Marta and Al comment
OJ TRIAL #036 DVD (3:58:45)
* Marta and Al comment on Denise Brown testimony cont., break (@ 0:07:00)
* “H/C” - “Faye Resnick Uncensored”, Marcus Allen, Denise Brown 2/3/1995 (@ 0:07:45)
* Back in court (@ 0:13:00)
* Denise Brown cont. (@ 0:23:45), crying (@ 0:35:00), jury sent out (@ 0:40:00), Darden Shapiro debating relevance of polaroids taken by Denise Brown
of abuse, jury recalled (@ 1:04:20), Denise retakes the stand (@ 1:06:00), more sidebars, more crying, more sidebars, break (@ 1:33:25), back in court
(@ 1:38:30), sidebars, Denise breakdown (@ 1:58:00), sidebar, Shapiro cross-examination (@ 2:02:30), sidebar, lunch recess (@ 2:25:30), Darden
Cochran debate recital tape, break (@ 2:36:20), back in court (@ 2:37:00), Shapiro offers better quality recital video, excerpt of Roy Firestone ESPN
interview - audio not in synch (@ 2:42:00), Cochran Darden debate relevance, jury recalled (@ 2:52:00), Denise Brown resumes stand (@ 2:53:00),
sidebar, Denise excused (@ 3:20:30)
* Candace Garvey - wife of Steve Garvey, friend of Nicole (@ 3:32:30), Cochran cross-examination (@ 3:43:30)
OJ TRIAL #037 DVD (4:01:00)
* Candace Garvey cont., recess (@ 0:18:00), break (@ 0:18:20), back in court (@ 0:19:34)
* Cynthia Shahian - friend of Nicole (@ 0:19:50), Cochran cross-examination (@ 0:32:20), end of day recess (@ 0:37:00), break (@ 0:37:25), Marta and
Irene Ayala summarize, back in court (@ 0:38:45)
* Darden to Ito: “”Mr. Cochran keeps pickin’ on me” (@ 0:39:20), Marcia requests new witness, shows exhibits, F. Lee Bailey commenting on telestrator
(@ 0:52:00), recess (@ 0:52:20)
* CNN Gallup Polls (@ 0:53:00)
* KTLA - Walter Richards w/Steve Werblun - courtroom artist (@ 0:53:30), break (@ 0:59:56), back in court (@ 1:00:00), Carl Douglas and Chris Darden
discussing recital videotape, F. Lee Bailey asks for 12 videotapes taken from OJ’s house, break (@ 1:11:00)
* Tia Gavin - Mezzaluna waitress (@ 1:12:45), Shapiro cross-examination (@ 1:27:20)
* Stewart Tanner - Mezzaluna bartender (@ 1:41:15), Shapiro cross-examination (@ 2:03:45), lunch recess w/super admonition (@ 2:06:30), break (@
2:06:40)
* KTLA - Walter Richards w/Vincent Schodolski - Chicago tribune (@ 2:11:00), back in court (@ 2:13:00), Marcia handles/enters blood soaked envelope
with glasses, Johnnie argues relevance, break (@ 2:32:30), back in court (@ 2:33:00), Marcia exhibits photo boards
* Karen Crawford - Mezzaluna manager who found Nicole’s mother’s glasses (@ 2:39:00), glasses presented to witness (@ 3:00:30), Ron’s clothes
presented (@ 3:04:20), tears (@ 3:05:00), Shapiro cross-examination (@ 3:14:15)
* Tia Gavin (again), re-sworn (@ 3:29:30), recess (@ 3:36:45), back in court (@ 3:37:00), Johnnie, Marcia debate repeatedly showing clothing
* Kimberly Goldman - Ron’s sister (@ 3:44:00), no cross-examination
* Pablo Fenjves - Nicole’s neighbor, heard dog’s “plaintive wail” (@ 3:46:00), Cochran cross-examination (@ 3:59:45)

OJ TRIAL #038 DVD (3:36:20)
* Pablo Fenjves cont., break (@ 0:29:22), end of day recess (@ 0:43:20), back in court (@ 0:49:30)
* Eva Stein - Nicole’s neighbor (@ 0:50:30), Cochran cross-examination (@ 1:03:20)
* Louis Karpf - Nicole’s neighbor (@ 1:15:30), Cochran cross-examination (@ 1:29:00), recess (@ 1:42:00), break (@ 1:42:45), back in court (@ 1:43:15)
* Steven Schwab - found bloodied dog (@ 2:03:20), lunch recess (@ 2:47:00), break (@ 2:47:30), back in court (@ 2:51:20), F. Lee Bailey wants to
argue - concedes, Steven Schwab cont. (@ 2:54:00), Carl Douglas cross-examination (@ 3:04:50)
* Sukru Boztepe - found bodies (@ 3:36:00)
OJ TRIAL #039 DVD (4:01:00)
* Sukru Boztepe, Cochran cross-examination (@ 0:20:15), recess (@ 0:41:15), break (@ 0:41:25), break (@ 0:45:15), back in court (@ 0:45:45)
* Elsie Tistaert - called police about dog barking, called 911 about door chimes (@ 0:48:00), Cochran cross-examination (@ 0:58:45), Cochran: “Are you
tuning me out”? (@ 0:59:45), recess (@ 1:05:00)
* “H/C” - Faye Resnick “Nicole’s Premonition” 2/8/1995 (@ 1:05:25)
* KTLA next day back in court (@ 1:16:20)
* Robert Riske - LAPD, first officer to arrive at crime scene (@ 1:29:20), recess/break (@ 2:28:00), back in court (@ 2:30:35), Robert Riske cont. (@
2:35:00), Ito yawns (@ 2:48:05), break (@ 3:13:13), break (@ 3:33:00), Cochran cross-examination (@ 3:47:00), lunch recess (@ 3:54:45), back in court
(@ 3:55:00), Robert Riske cross-examination cont. (@ 3:59:00)
OJ TRIAL #040 DVD (3:58:15)
* Robert Riske cont., break (@ 0:40:30), recess/break (@ 1:04:35), Cochran, Marcia debate introducing video of officers walking through crime scene,
Ito: “wrong witness”, Robert Riske cont. (@ 1:22:00), OJ reacting to photos (@ 1:28:50), recess/break (@ 1:37:10), back in court (@ 1:40:20), Robert
Riske cont. (@ 1:42:40), recess (@ 2:02:00), back in court (@ 2:02:30) Marcia, Cochran debate evidence being “moved” through photographs, Ito:
“wrong witness”, recess (@ 2:26:00), break (@ 2:27:10), back in court (@ 2:28:10), end of day recess (@ 2:37:15)
* “American Journal” - jury tours OJ’s mansion, OJ's home videos, OJ's nanny (@ 2:37:20), "Inside Edition" - jury tours mansion, Mary Ann Gurchas,
Mark Fuhrman, Johnnie Cochran statement controversy, OJ waives right to visit Condo (@ 2:46:10), “H/C” - OJ's lost child video tape, jury tour w/Faye
Resnick commentary 2/13/1995 (@ 2:52:20)
* KTLA Marta, Al discuss jury tour (@ 3:02:15), break (@ 3:14:45), back in court (@ 3:16:10), Robert Riske cont. (@ 3:19:40)
OJ TRIAL #041 DVD (4:00:30)
* Robert Riske cont., break (@ 0:01:00), break (@ 0:24:20), back in court (@ 0:25:45), Cochran re-cross (@ 0:38:15), break (@ 1:10:25)
* Sgt. David Rossi - one of first to arrive at crime scene (@ 1:14:00), break (@ 1:26:10), back in court (@ 1:35:35), OJ looking ill (@ 1:51:00), break (@
2:26:55), F. Lee Bailey cross-examination (@ 2:37:00), break (@ 3:05:00), “CNN Live” (@ 3:05:20), break (@ 3:39:25), KTLA back in court (@ 3:39:30),
break (@ 4:00:30)
OJ TRIAL #042 DVD (3:34:00)
* Rockne Harmon and Robert Blasier DNA evidence hearing - in progress, Barry Scheck (@ 0:12:00), break (@ 0:23:30), Ron Olsen reporting on
possible juror misconduct - making a bet (@ 0:23:40), end of day break (@ 0:26:50), back in court (@ 0:31:10), Rockne Harmon is late, Ito: “Miss Clark,
is he on his way”? (@ 0:36:50), Scheck Harmon more DNA evidence hearing, break (@ 0:59:25), back in court (@ 0:59:55)
* Sgt. David Rossi cont. (@ 1:01:00), Marcia Clark re-direct (@ 1:21:50), break (@ 1:26:35), Bailey re-cross (@ 1:40:20), break (@ 2:10:15), back in
court (@ 2:11:00)
* Det. Ron Phillips - LAPD Homicide, first Detective to arrive (@ 2:25:45), lunch recess (@ 2:49:20), back in court w/o audio (@ 2:52:00), Det. Ron
Phillips cont. (@ 2:54:45), break (@ 3:34:00) * DVD continues black til 4:01:00 *
OJ TRIAL #043 DVD (4:01:00)
* Det. Ron Phillips cont., break (@ 0:15:30), break (@ 0:40:45), end of day break (@ 0:56:35), back in court (@ 0:57:50), Scheck Harmon more DNA
evidence hearing, Hodgman re-enters courtroom (@ 1:07:00), Ito: “Happy to see you again, I feel some responsibility for your absence these past couple
of days”, break (@ 1:14:10)
* “H/C” - Al Cowlings 1-900 phone number, Faye Resnick reaction, Michael Jackson offers privacy to OJ’s kids 2/15/1995 (@ 1:14:15)
* KTLA morning coverage (@ 1:22:40), Ron Olsen reporting on jury reaction, back in court (@ 1:25:00), break (@ 1:25:40), Det. Ron Phillips cont. (@
1:26:45), break (@ 2:13:32), Cochran cross-examination (@ 2:43:45), break (@ 2:43:30), break (@ 2:46:50), Ito: “Wait, wait, wait, counsel, wait wait when I say wait everyone stops talking and sits down” (@ 2:52:00), Cochran plays police call to coroner (6/13/1994), lunch recess (@ 3:30:20), Ron
Olsen with Jessica Seigel juror reaction, “No Sidebar” button, break (@ 3:34:15), back in court (@ 3:35:10), Carl Douglas requesting use of televised
videotape tour of condo showing phone w/speed dial, Cochran, Marcia debate use of video, Ito calls for sidebar - rousing laughter in courtroom (@
3:46:30), break (@ 3:46:40), Det. Ron Phillips cont. (@ 3:48:00)
OJ TRIAL #044 DVD (3:57:30)
* Det. Ron Phillips cont., break (1:00:10), back in court (@ 1:00:30), break (@ 1:36:15), break (@ 1:44:20), jury dismissed for afternoon (@ 1:46:00),
break (@ 1:50:05)
* Next day (@ 1:52:00) Marta and Al DeBlanc discuss juror misconduct, break (@ 2:01:40), back in court (@ 2:02:00), Shapiro, Clark argue about DNA
results being announced in court, Douglas upset Darden announced name of possible witness, Darden upset about “Being dragged into the abyss with
the rest of the lawyers”, “Every reporter in this courtroom knows that I don’t leak anything” (@ 2:10:00), break (@ 2:11:40)
* Det. Ron Phillips cont. (@ 2:12:00), break (@ 3:23:40), back in court (@ 3:27:15), minor video tracking distortions (@ 3:41:15, 3:41:53, 3:57:28)
OJ TRIAL #045 DVD (4:01:00)
* Det. Ron Phillips cont., lunch recess (0:17:10), back in court (@ 0:17:45), courtroom audio malfunction - Det. Phillips: “I didn’t do that” - courtroom roars
with laughter (@ 0:33:00), break (@ 0:36:44), Darden hands Ito hourglass during sidebar (@ 0:37:00), Cochran re-cross (@ 0:43:25)
* Det. Tom Lange - one of Lead Investigators (@1:00:15), Johnnie and Marcia have private sidebar (@ 1:24:00), Marcia rolls eyes at Cochran’s request
for sidebar (@ 1:40:00), Ito to Marcia: “wait, wait, wait - wait, wait, wait - c’mon over here” (@ 1:40:30), break (@ 1:40:45), Marcia introduces bloody
glove (@ 1:43:30), blue stocking cap (@ 1:44:55), break (@ 1:46:30), Marta and Al discuss, back in court (@ 1:49:30), Ito dismisses jurors for the holiday
weekend, break (@ 1:50:30), back in court (@ 1:52:10), Marcia to Scheck: “I’m only identifying them - identifying them, relax Mr. Scheck, it’s OK - he
gets so excited” (@ 1:52:45), Scheck instructs how to correctly repackage contents (@ 1:53:50), Bill Hodgman discusses phony subpoena for Jill Shivelry
(@ 1:56:55), break (@ 2:00:15), break (@ 2:03:00)
* Back in court after holiday weekend (@ 2:03:30), Det. Tom Lange cont. (@ 2:04:30), break (@ 2:57:25), Simpson Poll, Marta and Prof. Myrna Raeder
discuss, back in court (@ 2:59:30), Scheck notifies Ito discussing testing protocol will take quite some time, break (@ 3:10:00), break (@ 3:32:40)
OJ TRIAL #046 DVD (3:57:35)
* Det. Tom Lange cont., break (0:02:20), back in court (0:02:27), break (@ 0:54:25), break (@ 1:19:35), back in court (@ 1:20:20), break (@ 1:22:25),
back in court (@ 1:22:55), break (@ 1:35:30), break (@ 2:09:50), Cochran cross-examination (@ 2:15:30), end of day break (@ 2:29:30)
* “H/C” - Kato Kaelin, “Frogman” disguise 2/21/1995 (@ 2:30:50)
* KTLA morning coverage (@ 2:36:30), break (@ 2:46:10), back in court (@ 2:46:30), Cheri Lewis, Carl Douglas discuss material disclosure, Det. Tom
Lange cont. (@ 2:57:45), break (@ 3:49:30), Marcia trying to break Johnnie’s stride with inventory of evidence (@ 3:50:40), back on the record (@
3:53:00)

OJ TRIAL #047 DVD (4:01:00)
* Det. Tom Lange cont., break (0:37:50), break (@ 0:47:38), Johnnie: “We’ll all have to suffer together” (@ 1:08:20), lunch recess (@ 1:16:00), back in
court (@ 1:18:00), Marcia concerned about seeing video - Johnnie and Ito would like to wait, Det. Tom Lange cont. (@ 1:20:45), break (@ 1:36:10),
break (@ 2:30:50), back in court (@ 2:32:15), reviewing defense video tape, Cochran: “Your Honor, she doesn’t know what she’s talking about” (@
2:46:52), break (@ 2:52:40), Det. Tom Lange cont. (@ 2:57:00), end of day break (@ 3:29:40), back in court (@ 3:30:30), Hodgman Scheck discuss
evidence - or don’t, break (@ 3:32:45)
* Next day Marta, Peter, and Al discuss previous day testimony re: not bagging Nicole’s hands, break (@ 3:38:20), back in court (@ 3:39:20), evidence
hearing - Marcia continues to argue about lack of depth in video, Cochran: “Judge, this scene becomes very relevant to our case” (@ 3:55:40)
OJ TRIAL #048 DVD (3:59:20)
* Evidence hearing cont., Det. Tom Lange cont. (@ 0:22:20), Denise Brown asked to leave courtroom due to questions regarding Sydney Simpson (@
0:34:00), sidebar conference where Darden is cited (@ 0:46:40), Ito is furious (@ 0:48:25), break (0:48:55), Ito to Darden: “Contemplate what you’re
going to say next” (@ 0:49:15), Ito to Marcia “You want to fight some more with the court, you’re welcome to do so” (@ 0:52:45), Marcia to Ito: “Shall I
take off my watch and jewelry”? (@ 0:53:05), Ron Olsen with Shirley Perlman (@ 1:09:10), back in court without Darden and Clark, yet (@ 1:10:15), Ito:
“Ms. Clark, ...I’ve offered you three times an opportunity to end this right now - this is very simple” (@ 1:18:55), Darden finally apologizes (@ 1:29:30),
Det. Tom Lange cont. (@ 1:31:30), lunch recess (@ 2:07:22), break (@ 2:33:30), back in court (@ 2:34:20), end of day break (@ 2:37:15)
* “H/C” - Kato Kaelin “What Will Kato Say”? (@ 2:37:20), “E/T” - Trial TV ratings, Gil Garcetti interview excerpt (@ 2:41:00)
* KTLA - Marta Al and Ron discuss Rosa Lopez video testimony (@ 2:44:30), break (@ 2:54:55), back in court (@ 2:56:00), Cheri Lewis, F. Lee Bailey
motion hearing regarding Fuhrman questioning, Darden, Cochran motion hearing regarding Lopez KMEX interview and transcript (@ 3:19:00), break (@
3:29:30), Ron Olsen comments on second angle camera, break (@ 3:38:15), back in court (@ 3:38:25)
* Rosa Lopez - evidentiary hearing (@ 3:39:00), Darden cross-examination (@ 3:49:30)
OJ TRIAL #049 DVD (4:01:00)
* Rosa Lopez cont., break (@ 0:38:05), break (@ 0:45:50), back in court (@ 0:46:00), reviewing Court TV Kristin Jeannette-Meyers video footage (@
0:47:00), Rosa Lopez cont. (@ 0:50:20), break (@ 1:57:10), Rosa Lopez cont. (@ 1:58:00), Rosa asked to sit in hallway (@ 2:09:15)
* Zulema Iida - Pan Am travel agent (@ 2:13:30), Marcia cross-examination (@ 2:21:30)
* Cochran, Darden arguments regarding Rosa Lopez evidentiary hearing (@ 2:24:20), break (@ 3:27:10), back in court (@ 3:31:00), Marcia upset
regarding calling witness out of order with the jury (@ 3:33:00), Cochran upset regarding Marcia’s childcare responsibilities (@ 3:35:00), Charles Jones Rosa Lopez atty. (@ 3:38:00), Rosa addresses Ito (@ 3:42:50), crying: “I don’t want to be here any longer”, Johnnie proposes working on Saturday - Ito
refuses, jury called into the courtroom (@ 3:51:200) and told to go home: “This is going to be an unusual trial, and things like this are going to happen
again” (@ 3:53:20), break (@ 3:55:35)
* “H/C” - F. Lee Bailey (@ 3:55:40)
* KTLA back in court at sidebar (@ 3:59:30)
OJ TRIAL #050 DVD (3:58:20)
* KTLA back in court at sidebar (@ 0:22:20), Rosa called into Judge’s chambers (@ 0:05:50), break (@ 0:06:55), CNN coverage with Jim Moret, Greta
Van Susteran and Roger Cossack, back in court (@ 0:07:45), Carl Douglas trying to explain Lopez/”Sylvia” documented interviews, break (@ 0:16:10),
Marcia arguing defense refused to disclose documents, break (@ 0:37:18), break (@ 0:44:13)
* Rosa Lopez video testimony - neighbor’s maid claims to have seen OJ’s Bronco outside of house the night of the murders (0:44:15), break (@ 0:57:10),
break (@ 1:08:20), Johnnie collects courtroom observers eyeglasses for Rosa who forgot hers, break (@ 1:15:20), break (@ 1:17:10), Jim, Greta, Roger
discuss, break (@ 1:20:10), back in court, break (@ 2:05:25), break (@ 2:21:50), Jim, Greta, Roger discuss during sidebar, Judge Ito asks Rosa to return
tomorrow to continue video testimony - Rosa asks to address Judge: “I have my tickets purchased for tomorrow at 11 in the morning”, Ito: “OK, we’ll be
sure that gets changed”, break (@ 2:28:00)
* William G. Pavelic - interviewed Rosa Lopez (@ 2:28:10), Ito: “Alright, no - don’t do your best, have them here tomorrow” (@ 2:29:28), break (@
2:30:15)
* “H/C” - "J.R. the drug dealer" (polygraph) 2/27/1995 (@ 2:30:20)
* KTLA morning coverage with Marta Al and Peter (@ 2:37:15), Marcia comments on Lopez audio interview, break (@ 2:40:20), Cochran comments on
audio tape (@ 2:43:10), break (@ 2:45:25), break (@ 2:46:25), Walter Richards reports on Judge Ito being late, back in court (@ 2:51:20), Marcia and
Johnnie argue regarding late disclosure and inconsistencies between tape and notes, Johnnie can’t believe what he’s hearing (@ 3:19:00)
* Maya Hamburger - Rosa Lopez’s atty. told Rosa’s testimony is going to take a few more days (@ 3:29:35), lunch recess (@ 3:32:30), Marta, Al and
Peter discuss, back in court (@ 3:38:50), Maya Hamburger again (@ 3:44:40), asks if Rosa can address Ito directly: “I am very sick, sir, I don’t eat, I
don’t sleep very well” (@ 3:47:30), Judge orders her to return Thursday morning, end of day break (@ 3:58:20)
OJ TRIAL #051 DVD (4:01:00)
* KTLA morning coverage with Marta Waller and Irene Ayala, break (@ 0:12:35), Walter Richards Al DeBlanc discuss possible dismissed juror, back in
court (@ 0:14:40), Ito calls for jury - selects replacement juror (@ 0:16:30), explains delays to jury (@ 0:17:40) Ito: “It’ll all make sense six months from
now”, jury dismissed, Marta and Irene discuss, break (@ 0:26:45), back in court (@ 0:26:50), Marcia and Carl argue discovery sanctions, Uelmen
continues: “We screwed up, we apologize for that” (@ 0:59:30), Lewis and Shapiro comment, afternoon recess (@ 1:28:15), Marta, Al and Hal Fishman
discuss, dismissed juror Michael Knox comments (@ 1:13:10), break (@ 1:37:35)
* Rosa Lopez video testimony cont. (@ 1:37:40), Darden cross-examination (@ 1:42:00), break (@ 2:35:15), break (@ 2:37:22), back in court (@
2:37:30), break (@ 3:06:50), Rosa leaves for lunch recess (@ 3:25:30), Maya Hamburger (@ 3:36:00), lunch recess (@ 3:37:45), break (@ 3:30:25), Gil
Garcetti press conference re: Marcia Clark’s personal problems (@ 3:30:50), break (@ 3:40:00), back in court with Maya Hamburger, Rosa Lopez cont.
(@ 3:40:45), courtroom watches Lopez KABC-TV interview - twice (@ 3:49:35), Darden and Cochran argue, Rosa returns (@ 3:54:35), sidebar
OJ TRIAL #052 DVD (4:01:00)
* Sidebar cont., break (@ 0:32:20), break (@ 0:44:40), courtroom computer technical difficulties - break (@ 0:49:35), afternoon recess (@ 1:00:00), break
(@ 1:01:15), back in court (@ 1:05:15), Cochran complaining about Darden laughing at witness, Rosa cont. (@ 1:08:30), break (@ 1:24:25), break for
Lopez’s legal counseling (@ 2:11:00), end of day break (@ 2:11:55), Carl Jones promising Marguerite Thomas will be available on 24 hr. notice (@
2:12:45), break (@ 2:20:40), break (@ 2:23:32)
* KNBC next day coverage of Rosa Lopez video testimony - bad video quality (@ 2:23:35), Cochran playing musical chairs, break (@ 2:25:55), Rosa
cont. (@ 2:30:10), quick cut to live shot of White House for Clinton press conference (@ 3:12:10), break (@ 3:25:45), Bill Pavelic audio tape
OJ TRIAL #053 DVD (4:01:00)
* KTLA recap of morning events with Marta, Al, Peter and Walter Richards, break (@ 010:10), Walter with Jessica Seigel (@ 0:16:55), break (@ 0:21:55),
break (@ 0:25:55), back in court coverage of Rosa Lopez video testimony, recess (@ 1:36:00), back in court (@ 1:41:50), break (@ 2:05:08), courtroom
computer snafu attempting to review videotape, break (@ 2:14:48), Ito: “Miss Lopez, your attorney has indicated that he doesn’t want you to speak to me
at this point” (@ 2:20:05), Lopez: “I just wanted to thank you for the room you rented for me last night”, break (@ 2:24:20)
* KTLA morning coverage, Ron Olsen reporting on Mark Storfer (@ 2:27:15), county’s cost of trial (@ 2:34:50), break (@ 2:37:30), back in court, Ito
explains to jury about calling another witness out of order (@ 2:39:30)
* Mark Storfer - neighbor of Nicole (@ 2:40:20), Cochran cross-examination (@ 2:49:15)
* Det. Tom Lange resumes (@ 3:19:50), break (@ 3:30:20), morning recess (@ 3:37:00), break (@ 3:39:10), Ron reports on Storfer’s testimony, back in
court (@ 3:42:10), break (@ 3:53:35)

OJ TRIAL #054 DVD (3:55:15)
* Det. Tom Lange - Cochran cross-examination cont., examining Ron’s clothing, break (@ 0:21:55), break (@ 0:53:35), lunch recess (@ 1:03:30), break
(@ 1:05:15), break (@ 1:12:15), bomb squad investigating suspicious briefcase in courthouse, back in court (@ 1:19:00), Det. Tom Lange cont. (@
1:21:20), break (@ 1:44:45), jury dismissed for the day (@ 2:00:45), break (@ 2:01:45), Ron Olsen reports on bomb scare, back in court (@ 2:09:00),
reviewing video of Det. Tom Lange putting shoes on car seat, Darden and Blasier comment on compiled video footage, Ito allows footage, Ron Olsen
reports Rosa Lopez is back in El Salvador, Hodgman and Scheck discuss location of shoes and socks (@ 2:25:00), end of day recess (@ 2:55:45),
break (@ 2:57:30)
* “H/C” - Ron Hardy - Nicole’s friend 3/6/1995 (@ 2:57:35)
* KTLA next day back in court (@ 3:02:50), Det. Tom Lange cont. (in progress) Clark, break (@ 3:09:25), lunch recess (@ 3:34:45), break (@ 3:36:27),
KTLA recap of morning events, break (@ 3:45:45), back in court (@ 3:49:15), Carl Douglas inquiring about DNA results from nail scrapings, Marcia
responds, Det. Tom Lange cont. (@ 3:54:30), sidebar
OJ TRIAL #055 DVD (4:01:00)
* Sidebar cont., Det. Tom Lange cont., break (@ 1:10:00), afternoon recess (@ 1:12:15), Ron Olsen reporting on Ron’s ring, back in court (@ 1:18:00),
evidence hearing reviewing videotapes, Barry Scheck and Rockne Harmon DNA discovery hearing, break (@ 1:58:50), Stephen Solomon - Michelle
Aboudram’s Atty. (1:58:52), Melvyn Sacks - Cathy Randa’s Atty. (@ 2:01:00), Cheri Lewis (@ 2:17:00), recess (@ 2:35:45), break (@ 2:36:28), Det. Tom
Lange cont. (@ 2:37:00), Cochran re-cross
OJ TRIAL #056 DVD (3:58:35)
* Det. Tom Lange cont., lunch recess (@ 0:16:40), back in court (@ 0:22:15), lawyers schedule hearings, break (@ 0:26:45), Ron Olsen with Dominick
Dunne (@ 0:32:55), break (@ 0:35:45), back in court (@ 0:37:05), Marcia and Scheck discuss mentioning DNA tests, Det. Tom Lange cont. (@ 0:49:30),
break (@ 1:01:05), break (@ 1:17:25), Ito offers jurors an opportunity to stretch (@ 1:35:50), recess (@ 2:12:20), break (@ 2:13:15)
* “H/C” - “Candyman” art imitating life (@ 2:13:20), Marcia Clark’s custody battle poll
* KTLA morning coverage (@ 2:16:40), break (@ 2:19:50), back in court (@ 2:22:30), Det. Tom Lange cont. (@ 2:24:15), break (@ 2:46:02), break (@
3:13:15), Det. Lange not upset Johnnie doesn’t have any more questions for him - leaves stand, break (@ 3:29:35)
* Patti Goldman - Ron's stepmother (@ 3:30:00), identifies shopping list
* Det. Mark Fuhrman is called (@ 3:34:00), draws sidebar, Ito dismisses jury to look at exhibits (@ 3:35:00), Darden presents boards for review, Det.
Mark Fuhrman - found bloody glove (@ 3:46:00)
OJ TRIAL #057 DVD (4:01:00)
* Det. Mark Fuhrman cont., lunch recess (@ 0:07:50), break (@ 0:11:48), back in court (@ 0:16:35), Det. Mark Fuhrman cont. (@ 0:19:25), Ito: “Miss
Clark, I’m just the referee - it’s your case” (@ 1:47:20), recess (@ 1:47:50), break (@ 1:49:33)
* F. Lee Bailey press conference - re: upcoming strategy (@ 1:54:50), Marta and Peter comment, break (@ 2:03 25)
* KTLA morning coverage, Marta and Al comment on F. Lee Bailey press conference, back in court (@ 2:11:45), Cheri Lewis complaining about Bailey’s
revelations of mystery witness, Det. Mark Fuhrman cont. (@ 2:17:45), recess (@ 3:21:35), break (@ 3:23:40), Det. Mark Fuhrman cont. (@ 3:24:10),
Rockingham display boards (@ 3:59:00)
OJ TRIAL #058 DVD (4:00:10)
* Det. Mark Fuhrman cont., shovel from Bronco introduced (@ 0:35:15), plastic bag introduced (@ 0:38:45), white towel (@ 0:41:35), piece of wood
found near Bronco (@ 0:43:20), end of day recess (@ 0:45:45), back in court - no audio (@ 0:50:20), Marta and Al discuss, break (@ 0:53:10), Walter
Richards with Vincent Schodolski (@ 0:55:45), break (@ 1:00:50)
* “H/C” - Mark Fuhrman - “Two Faces” (@ 1:00:55)
* KTLA morning coverage (@ 1:06:55), Ron Olsen reports on Mark Fuhrman Cathleen Bell relationship, break (@ 1:11:17), back in court (@ 1:11:20),
Det. Mark Fuhrman cont. (@ 1:13:10), morning recess (@ 2:02:15), break (@ 2:03:50), back in court (@ 2:03:55), Marcia wants to argue with F. Lee
Bailey regarding Fuhrman medical records - Fuhrman asked to leave courtroom, Marcia getting her facts mixed up (@ 2:13:35), Ito rules for prosecution,
Det. Mark Fuhrman retakes the witness stand, F. Lee Bailey cross-examination (@ 2:24:45), lunch recess (@ 3:38:30), break (@ 3:39:55), back in court
(@ 3:44:30), Det. Mark Fuhrman cont. (@ 3:45:00), “Columbian necktie” description generates reaction from OJ (@ 3:55:20)
OJ TRIAL #059 DVD (4:01:00)
* Det. Mark Fuhrman cont., end of day recess (@ 0:49:10), break (@ 0:50:48), Ron Olsen with Dominick Dunne, Marta and Peter discuss morning
events, break (@ 0:58:35), break (@ 1:02:50), Ron Olsen with Vincent Schodolski, break (@ 1:14:08), back in court (@ 1:14:10), Det. Mark Fuhrman
cont. (@ 1:15:40), material recess - jury excused (@ 2:14:00), jury rejoins (@ 2:21:00), end of day recess (@ 2:40:40), break (@ 2:44:20), KTLA morning
coverage (@ 2:44:25), Ron Olsen speculates on Max Cordoba, break (@ 2:54:25), back in court (@ 2:54:30), F. Lee Bailey addresses court re: actually
speaking with Max Cordoba “Marine to Marine”, Marcia plays tape of Bailey’s cross-examination in court, Marcia starts flipping out (@ 3:03:10), Marcia
wants to play tape of Stone Phillips “Dateline” report, Bailey: “Excuse me, don’t play the tape while there’s an objection” (@ 3:05:40), Bailey flips out (@
3:12:00), Darden lodges objection regarding Fuhrman arrestee (@ 3:20:45), Bailey responds, Marcia and Bailey argue over Fuhrman’s ability to plant
glove, Bailey and Darden discuss letter from Fuhrman’s atty.
OJ TRIAL #060 DVD (3:58:20)
* Bailey and Darden discuss letter from Fuhrman’s atty. cont., Ito calls for jury (@ 0:02:00), Det. Mark Fuhrman cont. (@ 0:04:00), Bailey: "Are you
therefore saying that you have not used that word in the past ten years, Detective Fuhrman?", Fuhrman: "Yes, that is what I am saying" (@ 0:13:00),
lunch recess (@ 1:07:00), break (@ 1:07:48), back in court (@ 1:12:48), Det. Mark Fuhrman cont. (@ 1:15:50), material recess (@ 1:48:10), break (@
1:51:43), back in court (@ 1:55:05), Bailey, Clark and Robert Tourtelot discuss letter seeking donations for Fuhrman, Ito rules for prosecution - let’s out
deep sigh (@ 2:55:45), jury rejoins (@ 2:27:20), end of day recess (@ 2:28:00), Marta and Al discuss, break (@ 2:31:33), Ron Olsen with Vincent
Schodolski, F. Lee Bailey press conference II (@ 2:38:45), break (@ 2:50:13)
* “H/C” - Kato “Star Treatment”, Fuhrman “Sex Symbol”, Poll: “Who’s winning? Bailey 14% vs. Fuhrman 86%”, Marcia’s domestic affairs - 3/15/1995 (@
2:50:15), “E/T” - Maximo Cordoba “Marine to Marine”, “Dateline” clip (@ 2:56:22)
* KTLA morning coverage, back in court (@ 3:00:00), Bailey re-address court re: Max Cordoba, Marcia questions Cordoba’s credibility, Ito asks counsel
to apologize to each other (@ 3:03:40), Marcia backpedals - then apologizes, Bailey apologizes to both Marcia and the court (@ 3:06:00), Marta and
Peter discuss, Det. Mark Fuhrman cont. (@ 3:08:20), Fuhrman excused (@ 3:17:45)
* Lieutenant Frank Spangler - Fuhrman’s supervisor at crime scene (@ 3:24:20), F. Lee Bailey cross-examination (@ 3:36:45), Bailey: “I apologize your
Honor, I’m afraid the witness must share a common lineage, as a Marine”, Spangler: “US Army sir, Command Sergeant Major US Army, sir” (@ 3:57:45)
OJ TRIAL #061 DVD (4:01:00)
* Lt. Frank Spangler cont., recess (@ 0:08:40), break (@ 0:10:07), Walter Richards with video clip of Shapiro and Tourtelot shaking hands outside
courthouse, break (@ 0:16:35), back in court (@ 0:18:00)
* Darryl Smith - freelance “Inside Edition” videographer (@ 0:20:15), Cochran cross-examination (@ 0:36:30)
* Det. Philip Vannatter - Det. Tom Lange’s partner (@ 0:56:15), afternoon recess (@ 1:17:50), break (@ 1:19:30), Robert Tourtelot press conference (@
1:28:45), break (@ 1:37:35), Det. Philip Vannatter cont. (1:37:45), end of day recess (@ 3:03:30), break (@ 3:05:28), next day back in court (@ 3:05:30),
juror #602 excused, review video of timed drive from Rockingham to Bundy and back (-6 mins.), pick new juror (@ 3:26:30), Det. Philip Vannatter cont.
(@ 3:27:45)

OJ TRIAL #062 DVD (3:57:15)
* Det. Philip Vannatter cont., evidence recess (0:12:35), review video of OJ in handcuffs, Shapiro objects to audio portions of video, jury called back in,
Det. Philip Vannatter cont. (@ 0:20:45), end of day recess (@ 0:52:00), break (@ 0:55:15), Det. Philip Vannatter cont. (@ 0:55:20), video of OJ in cuffs,
video of car ride from OJ’s house to condo and back, Shapiro cross-examination (@ 1:39:50), OJ approaches jury to show finger (@ 1:43:15), draws
sidebar afterward, recess (@ 2:10:00), break (@ 2:12:30), Det. Philip Vannatter cont. (@ 2:13:15), afternoon recess (@ 3:20:50), break (@ 3:23:50),
break (@ 3:29:25), Det. Philip Vannatter cont. (@ 3:33:45)
OJ TRIAL #063 DVD (4:01:00)
* Det. Philip Vannatter cont., end of day recess (@ 0:59:10), break (@ 1:00:30)
* “H/C” - “OJ: The Human Exhibit”, videos: cuffs, timed drive 3/20/1995 (@ 1:00:35), “The Simpson Family Feud”, “E/T” - “All But Forgotten: Ron
Goldman”, Tiffany Starr - Ron’s girlfriend (@ 1:08:15), “Studs” clip
* Det. Philip Vannatter cont. - in progress (@ 1:12:40), morning recess (@ 1:57:30), break (@ 1:58:45), Det. Philip Vannatter cont. (@ 1:59:50), afternoon
recess (@ 2:59:00), break (@ 3:00:50), Ron Olsen inquires about mystery envelope, Det. Philip Vannatter cont. (@ 3:04:10)
* Det. Tom Lange recalled (@ 3:31:00)
* Brian “Kato” Kaelin (@ 3:49:30)
OJ TRIAL #064 DVD (3:59:45)
* Brian “Kato” Kaelin cont., recess (@ 0:28:00), break (@ 0:33:15)
* “H/C” - “Kato’s Secret Life” (@ 0:33:20)
* Brian “Kato” Kaelin cont. - in progress (@ 0:36:30), recess (@ 1:38:20), break (@ 1:39:50), back in court (@ 1:41:40), afternoon recess (@ 2:33:00),
break (@ 2:35:35), back in court (@ 2:35:45)
OJ TRIAL #065 DVD (4:01:00)
* Brian “Kato” Kaelin cont. end of day recess (@ 0:20:15), break (@ 0:22:25), next day back in court (@ 0:28:50), Shapiro and Clark argue “Kato”
impeachment issues, video distortions (@ 0:31:00 - 0:31:10), back in court (@ 0:41:00), Brian “Kato” Kaelin cont., Shapiro cross-examination (@
1:17:15), morning recess (@ 1:47:10), break (@ 1:49:05), Brian “Kato” Kaelin cont. (@ 1:50:45), afternoon recess (@ 3:01:45), Marta has a coughing fit,
break (@ 3:04:55), back in court, discovery hearing, Brian “Kato” Kaelin cont. (@ 3:08:50), recess (@ 3:17:10), break - Marta still coughing (@ 3:19:00),
Brian “Kato” Kaelin cont. (@ 3:24:30), video distortion (@ 3:28:00), sidebar (@ 3:59:30)
OJ TRIAL #066 DVD (3:57:15)
* Sidebar, Brian “Kato” Kaelin cont., end of day recess (@ 0:20:35), break (@ 0:21:40)
* “Court TV” - Prime Time Justice (@ 0:21:45) Terry Moran reviewing Brian “Kato” Kaelin testimony with Dianne Renwick
* KTLA morning coverage with Marta and Royal Oakes (@ 0:46:15), Ron Olsen questions “Kato” acting on stand, break (@ 1:02:50), back in court (@
1:03:25), Carl Douglas inquires regarding Fuhrman pitches motion, Darden argues, Brian “Kato” Kaelin cont. (@ 1:07:15)
* Rachel Ferrera - friend of “Kato”, on phone during thumps on the wall (@ 1:39:30), Cochran cross-examination (@ 2:01:30), morning recess (@
2:22:50), break (@ 2:23:50)
* Allan Park - limousine driver (@ 2:30:15), afternoon recess (@ 3:16:00), break (@ 3:16:45), morning “Kato” Kaelin press conference replayed (@
3:16:48), Ron Olsen with Vincent Schodolski, break (@ 3:20:20), back in court (@ 3:25:25), Allan Park cont. (@ 3:21:50)
OJ TRIAL #067 DVD (4:01:00)
* Allan Park cont., recess (@ 0:57:10), break (@ 0:58:55), Allan Park cont., Cochran cross-examination (@ 1:02:40), afternoon recess (@ 2:04:15), break
(@ 2:06:06)
* KTLA morning coverage with Marta, Peter and Ron, break (@ 2:17:44), back in court, Marta, Carl and Darden discuss witness statement re: OJ’s mood
on cell phone, break (@ 2:30:45), Darden argues admissibility of luggage bags
* Allan Park cont. (@ 2:37:30), luggage presented as evidence (@ 2:54:30), recess (@ 3:26:16), break (@ 3:27:30), Allan Park cont. (@ 3:31:10)
OJ TRIAL #068 DVD (3:57:33)
* Allan Park cont., afternoon recess (@ 0:16:40), break (@ 0:18:08), Cochran to Darden: “Could Mr. Darden please sit down and stop making
sounds...ugh, ugh, ugh” (@ 0:22:40), Allan Park cont. (@ 0:28:00)
* Judge Delbert Wong - Court Special Master, retrieved luggage from homes (@ 0:57:30), Cochran cross-examination (@ 1:03:20), recess (@ 1:18:30),
break (@ 1:20:25)
* James Williams - LAX skycap (@ 1:20:45) “Is this water fresh? The water out there is hot...tastes like metal”, Carl Douglas cross-examination (@
1:41:50), recess (@ 2:06:10), Ron Olsen confused about duffle bags, break (@ 2:08:43)
* Thousands of lawyers prepared to discuss DNA (@ 2:09:00), Kelly-Frye motion w/Scheck, recess (@ 2:55:10), break (@ 2:57:12)
* KTLA Noon News (@ 2:57:15) Robert Kardashian, break (@ 3:06:00), Susan Silva - WESTEC Security employee explaining OJ’s security system
recap, break (@ 3:13:15)
* DNA evidentiary hearing (@ 3:15:05), George Clark, Barry Scheck, Rockne Harmon, William Thompson
OJ TRIAL #069 DVD (4:01:00)
* William Thompson cont., Harmon, Blasier, Scheck, Lewis, recess (@ 0:53:50), discovery hearing Scheck, Lewis, Hank Goldberg, Neufeld, recess (@
1:50:30), break (@ 1:52:15)
* “H/C” - “Courtroom Antics”, luggage, Kardashian, phone records, nasty side of LA law 3/30/1995 (@ 1:52:16), “E/T” - Kato’s acting career, luggage
3/30/1995
* KTLA morning coverage (@ 2:01:35), Marta, Stan Goldman, Walter Richards, break (@ 2:18:40), back in court, Johnnie reacting to unveiling OJ’s
security system
* Charles Cale - OJ’s neighbor (@ 2:23:00), Shapiro cross-examination (@ 2:44:00), recess (@ 3:39:40), break (@ 3:44:40), back in court, discovery
hearing
* David Adkins - LAPD Chief Photographer (jury not present) Cochran witness interview re: videotaping OJ’s house (@ 3:50:40)
OJ TRIAL #070 DVD (3:57:45)
* David Adkins cont., Cheri Lewis cross-examination (@ 0:03:30)
* Willie Ford Jr. - LAPD Photographer (jury not present) Cochran witness interview (@ 0:09:20), Cheri Lewis cross-examination (@ 0:27:40)
* Det. Adalberto Luper - LAPD (jury not present) Cochran witness interview (@ 0:31:30), recess (@ 0:42:50), Marta and Stan discuss possible sanctions,
break (@ 0:45:10), Det. Luper cont. (in progress) Cheri Lewis cross-examination (0:45:15)
* Det. James Harper - LAPD (jury not present) Cochran witness interview (@ 1:04:20), , Cheri Lewis cross-examination (@ 1:13:55)
* Johnnie calls Marcia Clark to the stand (@ 1:23:30), Lewis argues, Cochran objects, Ito denies, recess (@ 1:32:00) Marta, Al and Peter discuss, break
(1:38:10), back in court
* Peter Neufeld and Hank Goldberg discuss boards (@1:38:45), pan to seal (@ 2:07:40), Ito apologizes to jury for delay, Marcia and Shapiro introduce
new lawyers to jury
* Dennis Fung - LAPD Criminalist (@ 2:11:45) Hank Goldberg examination, video signal mayhem (@ 2:23:40 - 2:23:50), recess (@ 3:28:55), Marta,
Peter and Al, break (@ 3:31:20), Ron Olsen reports on coroner’s statement about “killing 9 or 10 defense attorneys” (@ 3:35:15), break (@ 3:41:45),
back in court, Brian Kelberg argues motion regarding Goldwin

OJ TRIAL #071 DVD (4:01:00)
* Brian Kelberg argues motion cont., Uelmen (@ 0:11:25), pan to seal w/Marta and Al (@ 0:33:20)
* Dennis Fung cont. (@ 0:37:45), removes boxed gloves (@ 0:48:00), recess (@ 1:20:30), break (@ 1:21:20), Fung cont. (@ 1:22:30), pan to seal
w/Marta and Al (@ 2:05:30), back in court (@ 2:06:20), Neufeld, Goldberg discuss boards, Fung cont. (@ 2:17:30), end of day recess (@ 2:31:05), Marta
and Al discuss
* Marta, Peter and Ron Olsen discuss possible rulings, Uelmen and Lewis argue discovery sanctions regarding prosecution videotape (@ 2:43:30),
Goldberg comments regarding Fung’s testimony soliciting suppressed information (@ 3:25:00), Uelmen (@ 3:38:30), Ito rules (@ 3:50:30), recess (@
3:52:45), Marta and Peter “size up” sanctions, break (@ 3:53:55), Lewis, Goldberg, Neufeld argue
OJ TRIAL #072 DVD (4:01:00)
* Hank Goldberg cont., Marcia not happy with the decision (@ 0:19:40), ito: “Miss Clark, I’ve already ruled on the decision”, pan to seal w/Marta and
Peter (@ 0:21:30), back in court (@ 0:22:50), Ito instructs jury regarding testimony of airline ticket and luggage tag (@ 0:23:30)
* Dennis Fung cont. (@ 0:24:30), recess (@ 1:17:00), break (@ 1:17:10), Marta and Al discuss Ito’s decision, Ron Olsen w/Christopher Sallon - Bar
Council of England (@ 1:22:20), break (@ 1:26:15), Marta displays Annie Liebovitz photos from the April 3rd edition of The New Yorker (@ 1:26:40),
break (@ 1:32:30), back in court, Fung cont. (@ 1:36:00), Fung unboxes cap (@ 1:38:30), pan to seal (@ 1:54:05), Ito examines jury view of exhibits,
Goldberg admonished for redisplaying inadmissible evidence. Ito: “20 minutes after that happens... you put this up onto the Elmo” (@ 1:59:00), Scheck
responds, seeking remedy again instructing jury, Goldberg backpedals, Ito obliterates document with “black out”, recalls jury, Ito instructs jury again (@
2:17:00), Fung cont. (@ 2:17:45), Scheck cross-examination (@ 2:51:00), recess (@ 3:04:30), break (@ 3:06:00), Fung cont. (@ 3:07:25), Scheck
inquires about Grand Jury testimony, and Andrea Mazzola involvement, Scheck: “And that testimony was not accurate, was it”?, Fung: “No”.
OJ TRIAL #073 DVD (4:01:00)
* Fung cross-examination cont., end of day recess, Ito: “Be kind to one another, don’t fight over the television” (@ 0:22:00), Marta, Al and Ron discuss,
break (@ 0:29:40)
* Next day Marta and Irene Ayala discuss sanctions, Ron Olsen with Shirley Perlman - N.Y. Newsday (@ 0:39:30), break (@ 0:42:40), back in court, Ito
replaces dismissed juror
* Dennis Fung cont. (@ 0:45:00), crazed cross dressing audience member ejected (@ 1:07:40), signal loss (@ 1:07:43 - 1:07:50), Ito instructs jury to
disregard disruptive audience members, Fung cont. (@ 1:08:30), signal loss (@ 1:09:38 - 1:09:43), recess, break (@ 2:37:40), Ron Olsen with Joseph
Bosco (@ 2:38:00) reporting on courtroom disturbance, break (@ 2:42:35), Marta reports on Alfonse D’Amato’s mocking of Judge Ito (@ 2:42:50), break
(@ 2:43:48), Marta and Irene discuss Scheck’s cross-examination and dismissed juror, break (@ 2:55:40), back in court, Fung cont. (@ 2:57:15),
multiple sidebars
OJ TRIAL #074 DVD (3:59:07)
* Dennis Fung cont., recess (@ 0:19:30), Marta and Irene praise Scheck’s cross-examination, break (@ 0:21:45), back in court, Fung cont. (@ 0:24:50),
juror comfort break (@ 0:54:35), Marta and Irene discuss Scheck’s effectiveness, break (@ 0:55:15), Fung cont. (@ 0:55:30), end of day recess (@
1:09:25), Marta and Irene comment on crime scene videotape, back in court (@ 1:13:30), Scheck and Goldberg argue chronological order of videotape,
recess (@ 1:29:20), Marta, Irene and Ron discuss autopsy reports and photos, “Wayans Bros” “technical glitch” interrupts Irene (@ 1:34:38), break (@
1:36:45)
* Next day Marta, Ron, Al and Peter report on 2 ill jurors (@ 1:37:35), Ron with Jessica Seigel - Chicago Tribune reporting on Dr. Mullis’ role as an
expert witness for the defense (@ 1:58:30), break (@ 2:14:20), Ron with videotape of Cochran’s arrival at court commenting on Jeanette Harris
(dismissed juror), break (@ 2:22:22), Marta, Peter and Al discuss Fung’s slowness in answering, back in court (@ 2:26:40), Ito announces “2 no go
meds” to attorneys, Scheck and Goldberg view “enhanced” videotape, Scheck and Goldberg address airline ticket and luggage tag, recess (@ 3:11:00),
break (@ 3:11:50)
* Defense attorney’s press conference (@ 3:12:00), Cochran worried about “Big Brother”, Scheck concerned about coverage, Neufeld concerned about
scientists being harassed, Johnnie does not want a mistrial, Marta and Al comment, break (@ 3:24:50)
* Next day with Ron, Al and Stan - Marta is out sick, break (@ 3:34:00), Gil Garcetti press conference regarding Johnnie’s claims that prosecutors are
spying and following witnesses (@ 3:34:20), break (@ 3:46:35), Deputy John Castro - LA County Sheriff’s Dept. press conference regarding sick jurors
(@ 3:47:15), Ron, Al and Stan comment
OJ TRIAL #075 DVD (4:01:00)
* Next day Marta and Al, Eric Spillman reports from outside courthouse, back in court (@ 0:06:45), Goldberg objects to use of defense videotape, Scheck
responds, pan to seal (@ 0:18:10)
* Dennis Fung cross-examination cont. (0:19:55), recess (@ 1:13:30), break (@ 1:14:15), Marta and Al discuss Fung’s new assertiveness, back in court
(@ 1:19:05), Fung cont. (@ 1:30:35), recess (@ 2:47:00), break (@ 2:48:10), Ron with Jessica Seigel discussing Marcia’s new hair style, comment made
to jurors at LA Lakers game by USC band member, break (@ 2:52:00), Marta, Al and Ron discuss the events of the morning, break (@ 3:03:45), back in
court, Dennis Fung cont. (@ 3:05:25), Scheck drilling Fung regarding Bronco stains
OJ TRIAL #076 DVD (3:56:20)
* Dennis Fung cont., pan to seal (@ 0:01:00), Marta and Al discuss search warrant, Fung cont. (@ 0:05:45), break (@ 0:07:25), recess (@ 0:29:25),
break (@ 0:31:30), Fung cont. (@ 0:33:10), end of day recess (@ 1:40:25), break (@ 1:42:00)
* Next day Marta, Al and Peter discuss Ito’s meeting with dismissed juror Jeanette Harris, Ron Olsen reports on sidebar conversation regarding jury, Eric
Spillman reports outside courthouse on Harris tv interviews, back in court (@ 1:52:00), Goldberg complaining about audience reactions during testimony
(@ 1:52:35)
* Dennis Fung cross-examination cont. (@ 1:54:20), break (@ 2:19:20), Scheck inquires about Fung meeting Lange in serology lab, recess (@ 2:54:00),
Marta and Al discuss proceedings, Al: “He’s clearly too good a lawyer for this witness, this is somewhat of a mismatch”, break (@ 2:54:55), Ron Olsen
comments on jury controversy, Eric Spillman’s morning interview with Jo Ellen Dimitrius - defense juror selection expert, Peter comments, back in court
(@ 2:57:15), break (@ 2:58:25), Fung cont. (@ 2:58:55), break (@ 3:27:45), Scheck questions Fung’s preliminary hearing testimony regarding Bronco
investigation
OJ TRIAL #077 DVD (4:01:00)
* Dennis Fung cont., Scheck: “Mr. Fung, Isn’t it true...”, afternoon recess (@ 0:24:35), break (@ 0:25:00), Marta reports on Marcia being wooed by LA
aviator: “Marcia You Look Great, Join Me for Lunch? Pilot Bob” (@ 0:25:05), Gil Garcetti press conference regarding dismissed juror Jeanette Harris (@
0:26:00), break (@ 0:38:35), Marta, Al, Ron and Jessica Seigel discuss the morning’s events, and Ito’s hour glass collection, break (@ 0:46:35), back in
court, Fung asked to leave courtroom while Scheck argues SID records and discovery, Goldberg responds, pan to seal (@ 0:55:00), Fung cont. (@
0:56:30), signal loss (@ 1:02:18 - 1:02:21), break (@ 1:21:10), break (@ 1:28:55), pan to seal - jury asked to leave courtroom to review videotape offered
by Scheck (@ 1:39:20), Marcia hell-bent regarding Scheck’s tactics, Ito: “Miss Clark, are you handling this witness”? (@ 1:41:30), Ito: “Miss Clark, didn’t
I just say we’ll address this later - that means end of argument, I don’t want to hear any more...I’m tired of this” (@ 1:42:15), more videotape, Fung again
asked to leave the room, Fung reportedly says “OK, let’s go back for one last check”, Marcia is beside herself (@ 1:46:00), Scheck and Goldberg argue
admissibility, break (@ 2:06:20), Ito excuses jury for the evening (@ 2:07:55), break (@ 2:08:10), Marta and Al discuss hearing with Jeanette Harris,
back in court (@ 2:13:40), Goldberg argues phenothaline positive test results, Blasier responds, pan to seal, break (@ 2:33:40), Ron Olsen with Steve
Werblun - courtroom artist (@ 2:34:00), break (@ 2:38:45)
* Next day Marta, Peter and Irene, Ron Olsen reports on Milton Grimes press conference - Harris’ atty., awaiting transcript of meeting, break (@
2:48:00), Ron reads transcript of meeting, back in court (@ 2:56:30), Goldberg complains he never received copies of the tapes, Ito reviews tape again,
Scheck operates vcr himself, Goldberg demands copies, break (@ 3:24:50), Marta, Peter, Irene, and Ron - more transcript reading, Peter and Irene

comment, break (@ 3:32:10), more transcripts, break (@ 3:38:40), back in court, Shapiro sprints to sidebar (@ 3:39:30), Goldberg argues admissibility of
videos, Scheck explains usage of footage, Scheck: “I give up” (@ 4:00:10), Ito: “Let’s have Mr. Fung” (@ 4:00:52)
OJ TRIAL #078 DVD (3:59:41)
* Scheck: “I give up”, Ito: “Let’s have Mr. Fung”
* Dennis Fung cross-examination cont. (@ 0:01:40) with videotapes outside the presence of the jury, Scheck counting cars, Goldberg inquiring Fung
about series of events, Scheck proves sequence of events (@ 0:33:00), afternoon recess (@ 0:36:40), break (@ 0:38:35), Marta and Irene discuss juror
handling, break (@ 0:45:20), Johnnie Cochran press conference regarding Jeanette Harris transcript, “You can be naive if you want to... come get into
the real world” (@ 0:53:00), Marta and Irene disapprove of Johnnie’s race card tactics, break (@ 0:55:50), back in court, Ito accidently erased 5 seconds
of footage, Ito rules on video admissibility, Neufeld reads letter from KABC verifying video sequence, Goldberg withdraws objection (@ 1:02:30), Ito
apologizes to jury for delay, Fung cont. (@ 1:05:50), Fung shown his video testimony from preliminary hearing, Scheck: “Mr. Fung, were you asked these
questions, and did you give these answers”, Goldberg yawning (@ 1:48:25), Scheck drills Fung regarding blood sample, break (@ 2:34:05), recess (@
2:36:05), Cochran and Darden squabble, break (@ 2:40:15), Marta and Irene sympathize with Fung, Fung cont. (@ 2:42:10), Scheck questions crime
scene checklist, Scheck: “Now, you know, Mr. Yamaouchi, uh...you know Mr. Yamaouchi, right”? (@ 3:23:40), Scheck: “One of those pages doesn’t have
staple holes in it, does it Mr. Fung”? (@ 3:33:50), break (@ 3:40:40), Marta and Irene discuss the shredding of Fung, minor video tracking (@ 3:45:25),
break (@ 3:49:30), break (@ 3:54:48)
OJ TRIAL #079 DVD (4:01:00)
* Dennis Fung re-direct examination (joined in progress), break (@ 0:11:30), recess (@ 0:31:15), break (@ 0:32:55)
* KTLA noon news - Marta, Ron and Irene recap the morning’s events (@ 0:33:00), break (@ 0:39:00), break (@ 0:46:20), break (@ 0:49:49), Marcia’s
hairstyles on Jay Leno (@ 0:49:50), KTLA morning news with Marta, Peter and Ron - 41% of the court’s time spent on matters other than testimony,
break (@ 0:57:20), back in court (@ 0:58:40), Shapiro publicly apologizes to Dennis Fung and all Asian Americans regarding fortune cookie remarks,
new Rockingham videotape offered by Goldberg (@ 1:01:30), recess to review (@ 1:03:00), Marta, Peter and Ron discuss, break (@ 1:09:35), back in
court, Scheck and Goldberg debate timeline of KABC video, Ito to Scheck: “Mr. Scheck, I’m gonna tell you for the fourth time - NO! sit down” (@
1:13:35), Ito apologizes to jury (again), cuts lunch recess short, instructs jurors that he will need to talk to each one of them individually (@ 1:22:00)
* Dennis Fung re-direct cont. (@ 1:22:45), Goldberg shows new video, break (@ 2:15:10), lunch recess (@ 3:02:00), Marta and Pater comment, break
(@ 3:03:30)
* KTLA noon news - Marta and Willa Sandmeyer comment on racist comments made by Shapiro and Cochran - Johnnie: “We’re having Fung today”,
Shapiro hands out fortune cookies saying: “they came from the Hang Fung Restaurant”, LA Police Chief Willie Williams asks for an apology, recap of
courtroom apology, Johnnie denies comments, Marta, Peter, and Ron discuss, break (@ 3:13:20), Marta and Irene comment on short lunch
* Dennis Fung re-direct cont. (@ 3:18:50), break (@ 3:58:00)
OJ TRIAL #080 DVD (3:41:38)
* Sidebar cont., Dennis Fung re-direct examination cont. (@ 0:00:45), break (@ 0:34:40), Court TV commercial - OJ Trial videotape offer (@ 0:34:45),
recess (@ 0:45:30), break (@ 0:45:40), Fung cont. (@ 0:47:00), break (@ 1:13:35), break (@ 1:19:41), one millionth sidebar of the day, break (@
1:34:25), break to switch lawyers (@ 1:37:40), Johnnie asks Ito to instruct the jury regarding references to blood samples in Bronco, Marcia responds,
break (@ 1:48:10), Ito welcomes Chris Darden, who introduces audio tapes and new documents regarding book proposal for Kato Kaelin, Scheck recross of Dennis Fung (@ 1:51:00), end of day recess (@ 2:14:00), break (@ 2:19:00)
* Next day Marta, Al and Irene, Ron Olsen reports on Fung’s first 8 days of testimony, back in court (@ 2:25:45), Scheck, Darden discuss notes
disclosure, Goldberg chimes in regarding Yamaouchi strategy, Fung re-cross-examination cont. (@ 2:34:00), Ito offers jury a stretch break while waiting
for yesterday’s transcripts (@ 3:16:15), break (@ 3:17:20), recess (@ 3:18:05), break (@ 3:22:15), back in court, Fung cont. (@ 3:26:10)
OJ TRIAL #081 DVD (4:01:00)
* Dennis Fung re-cross cont., break (@ 0:24:35), Scheck hands Fung test tube similar to OJ’s blood vile (@ 0:34:00), break (@ 0:39:00), Fung opens
envelope with paper inside (@ 0:55:00), Ito: “Wait, WAIT - one person talks at a time here, If I have to instruct another person as to that rule, there’ll be
sanctions”! (0:56:20), Scheck inquires about wrinkles, break (@ 1:06:10), Al adds up sidebars (400+), break (@ 1:32:25), lunch recess (@ 1:35:25),
Marta, Irene and Al discuss lack of effectiveness, break (@ 1:37:20), Marta, Ron, Irene and Al discuss Carl Douglas’ statement about not being able to
introduce anything new, break (@ 1:42:50), Goldberg re-direct, Fung comments on Scheck’s aggressiveness, Goldberg impersonates Scheck: “Where is
it Mr. Fung”? (@ 1:58:40), break (@ 1:59:25), Scheck re-cross, Scheck: “Was there anything about my accent that made it hard for you to answer my
questions”? (@ 2:07:00), Goldberg (@ 2:14:00), Fung done (@ 2:15:45), recess (@ 2:16:15), Marta, Irene and Al discuss Fung’s “painful” testimony,
back in court (@ 2:16:50), Johnnie Cochran and Marcia Clark debate OJ’s presence during jury interviews, Ito denies, recess (@ 2:29:10), Marta, Al and
Irene talk about potential problems brewing with jurors, Ron responds on reporters reactions, break (@ 2:34:55)
* Next day Marta and Peter discuss jury transcript disclosure, back in court (@ 2:41:00)
* Andrea Mazzola - LAPD Criminalist (@ 2:423:00), recess, break (@ 3:51:20), back in court, Marta and Peter discuss keeping jury comfortable, Mazzola
cont. (@ 3:53:10), break (@ 3:58:50)
OJ TRIAL #082 DVD (3:55:30)
* Andrea Mazzola cont., Mazzola removes bag from envelope, removes glove (@ 0:08:45), demonstrates simplicity of collection, removes cap, during
sidebar, Peter comments on Mazzola “better than Fung” as witness, lunch recess, break (@ 1:12:45), Mazzola cont., break (@ 1:31:30), Gioldberg
concludes direct examination, recess, break (@ 1:46:00)
* KNBC News - Jim Avila reports on juror complaints mistakenly transmitted by court reporter, attorneys arguing on Jay Leno “Yakety Yak” (@ 1:47:00),
“A Current Affair” (@ 1:48:30) OJ as a father - January 1992 interview, Denise Brown speculates on OJ’s kids, Al DeBlanc interviewed by KNBC at
courthouse (@ 1:54:00)
* KTLA morning news (@ 1:54:50) Marta, Stan Chambers, Al and Irene report 13 jurors dressed in black, will not re-enter jury box until they meet with
Judge Ito, break (@ 2:09:40), jurors upset about replaced Sheriff Deputies, break (@ 2:18:20), break (@ 2:24:10), Johnnie comments outside courthouse
(@ 2:25:00), break (@ 2:32:25), Marta and Irene discuss mistrial possibilities and previous testimony, break (@ 2:41:30), Marta reports on suspects
arrested in Oklahoma bombing, break (@ 2:48:55), Michael Tuck reports on “Jury Revolt” - Harvey Levin w/Dominick Dunne, Sherman Block
* “The Late Late Show With Tom Snyder” - 4/21/1995 (@ 2:52:00) Denise and Tanya Brown interview, “H/C” - “New Defense Strategy” (drugs) 4/21/1995
(@ 3:25:05)
* KTLA morning news (@ 3:29:15) Marta and Peter discuss delay, back in court (@ 3:33:20), Ito: “60 seconds Mr. Cochran”, Johnnie upset about
meeting between DA’s and Sheriff’s Dept., Neufeld concerned about Mazzola listening to radio coverage of trial, Goldberg responds, Marta and Peter
discuss juror concerns
* Andrea Mazzola, Neufeld cross-examination cont. (@ 3:45:00)
OJ TRIAL #083 DVD (4:01:00)
* Andrea Mazzola, Neufeld cross-examination cont., break (@ 0:20:10), recess, break (@ 0:54:30), back in court, Mazzola cont. (@ 0:57:10), lunch
recess, break (@ 2:21:50), Marta and Irene discuss “The New Judge ito”, back in court, Neufeld, Goldberg debate use of Mazzola video - Goldberg fears
use of audio portion, Shapiro having a good chuckle during review (@ 2:41:00), Ito rules for prosecution, Neufeld: “Can I make one other comment”?, Ito:
“No, thank you”, Irene explains “work product”, Mazzola cont. (@ 2:52:45), Ito interrupts: “Excuse me, counsel, we’ve gone through this manual in front of
this jury for approx. 45 minutes with another witness” (@ 3:4230), recess, break (@ 3:57:50), Mazzola cont. (@ 3:58:30)
OJ TRIAL #084 DVD (3:55:00)
* Andrea Mazzola cross-examination cont., Neufeld dissects videotape procedures, end of day recess (@ 1:15:25), Marta and Irene discuss need for

lengthy re-direct due to videotape dissection, break (@ 1:21:25)
* Next day, Mazzola cont. (@ 1:21:25), Mazzola opens zip-lock bag containing glasses and other items (@ 2:01:45), recess, break (@ 2:22:35), Marta
and Royal Oakes discuss Ito’s on time schedule, back in court, Mazzola cont. (@ 2:22:00), break (@ 2:45:15), Ito admonishes jury re: positive
phenothaline test (@ 2:47:00), lunch recess, break (@ 3:46:40), Marta and Al discuss Ito’s new court order, break (@ 3:53:20), back in court, Ito:
“Forthwith means as soon as possible”
OJ TRIAL #085 DVD (4:01:00)
* Ito: “Forthwith means as soon as possible”, Neufeld and Cochran suggest calling witnesses out of order, Ito denies, Neufeld inquires about meeting
between Mazzola and DA’s, Ito to Goldberg: “No, no, we’ve wasted enough time with this counsel”, Cochran, Darden. Neufeld, Goldberg huddle up,
Darden comments, Neufeld argues, Ito asks to hear questions, Darden suggests the need to call Johnnie as a witness, Ito: “Mr. Goldberg, anything to
add to that?...don’t feel compelled to do so” (@ 0:14:05), Goldberg confused, Ito: “Just because I invite counsel to speak doesn’t mean that they have to
say something, just to say something”, Goldberg must speak, Ito rules for defense, break (@ 0:19:15), Andrea Mazzola cont. (@ 0:19:30), break (@
0:31:55), Neufeld unable to go any further without other evidence, Goldberg needs a few minutes to switch gears for re-direct, recess, break (@ 0:56:10),
back in court, Ito asks Neufeld if he’s distracted by sounds of cameras in the courtroom, Goldberg, Neufeld argue, Marta and Al comment on how much
work Goldberg has ahead of him, Mazzola cont. with re-direct (@ 1:04:30), break (@ 1:51:25), recess, break (@ 2:08:10), back in court, reviewing
serology results charts, Blasier objects, Goldberg rambles, Ito: “yes, or no - yes, or no (smile) Mr. Gol... - thank you, see you tomorrow morning” (@
2:18:15), recess, Walter Richards reports on motions to be heard and time allotment to do so, Al: “Finally we get to see those hourglasses put to use”
(@ 2:19:50), break (@ 2:20:25)
* Next day KTLA morning news Marta, Peter, Al and Walter report on upcoming witness Gregory Matheson, break (@ 2:28:10), back in court, Mazzola
performs courtroom demonstration of new evidence - jury not present (@ 2:31:30), recess, Marta - loss of signal (@ 3:00:57 - 3:01:00), back in court (@
3:02:00), Mazzola cont. (@ 3:02:50), Ito invites Neufeld to confer with Cochran, Clark, and Goldberg (@ 3:10:00), Al and Peter criticize Goldberg’s
wayward questioning and lack of style, break (@ 3:12:20), Mazzola cont., break (@ 3:43:50), Goldberg concludes (@ 3:55:00), recess for re-cross, break
(@ 3:55:35), back in court, Neufeld unending complaints, Walter Richards reporting on Garcetti’s prediction to be done by the end of May - maybe a few
weeks into June, Neufeld re-cross-examination, apologizes to Mazzola for incorrect pronunciation of her name due to his accent (@ 3:58:45)
OJ TRIAL #086 DVD (4:00:00)
* Andrea Mazzola re-cross cont., recess (@ 0:35:30), Marta and Peter discuss use of tape transcript with Mazzola and Michele Kestler “conspiring
testimony” regarding blood vile, break (@ 0:40:15), back in court (@ 0:41:30), Neufeld, Goldberg debate work product usage of transcript, Mazzola cont.
(@ 0:47:00), Neufeld confers w/OJ (@ 0:55:00), Mazzola opens envelope containing airline ticket, break (@ 1:35:50), break (@ 1:49:00), break (@
1:55:20), recess, break (@ 2:08:35), Ito to Neufeld: “Counsel, that doesn’t mean we have to hear it for the third time, are you about to finish with your
cross-examination - do you have anything new”? (@ 2:21:00) Neufeld: “Yes, I do...”, Ito: “Alright, because the cross-examination is about to end”, break
(@ 2:40:15), Neufeld concludes, recess, break (@ 3:17:50), Walter Richards reports on New York press slamming Judge Ito for comments made about
Neufeld’s accent, back in court (@ 3:19:15), Mazzola re-direct (@ 3:20:30), Goldberg concludes (@ 3:59:10), Neufeld: “No further questions” (@ 3:59:50)
OJ TRIAL #087 DVD (4:01:00)
* Andrea Mazzola re-cross cont., Neufeld: “No further questions”, break (@ 0:01:30)
* Next day KTLA morning news Marta, Al and Ron discuss courtroom artist Bill Robles appearance before Judge Ito
* Bill Robles - courtroom artist (@ 0:06:00), Marta and Al discuss, break (@ 0:11:20), Ron with Bill Robles press conference (@ 0:11:50), Dennis
Shatzman (LA Sentinel reporter) comments on Ito’s dealing with the media (@ 0:13:30), break (@ 0:22:15)
* Next day KTLA morning news Marta, Al, Peter and Ron discuss upcoming witness, break (@ 0:28:50), back in court Blasier, Goldberg discuss blood
evidence, Ito dismisses juror #2 (@ 0:46:10), selects alternate
* Gregory Matheson - LAPD Chief Forensic Chemist/Supervisor (@ 0:47:00), Ito orders surrendering of cell phone - no one fesses up, Ito
threatens/orders search (@ 2:22:30), lunch recess (@ 2:25:25), KTLA noon news Marta, Al, Peter and Ron discusses dismissed juror Tracy Hampton mobbed by reporters video, break (@ 2:35:10), back in court (@ 2:37:25), Blasier objects to demonstration boards, Gregory Matheson cont. (@ 3:03:45)
OJ TRIAL #088 DVD (4:01:00)
* Gregory Matheson cont., break (@ 0:08:15), break (@ 1:17:50), break (@ 1:37:05), jury dismissed for day to discuss exhibits, break (@ 1:58:00)
* Next day KTLA morning news, back in court (@ 2:00:00), Ito rules on evidence, Gregory Matheson cont. (@ 2:05:10), break (@ 2:30:10), break (@
3:28:50)
OJ TRIAL #089 DVD (4:01:00)
* Gregory Matheson cont., lunch recess (@ 0:45:35), Gregory Matheson cont., break (@ 1:31:00), break (@ 1:59:20), break (@ 2:45:40), Ron talks to
Kristen Jeannette Meyers about Nicole photos displayed before jury, break (@ 2:49:40), Blasier cross-examination (@ 2:51:00), end of day recess (@
3:30:45), back in court Ito discusses evidence with Goldberg and Blasier, break (@ 3:47:45)
* “H/C” interrogation tapes (@ 3:47:55)
* Next day back in court (@ 3:57:20), Ito rules on defense evidence
OJ TRIAL #090 DVD (4:01:00)
* Ito rules on defense evidence cont., Ron Olsen reports on early in chambers conference, break (@ 0:21:40), Marta and Peter discuss “Hard Copy”
interrogation tapes segment, break (@ 0:25:05), back in court (@ 0:26:30), Gregory Matheson cross-examination cont., (0:27:15), break (@ 1:29:50),
lunch recess (@ 2:32:20), Gregory Matheson cont. (@ 2:28:10), loss of courtroom audio (@ 3:29:00), pan to seal - Marta is confused, break (@ 3:30:05),
Gregory Matheson cont. (@ 3:31:30)
OJ TRIAL #091 DVD (4:01:00)
* Gregory Matheson cont., break (@ 0:25:05), break (@ 1:08:45)
* Janet Levine - Kardashian atty. (@ 1:09:00) argues regarding suitcase and testifying w/Cheri Lewis, Scheck and Harmon argue DNA evidence (@
1:31:20), break (@ 1:55::00)
* “H/C” - Interrogation tapes (@ 1:55:10), “E/T” - interrogation tape 5/3/1995 (@ 2:05:50)
* Next day KTLA morning news, back in court (@ 2:12:20), Gregory Matheson cont. (@ 2:17:35), break (@ 2:46:00), break (@ 3:19:30), break (@
3:47:00)
OJ TRIAL #092 DVD (4:01:00)
* Gregory Matheson cont., lunch recess (@ 0:37:50), back in court (@ 0:39:35) prosecutors are late, Gregory Matheson cont., Goldberg re-direct (@
0:43:20), break (@ 1:08:45), break (@ 1:37:30), break (@ 2:00:40), break (@ 2:04:50), break (@ 2:11:15), break (@ 2:37:15), break (@ 3:40:20), end of
day recess (@ 3:44:15)
* “H/C” - interrogation tapes (@ 3:48:45)
* Maya Hamburger - Marguerite Thomas’ atty. (@ 3:55:50), Gregory Matheson cont. (@ 4:00:20)
OJ TRIAL #093 DVD (4:01:00)
* Gregory Matheson cont., break (@ 1:04:00), break (@ 1:11:00), back in court Goldberg argues EDTA objections, Blasier asks for sanctions, break (@
1:16:15), Goldberg apologizes for “spirited nature” of morning argument, Gregory Matheson cont. (@ 1:29:00), Blasier re-cross (@ 1:29:50), Goldberg redirect (@ 2:28:40), end of day recess (@ 2:45:05)
* “H/C” - interrogation tapes (@ 2:45:10)

* Next day back in court (@ 2:53:35), Goldberg marks evidence, Darden, Shapiro, Harmon, Blasier, Scheck, Hodgman, Yochelson make appearances,
raise issues, Ron Olsen explains delay in next witness, early day in court due to funeral for LAPD homicide detective John “Jigsaw” St. John,
* Bernie Douroux - LAPD tow truck driver (@ 3:17:00), Cochran cross-examination (@ 3:25:30), Darden re-direct (@ 3:42:15)
* Dr. Robin Cotton - Cellmark Laboratory DNA expert (@ 3:44:35), attorney George Clarke reintroduces himself to jury
OJ TRIAL #094 DVD (3:37:00)
* Dr. Robin Cotton cont., break (@ 0:12:00), break (@ 1:13:15), break (@ 1:24:40), end of day recess (@ 2:25:35), Marta, Al and Peter discuss
presenting DNA evidence
* “H/C” - “Simpson Secrets” (@ 2:28:00), Kato at the Kentucky Derby, Raiderette Gretchen Stockdale calls OJ, Bob Chandler leaves message on OJ’s
machine: “You should’ve been on the boat by now”, Simpson Psychic Detective Dayle Schear
* Next day KTLA morning news (@ 2:36:05), back in court (@ 2:38:50), Neufeld, Clarke, Scheck argue statistics, Dr. Robin Cotton cont. (@ 2:50:20)
OJ TRIAL #095 DVD (4:01:00)
* Dr. Robin Cotton cont., break (@ 0:34:00), Ito disgusted, break (@ 0:39:25), Ron Olsen reports on Dr. Cotton microphone mishap, Dr. Cotton cont. (@
0:40:45), lunch recess (@ 1:38:15), Marta and Al discuss DNA testimony, back in court (@ 1:41:30), Clarke, Harmon, Neufeld argue statistics, Dr. Cotton
cont. (@ 2:05:45), break (@ 2:57:50), Ron Olsen reports on Gil Garcetti press conference, back in court (@ 3:01:10), Dr. Cotton cont. (@ 3:03:00)
OJ TRIAL #096 DVD (3:59:00)
* Dr. Robin Cotton cont., break (@ 0:27:20), break (@ 0:41:45), end of day recess (@ 0:49:15), Marta, Al and Ron discuss, break (@ 0:52:00)
* “H/C” - “The FBI File”, hair and fiber evidence report (@ 0:52:05)
* Next day KTLA morning news (@ 0:55:50), Marta, Al, Peter and Walter discuss upcoming DNA test results testimony, break (@ 1:02:40), back in court
(@ 1:03:30), Ito rules on mixture evidence presentation, Dr. Cotton cont. (@ 1:05:45) jury not present for DNA evidence hearing, Neufeld hearing crossexamination (@ 1:29:30), break (@ 2:01:55), back on the record w/Dr. Cotton (@ 2:07:15), break (@ 2:41:45), errant “Natural Born Killers” PPV blurb (@
3:12:52-3:12:54), lunch recess (@ 3:13:25), Dr. Cotton cont. (@ 3:13:50), “...excluded as being a donor from the sock” (end)
* H/C” - “Simpson Secrets” (@ 3:55:30), OJ’s night flight to Chicago
OJ TRIAL #097 DVD (4:01:00)
* Next day in court, OJ views light box, Dr. Cotton cont. (@ 0:04:30), jurors view light box films (@ 0:17:00), break (@ 0:17:22), Dr. Cotton cont., break
(@ 0:18:55), break (@ 0:41:05), courtroom audio inadvertently turned off (@ 0:45:15-1:05:45), back in court w/audio, Neufeld, Clarke discuss frequency
data, Dr. Cotton cont. (@ 1:15:40), break (@ 1:46:50), lunch recess (@ 2:19:00), Dr. Cotton cont. (@ 2:24:15), break (@ 2:29:45), Neufeld crossexamination (@ 2:32:00), break (@ 2:40:20), break (@ 3:09:35), Ito snaps, dismisses jurors during Neufeld’s “live” chart - Marta yells “FAST” (@
3:50:50), break (@ 3:50:10), Neufeld apologizes, Ito asks to have charts made prior to jury seeing them, Neufeld presents chart, Ito: “Mr. Neufeld, for the
fifth time - contamination - I’ll give ya some scotch tape and some scissors” (@ 3:59:25)
OJ TRIAL #098 DVD (4:01:00)
* Ito: “Mr. Neufeld, for the fifth time - contamination - I’ll give ya some scotch tape and some scissors”, break (@ 0:05:50), Ito instructs jury to ignore his
actions and reactions, Dr. Cotton cont. (@ 0:08:05), Neufeld wants to know if jury can see chart - Ito: “1492”?, Juror 1492: “I can see most of it, except
contamination at the bottom” (@ 0:08:38), Neufeld presents letter, Clarke objects, Ito: “Hold it, wait...” (@ 0:49:33), “Dr. Cotton you can step down - both
counsel are sanctioned $250.00 - get your check books out - right now”, “...march over to the clerk, both of you” (@ 0:51:15), jury returns (@ 0:54:15),
Dr. Cotton cont. (@ 0:54:50), video signal chaos (@ 0:55:34-0:55:35), end of day recess (@ 1:03:40)
* Cheri Lewis and Janet Levine discuss stipulation over Kardashian bag (@ 1:05:40), Ito to defense “Next one’s gonna be 500” (@ 1:06:35), break (@
1:32:45), Walter Richards w/Michael Fleeman Associated Press comments on days excitement, Deputy DA Lisa Kahn caught making faces before news
conference, Marta restrains laughter, break (@ 1:35:30)
* “H/C” - “Kato’s Pets” 5/11/1995 (@ 1:35:35), Kato’s “Hard Days Night” GQ shoot w/Penthouse Pets, “E/T” - 5/11/1995 (@ 1:39:25), Candace Garvey,
Life magazine photographs kids
* Next day KTLA morning news (@ 1:42:20), Marta, Al and Peter discuss DNA odds, back in court (@ 1:45:30), Carl Douglas objecting to allegations that
OJ had thousands of dollars in cash when he was arrested, break (@ 1:50:50), Dr. Cotton cont. (@ 1:51:15), video signal chaos (@ 2:13:00-2:16:00),
break (@ 3:02:10)
OJ TRIAL #099 DVD (4:01:00)
* Dr. Cotton cont., Neufeld’s chart falls (@ 0:15:25), end of day recess (@ 0:19:00), KTLA noon news - Ito emotionally discusses parents concentration
camp, break (@ 0:25:20). back in court, discovery hearings outside the presence of the jury Clarke, Neufeld, and Lewis, break (@ 0:36:25), Harmon,
Scheck, break (@ 0:45:20)
* Next day KTLA morning news (@ 0:45:25), Ron Olsen reads transcript of Sydney’s phone call to Nicole’s answering machine “please answer mommy”,
back in court (@ 0:48:30), Neufeld arguing that Dr. Cotton is avoiding impeachment, Clarke, Thompson argues statistics, Dr. Cotton clarifies, Dr. Cotton
cont. (@ 1:09:00), break (@ 1:12:00), Ito: “Wait, wait, wait, wAIT - WAIT!!...when I say wait everybody waits - including you Dr. Cotton”, break (@
1:21:50), recess (@ 2:13:50), Dr. Cotton cont. (@ 2:16:00), lunch recess (@ 3:21:00), Ron w/Joseph Bosco (@ 3:22:00) commenting on false positives
testimony, break (@ 3:24:10), back in court, Neufeld enters exhibit, Dr. Cotton re-direct (@ 3:31:10)
OJ TRIAL #100 DVD (4:00:00)
* Dr. Cotton re-direct cont., recess (@ 0:58:05), Neufeld re-cross, Clarke re-direct (@ 1:10:15), end of day recess (@ 1:13:30)
* “H/C” - 5/15/1995 (@ 1:13:35) OJ Digest: Tracy Hampton (ex-juror) tried to commit suicide, Sydney’s phone call to Nicole’s answering machine “please
answer mommy”, juror caught fly ball at Dodgers game over the weekend
* Next day KTLA morning news (@ 1:19:00), Marta, Peter and Ron discuss DNA statistics, Dr. Cotton’s final day as witness, back in court (@ 1:22:25),
Clarke wants to call another witness due to Cotton’s population frequencies not being done, Neufeld wants to re-open cross due to frequency results, Ito
rules, Cochran comments jurors being exposed to local billboards, shouting crowds (@ 1:30:00), Marcia comments on juror interactions, Neufeld can’t
stop (@ 1:33:30), Dr. Cotton cont. - excused (@ 1:35:05)
* Gary Sims - State Dept. of Justice, conducted DNA tests (@ 1:36:00), recess (@ 2:49:20), Scheck concerned about sample results, Harmon argues
sample consumption by the defense, Marta and Peter - briefly without audio, Gary Sims cont. (@ 3:02:10)
OJ TRIAL #101 DVD (4:01:00)
* Gary Sims cont., lunch recess (@ 0:04:50), Harmon and Scheck debate sample initials, Gary Sims cont. (@ 0:12:00), break (@ 1:13:20), break (@
1:23:50), recess (@ 1:33:35), Scheck and Harmon argue sample split testimony, Gary Sims cont. (@ 1:40:00), end of day recess (@ 2:44:25), Scheck
inquires about witness schedule
* “H/C” (@ 2:49:05) OJ Digest: Kato on The Tonight Show, OJ memorabilia, Denise Brown speaking for domestic abuse
* Next day KTLA morning news (@ 2:52:45), back in court (@ 2:55:35), Scheck inquires about frequencies, Harmon inquires again about initials on
samples, Scheck doesn’t want any “French pastry” or “schtick” from Harmon, Gary Sims cont. (@ 3:01:10), review demonstration boards w/o jury (@
3:37:00), Gary Sims cont. (@ 3:51:00)
OJ TRIAL #102 DVD (3:57:00)
* Gary Sims cont., recess (@ 0:21:50), back in court (@ 0:24:45), Harmon and Scheck argue new boards, Gary Sims cont. (@ 0:27:30), lunch recess (@
1:40:40), Marta, Al, Irene and Ron discuss blood evidence, back in court (@ 1:44:00), Gary Sims cont. (@ 1:47:15), break (@ 2:08:55), break while jury
views autorads (@ 2:11:50), recess (@ 2:28:20), Scheck and Harmon argue Sims offering frequency statistics, Ito finds him qualified, break (@ 2:53:15),

Gary Sims cont. (@ 2:57:40), end of day recess (@ 3:35:00)
* “H/C” - “Is OJ Guilty”? (@ 3:35:05), OJ Digest: DNA evidence
* Next day KTLA morning news (@ 3:36:40), Marta, Al, Peter and Ron discuss statistics, back in court (@ 3:39:50), Scheck arrives late to argue RFLP
results board, Darden is curious, Marcia chimes in, Judge Ito informs the court jury has a question regarding article slipping through the censors, Gary
Sims cont. (@ 3:55:00), break (@ 3:56:00)
OJ TRIAL #103 DVD (4:01:00)
* Gary Sims cont., break (@ 0:10:30), break (@ 0:31:45), recess (@ 1:07:50), back in court, Ito comments on newspaper article jurors saw, notes from
jurors regarding media reporters talking during trial - who will be banned from courtroom, Marta, Peter and Al comment, Gary Sims cont. (@ 1:10:55),
Harmon concludes direct, break (@ 1:49:50), Scheck and Harmon prepare to argue defense exhibits, break (@ 1:52:45), lunch recess (@ 1:59:00),
KTLA noon news, Ron Olsen reports on genetic testing and banned reporters (seats #16 and #17 - Kristen Jeannette-Meyers & Gayle Holland), break
(@ 2:06:45), Lisa Kahn press conference (@ 2:07:30), break (@ 2:13:55), back in court (@ 2:16:40), Scheck and Harmon continue to argue defense
exhibits, Scheck cross-examination (@ 2:2240), break (@ 2:53:40), recess (@ 3:40:20), Gary Sims cont. (@ 3:40:25)
OJ TRIAL #104 DVD (4:00:00)
* Gary Sims cross-examination cont., break (@ 0:59:40), end of day recess (@ 1:13:30)
* Next day KTLA morning news (@ 1:13:35), Marta, Al, Peter and Walter report on dismissed media reporters, back in court (@ 1:16:45), Scheck and
Harmon discuss new defense chart, Harmon calls for sidebar - Ito wants it discussed in open court (w/o jury) “unless it’s a secret”, Harmon accuses
defense of tampering with crime scene blood evidence (removing sample #115), Scheck is shocked ”I have no idea what this man is talking about”, Gary
Sims cont. (@ 1:29:00), break (@ 2:05:15), brief loss of signal (@ 2:28:34-2:28:40), recess (@ 2:42:00), Scheck and Harmon argue graphic, Ito rules for
defense, Gary Sims cont. (@ 2:45:45), break (@ 3:35:55), lunch recess, end of day for jury (@ 3:59:55)
OJ TRIAL #105 DVD (4:01:00)
* Brian Kelberg (joined in progress), Shapiro and Uelmen arguing use of Nicole and Ron autopsy photos, break (@ 0:52:05), Marta and Al discuss,
Walter w/Vincent Schodolski - Chicago Tribune (@ 0:55:05), break (@ 0:56:20)
* “H/C” (@ 0:59:25) OJ Digest: DNA evidence, tedious testimony, Paula Barbieri’s brother 5/19/1995
* Next day KTLA morning news (@ 1:04:50), Marta, Peter and Walter discuss scheduling, back in court (1:11:05), break (@ 1:12:15), Gary Sims cont. (@
1:14:25), morning recess (@ 2:33:45), Gary Sims cont. (@ 2:36:25), break (@ 3:12:15), lunch recess (@ 3:46:55), back in court (@ 3:49:25), Harmon
and Scheck argue speculation in questioning, Gary Sims cont. (@ 3:57:30)
OJ TRIAL #106 DVD (4:00:15)
* Gary Sims cont., break (@ 0:45:07), Harmon re-direct of Gary Sims (@ 0:46:30), break (@ 1:58:20), Harmon and Scheck argue DNA results, Ito cuts
off Scheck - calls for jurors (@ 2:11:00), Gary Sims cont. (@ 2:13:00), end of day recess (@ 2:44:15), Scheck and Harmon arguing Dr. Blake’s
participation - Ito cuts off Harmon (@ 2:44:25), Carl Douglas reports on gate stains non-removal, Marta, Al and Peter discuss evidence tampering
accusations
* Next day KTLA morning news (@ 2:56:10), Marta and Peter discuss Renee Montgomery, back in court (2:59:30)
* Renee Montgomery - State Dept. of Justice (@ 3:02:25)
OJ TRIAL #107 DVD (4:01:00)
* Renee Montgomery cont., break (@ 0:12:30), break (@ 0:22:25), Montgomery cont. (@ 0:24:10), break (@ 0:50:10), Robert Blasier cross-examination
(@ 0:51:00), lunch recess (@ 1:05:40), Montgomery cont. (@ 1:05:55), break (@ 1:18:35), break (@ 2:29:20), Marta and Al discuss jury sequestration,
Montgomery cont. (@ 2:35:15), break (@ 3:23:25), break (@ 3:43:00)
OJ TRIAL #108 DVD (3:59:40)
* Renee Montgomery cont., end of day recess (@ 0:11:45),
* “H/C” (@ 0:11:53) OJ Psychic (Dayle Schear) - “Will OJ take the stand”?, threat to OJ’s life 5/23/1995
* Next day KTLA morning news (@ 0:15:45), Marta, Ron and Peter discuss potential new schedule, back in court (0:21:40), Renee Montgomery re-direct
(@ 0:24:00), break (@ 1:25:20), Marta, Peter and Ron discuss Montgomery’s testimony, preparing for Collin Yamauchi, back in court (@ 1:29:40),
Harmon and Scheck argue discovery material, charts, Ito blasts Harmon’s “style”: “Did you see the look on the jurors faces”?, break (@ 2:17:55)
* Collin Yamauchi - LAPD Criminalist (@ 2:19:40), lunch recess (@ 2:55:45), Marta, Peter, Irene, and Ron discuss Ito’s ultimate control in the courtroom,
back in court - no audio (@ 2:59:50), Collin Yamauchi cont. (@ 3:03:00) - still no audio...Ito flips the switch (@ 3:04:15)
OJ TRIAL #109 DVD (4:01:00)
* Collin Yamauchi cont., break (@ 0:25:00), break (@ 0:35:00), jury not in courtroom, Marcia gets pushy with Scheck, flips out over 356 issue, Johnnie
comments on Marcia being “hysterical” (@ 0:38:35), Johnnie: “They’ve opened the door with a Mac truck” (regarding OJ’s statement to police), break (@
0:42:30), Yamauchi cont. (0:44:20), break (@ 1:07:50), break (@ 1:09:55), end of day recess (@ 1:33:45)
* “H/C” (@ 1:33:50) Ron Goldman’s boss - John Debello ex-Mezzaluna manager’s “strange premonition” 5/24/1995
* Next day KTLA morning news (@ 1:37:20), Marta and Peter discuss Collin’s statement regarding “airtight alibi”, back in court (1:40:40), Harmon and
Scheck argue admissibility, Yamauchi cont. (1:59:30), break (@ 2:19:10), break (@ 2:46:05), break (@ 3:03:00), Collin Yamauchi removes sealed socks
(@ 3:23:40), jurors view socks, break (@ 3:49:53)
OJ TRIAL #110 DVD (3:57:25)
* Collin Yamauchi cont., lunch recess (@ 0:07:30)
* “H/C” (@ 0:07:35) OJ Digest: Defense witness (Lenore E. Walker) under siege, Collin Yamauchi’s alibi statement, replay of Marcia and Johnnie, blurb
from OJ’s police interrogation statement tapes 5/25/1995
* Next day KTLA morning news (@ 0:11:28), Marta, Peter and Ron discuss 8th juror to be replaced, back in court (0:14:15), Scheck inquires regarding
the scope of questioning, Marcia responds: “This is the active and very fertile imagination of Mr. Scheck”, Johnnie contends Collin referred to OJ’s police
statement “opening the door”, Ito rules for prosecution, Marta, Al and Peter discuss loss of 45 minutes of court time and jurors, back in court (@ 0:57:42),
Ito picks new juror, Collin Yamauchi cross-examination by Scheck (@ 0:58:40), break (@ 1:40:00), end of day recess (@ 2:49:35)
* “H/C” (@ 2:49:43) OJ Digest: OJ’s Beach Bombshell (Gretchen Stockdale), lost jurors, interrogation tapes 5/26/1995
* Next day KTLA morning news (@ 2:54:15), Marta, Peter, Al and Ron discuss yet another dismissed juror?, break (@ 3:04:10), back in court (@
3:05:00), Harmon and Scheck argue mock vaginal swab exhibits, break (@ 3:10:45), Yamauchi cont. (@ 3:11:00), break (@ 3:49:55)
OJ TRIAL #111 DVD (4:01:00)
* Collin Yamauchi cont., break (@ 0:20:20), Marcia concerned about statement made by Scheck - wants transcript sent to the state bar, “There is no
lawyer with half a brain, with an IQ above 5 who would not have known that such a question is improper”, Ito admonishes jury (@ 0:35:35), lunch recess
(@ 1:17:05), Marta, Al and Ron discuss new court schedule, break (@ 1:23:55), Johnnie rumoring “there will be no plea bargaining”, Yamauchi cont. (@
1:26:15), break (@ 2:13:05), break (@ 2:20:55), break (@ 2:47:35), Yamauchi cont. (@ 2:51:40), break (@ 3:52:50)
OJ TRIAL #112 DVD (4:00:43)
* Collin Yamauchi cont., end of coverage for the day due to prior commitment - LA Dodgers baseball (@ 0:22:00)
* Next day KTLA morning news (@ 2:54:15), Marta, Peter, and Ron discuss possible juror misconduct, back in court (@ 0:29:45), Harmon and Scheck
discuss stereo microscope, Scheck’s neglected questions, Yamauchi cont. (@ 0:40:00), break (@1:40:45), break (@ 2:01:45), break (@ 2:19:45)

* Gary Sims (@ 2:22:00), break (@ 2:37:05), lunch recess (@ 3:00:50), Harmon and Scheck arguing stereo microscope demonstration, Ito rules jurors
can view blood on sock under stereo microscope (@ 3:33:50), Sims cont. (@ 3:34:15)
OJ TRIAL #113 DVD (4:01:00)
* Gary Sims cont., jurors look at sock through stereo microscope, break (@ 0:15:13), Sims cont., break (@ 0:37:50), Scheck cross-examination (@
0:38:00), end of day break (@ 1:24:30)
* Next day KTLA morning news Marta, Al, Peter, and Walter discuss alleged juror misconduct, Marcus Allen hearing, break, back in court (@ 1:33:55),
Sims cont. (@ 1:35:55), break (@ 2:02:00), end of day recess (@ 2:57:10)
* Next day KTLA morning news Marta, Al, Peter, and Walter discuss jury anonymity from former jurors published book, break (@ 3:06:20), back in court,
Kelberg and Shapiro discussing admissibility of autopsy photos
OJ TRIAL #114 DVD (3:58:52)
* Kelberg and Shapiro discussing admissibility of autopsy photos cont., break (@ 0:07:15), Ito warns jury about graphic nature of photos to be displayed
(@ 0:10:45), Kelberg introduces himself and his assistant Kenneth Lynch
* Dr. Lakshmanan Sathyavagiswaran - Chief Medical Examiner, LA County Coroner (@ 0:12:00), end of day recess (@ 1:47:40)
* Computer re-enactment of murder scene (@ 1:47:45) CNET - USA Network
* Next day KTLA morning news (@ 1:48:55), Marta, Al, Peter, and Ron discuss longer court days, break (@ 1:57:05), quick Darden and Cochran press
conference clip, break (@ 2:02:30), back in court, Ito announces 2 jurors dismissed, Shapiro files rit for stay of proceedings - no further testimony until
matter is settled, Johnnie requesting OJ not have to be in court during display of autopsy photos, Kelberg and Marcia respond, break (@ 2:28:05), Walter
Richards at home of dismissed juror
* Next day KTLA morning news (@ 2:30:45), Marta, Al, and Ron discuss Ito’s juror decision, news crews chasing dismissed juror, Ron at the courthouse
with Dominick Dunne - foreseeing a mistrial
* Next day KTLA morning news (@ 2:43:30), Marta, Peter, and Ron discuss Ito invited students viewing trial, only 2 alternate jurors remaining, Ron with
students, back in court (@ 2:50:30), Johnnie asks for meeting regarding jurors, responds to Ito’s scheduling: “You have other cases your Honor? I used
to also...”, Kelli Sager comments regarding media viewing of autopsy photos, Cochran objects, Kelberg agrees on behalf of the families, Ito picks 2 new
alternate jurors, Dr. Lakshmanan cont. (@ 3:15:45)
OJ TRIAL #115 DVD (4:01:00)
* Dr. Lakshmanan cont., break (@ 0:22:25), Ron Olsen reports with courtroom artist Bill Robles regarding photos of Nicole’s fingernails, Dr. Lakshmanan
cont. (@ 0:27:10), lunch recess (@ 1:29:10), Eric Spillman reports on ex-juror Willie Cravin, comments on dismissal, and evidence: “a lot of evidence
was shaky”, break (@ 1:31:57), Marta, Al and Irene discuss mistrial possibilities, Dr. Lakshmanan cont. (@ 1:41:20), break (@ 1:59:35), break (@
2:42:35), break (@ 2:59:55), knife comparison display, break (@ 3:13:30), Ron reports with Michael Fleeman - Associated Press on laughter from
courtroom after juror stumbled and Ito asked them to remain healthy, Dr. Lakshmanan cont. (@ 3:18:00)
OJ TRIAL #116 DVD (3:59:22)
* Dr. Lakshmanan cont., end of coverage for the day due to prior commitment - California Angels baseball (@ 0:06:50), Brian Kelberg joined in progress
arguing admissibility of two Dr. Golden mistakes, Shapiro responds, Ito rules 50/50, break (@ 0:59:40), Dr. Lakshmanan cont. (@ 0:24:50), Ito again
warns of “unpleasant” photos, break (@ 0:27:30), lawyers and Dr. Baden cluster to view photos, OJ “emotional” shielded by Kardashian, jury members
viewing Nicole’s autopsy photos, break (@ 1:23:25), lunch recess (@ 2:37:10), back in court (@ 2:41:40), Johnnie comments on camera being fixated on
OJ - he’s concerned, Ito warns courtroom observers he has videotape of six people eating or gum chewing during proceedings: “they will be excluded
from all further sessions”, Dr. Lakshmanan cont. (@ 2:45:30), break (@ 3:52:10), Ito issues “fair warning” to courtroom observers, Lakshmanan cont. (@
3:56:30)
OJ TRIAL #117 DVD (4:01:00)
* Dr. Lakshmanan cont., end of day recess (@ 0:57:15)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta and Peter discuss the defense calling Faye Resnick as a witness, back in court (@ 1:00:25), Robert Shapiro
arrives late, Ito requests wireless microphone for Dr. Lakshmanan, Dr. Lakshmanan cont. (@ 1:03:35), break (@ 2:26:42), lunch recess (@ 3:32:10),
back in court (@ 3:35:00), KTLA video confusion, Walter Richards reports on Ito’s court conduct rules, Marta comments on oppressive treatment of
reporters - based on past experience and media reports, Dr. Lakshmanan cont. (@ 3:37:15), break (@ 3:56:42)
OJ TRIAL #118 DVD (3:53:30)
* Dr. Lakshmanan cont., break (@ 0:42:42), break (@ 0:50:30), Walter Richards with Jerrianne Hayslett (Court Spokesperson) regarding court conduct,
Marta responds, break (@ 0:58:55), Marta reads viewer fax, Dr. Lakshmanan cont. (@ 1:03:30), break (@ 1:53:40), Ito asks jurors to leave courtroom
based on statement by Dr. Lakshmanan, break (@ 1:54:15), Kelberg asks for clarification, Dr. Lakshmanan cont. (@ 1:59:00), juror discomfort break (@
2:07:50), end of day recess (@ 2:12:45), Walter Richards with Norm Peters (courtroom spectator) describing emotional juror discomfort break
* Next day back in court (@ 2:21:30), Judge Ito instructs jury to “not be influenced...”, Dr. Lakshmanan cont. (@ 2:23:15), Dr. Lakshmanan demonstrates
knife cutting technique with ruler on Kelberg’s neck (@ 2:47:00), OJ watches with interest, break (@ 3:30:35), Marta, Peter and Al discuss OJ’s emotions
to Nicole’s autopsy photos, and lack of emotion to Ron’s, Dr. Lakshmanan cont. (@ 3:38:30)
OJ TRIAL #119 DVD (4:01:00)
* Dr. Lakshmanan cont., end of day recess (@ 0:44:50), Robert Kardashian hearing with Judge Steven Czuleger, Cheri Lewis and janet Levine argue,
Judge Czuleger abstains from ruling (@ 1:01:00), Marta, Peter and Al respond, Walter comments, break (@ 1:06:15), break (@ 1:08:45)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta, Peter and Ron discuss the medias viewing of the autopsy photos, Judge Czuleger, one year anniversary of the
murders (6/12/1995), break (@ 1:14:40), Ron Olsen reflects on the events of the past year (@ 1:15:40) including: David Gascon (LAPD) announcement
“LAPD is actively searching for Mr. Simpson”, Bronco chase and phone call, Kardashian reading OJ letter “Why do I end up like this”?, fans flocking the
freeway, Brentwood is backed-up, clips of Nicole’s condo, Nicole’s 1993 911 call, OJ at Parker Center with Howard Weitzman, Faye Resnick book,
rumors and speculation, Goldman and Brown funeral clips, Sidney’s message to Nicole’s answering machine read by Ron, Marta amazed a year has
already passed, Ron feels it’s “beyond belief”, Peter feels the year has been sad, break (@ 1:24:40), Simpson retrospective with Gayle Anderson: Camp
OJ, first “not - guilty” clip, Ito hit with boom mic, shirts, incense, pogs, mistakes (“Mitch” Goldman, “jackals”), news magazines, Geraldo with Brown’s, Ito
with boxes of letters asking to pull the plug (12,500 to 800), OJ audio book, OJ note pad, look-alikes (Ito, Marcia), selling stories (Jose Camacho), OJ
workout video, 405 stage performance, former jurors, Kato, Fung running from camera, courtroom cross-dresser (William Beckingham) comments, Gil
Garcetti, Nicole and Ron’s gravestones, vigils tonight, Mezzaluna closed, break (@ 1:30:15), Dominick Dunne discusses reaction autopsy photos (@
1:30:50), “their eyes were open” (1:32:20), break (@ 1:34:20), Geraldo Rivera mentions Dominick Dunne’s daughter was brutally murdered by her
boyfriend, Jessica Seigel comments on autopsy photos (@ 1:39:30) “It’s just like, you could imagine it on your body”, break (@ 1:41:05), trial good for LA
economy, cost of trial, Ron Olsen with Rick Vandenberg - Principal Accountant - Auditor and Zev Yaroslavsky - County Supervisor “costs $1,000,000 a
month”
* Next day KTLA morning news (@ 1:48:48), Ron Olsen with Joseph Bosco comments on Ron’s hands in the photos, Marta and Irene discuss photos
impact, break (@ 1:57:05), back in court, Cheri Lewis and Johnnie Cochran discuss discovery items, Kelberg, Chris Darden announces new witness
order, Johnnie and Shapiro chime in, Dr. Lakshmanan cont. (@ 2:05:15), break (@ 3:24:40), break (@ 3:26:36)
OJ TRIAL #120 DVD (3:55:45)
* Dr. Lakshmanan cont., end of day recess (@ 1:09:15)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta, Peter and Walter discuss prosecution not calling Dr. Golden, back in court (@ 1:14:15), Neufeld upset about Dr.

Weir’s likelihood ratios, Cochran wants a list of all upcoming witnesses, Marcia wants defense discovery items, Kelberg announces three new
photographs, Shapiro upset Golden won’t be called yet still used autopsy photos, Ito rules: sustained/overruled/must be cropped, break (@ 1:46:38), Dr.
Lakshmanan (8th day of testimony) cont., break (@ 2:42:55), Dr. Lakshmanan cont. (@ 2:47:15), lunch recess (@ 3:55:45)
OJ TRIAL #121 DVD (4:01:00)
* Neufeld still upset about Dr. Weir’s likelihood ratios, George Clarke responds, Ito: “Thank you counsel, I look forward to hearing more DNA” (@
0:03:27), Dr. Lakshmanan cont. (@ 0:05:55), Brown family and juror discomfort break (@ 0:49:48), Ron and Al comment, back in court (@ 0:55:40), Ito
alerts jury: “If at anytime you feel uncomfortable, let me know”, Dr. Lakshmanan cont. (@ 0:56:20), more ruler re-enactments, OJ leans forward to watch,
break (@ 1:37:45), Dr. Lakshmanan cont. (@ 1:39:40), end of coverage for the day due to prior commitment - LA Dodgers baseball (@ 2:10:10)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta, Al, Peter and Ron discuss jury numbers, back in court (@ 2:16:15), Kelberg and Shapiro discuss Sam Donaldson
“News Day” clip of Dr. Golden gun incident, Kelberg rants fiercely: “Nobody tells me what to do - from my office”, Ito rules for prosecution, Dr.
Lakshmanan cont. (@ 2:34:55), break (@ 2:37:55), break (@ 3:38:38), Kelberg and Shapiro discuss record of Dr. Golden’s actions - Dr. Lakshmanan
makes a phone call, Dr. Lakshmanan cont. (@ 3:46:250)
OJ TRIAL #122 DVD (3:58:04)
* Dr. Lakshmanan cont., lunch recess (@ 0:52:45), Marta, Al and Ron discuss sidebar conference re: injured juror who slipped in court, juror notebooks,
break (@ 1:01:20), back in court, Dr. Lakshmanan cont. (@ 1:03:10), break (@ 1:39:50), guesstimating time of death, audio excerpt of Coroner Dr. Irwin
Golden (@ 2:35:40), recess (@ 2:38:45), Marta and Al discuss who is believable, back in court (@ 2:40:20), Ito addresses lawyers about audio tape asking for transcript of tape, and no need to have court reporter take down content of tape, Clark, Kelberg, Shapiro argue special search issues, Dr.
Lakshmanan cont. (@ 2:49:00), Shapiro cross-examination (@ 3:24:15), Shapiro: “How many times last year did you testify when the Dr. who did the
autopsy was available”?, Dr. Lakshmanan: “Never”.
OJ TRIAL #123 DVD (3:28:10)
* Next day in court (joined in progress), Dr. Lakshmanan cross-examination cont., break (@ 0:40:00), Marta, Peter and Walter discuss cross-examination
tactics, break (@ 0:45:40), back in court, Dr. Lakshmanan cont. (@ 0:51:50), break (@ 1:21:05), Kelberg re-direct (@ 1:39:00), lunch recess (@ 1:57:10),
KTLA Noon News - Walter reports on Shapiro’s attack, recap of morning’s testimony, break (2:04:45), Marta and Al discuss Dr. Lakshmanan’s 9th day of
testimony, break (@ 2:10:50), Walter with Bill Boyarsky - LA Times columnist, break (@ 2:1640), back in court, Shapiro and Kelberg address the court
regarding evidence from previous cases involving Dr. Golden, Darden requests 15 minute break after witness, Dr. Lakshmanan cont. (2:34:20), Dr.
Lakshmanan finished, Ito addresses jury regarding shifting direction of evidence, break (@ 2:36:05), Johnnie in court with Snoop Doggie Dog (Cordozar
Calvin Broadus Jr.) clip - motion hearing to dismiss murder charges, Marta, Al and Walter discuss future coroner evidence in court, break (@ 2:44:15)
* Brenda Vemich - Bloomingdales menswear purchasing agent (@ 2:46:30), Darden presents original glove receipt, Cochran cross-examination (@
3:08:55), Cochran reads glove label, tries on glove - fits perfectly (@ 3:25:20)
OJ TRIAL #124 DVD (4:01:00)
* OJ tries on gloves for the jury, break (@ 0:06:15), Court TV discusses the event w/Terry Moran, Dan Abrams and Kristin Jeannette-Meyers, Brenda
Vemich recap, Gregg Jarrell weighs in, Pre-Trial hearing for Snoop Doggie Dog (Cordozar Calvin Broadus Jr.) w/Johnnie Cochran (@ 0:16:00), break (@
0:20:25), back in court, Blasier and Harmon, Scott Gordon and Johnnie Cochran, Marcia Clark
* William Bodziak - Special Agent F.B.I. footprint expert (@ 0:37:25), Goldberg direct-examination, Bruno Magli exhibit, break (@ 1:42:00), break (@
2:33:55), lunch recess (@ 2:59:30), Marta Al and Stan discuss glove and footprint evidence, back in court (@ 3:02:45), Cheri Lewis files motion to quash
evidence, William Bodziak cont. (@ 3:05:35), comfort break (@ 3:44:44), Marta, Peter and Stan discuss defense strategy, back in court Ito: “There’s
quite a sideshow going on outside, the bomb squad is opening up a car in the parking lot...they found a safe in the trunk” (@ 3:47:10), William Bodziak
cont. (@ 3:49:15)
OJ TRIAL #125 DVD (4:01:00)
* William Bodziak cont., break (@ 0:24:05), Bailey cross-examination (@ 0:25:45), Carl Douglas demonstrates shoe size to height based on chart (@
1:15:45), re-direct (@ 1:41:20), break (@ 2:03:05), end of day break (@ 2:07:00)
* Next day back in court, Blasier and Harmon discuss Dr. Weir reports, Johnnie addresses possible Samuel Poser testimony, Goldberg responds, Bailey
and Darden discuss hair and trace evidence
* Samuel Marc Poser - Associate Buyer for men’s shoes Bloomingdales (@ 2:23:30), Goldberg direct-examination, Bailey cross-examination (@
2:29:20), break (@ 2:43:00), recap of Gary Sims morning testimony, Marta and Peter discuss upcoming witnesses, break (@ 2:50:25), Marta, Peter and
Ron discuss dropped witnesses, break (@ 2:58:50), coverage of Marcia Clark and Chris Darden press conference (@ 2:59:20), break (@ 3:08:08), Ron
reports court will recess at noon, Johnnie Cochran responds to prosecution press conference (@ 3:12:35), Johnnie: “There case is the shifting sands” (@
3:14:15), break (@ 3:15:30), Marta, Ron and Peter discuss glove demonstration, back in court (@ 3:28:10), Johnnie and Darden argue use of new
gloves, Richard Rubin measures OJ’s hands (@ 3:38:38), Ito allows lawyers to have private discussions with Rubin, break (@ 3:45:30), Darden and
Cochran discuss OJ trying on new gloves and procedure, Ito offers his exemplar pair of gloves to be used in demonstration, Darden: “Mr. Simpson
seems to be in a rather animated mood today” (@ 4:00:15)
OJ TRIAL #126 DVD (4:01:00)
* Gloves discussion cont.,
* Richard Rubin re-called (@ 0:06:35), Cochran cross-examination (@ 0:28:28), Darden has OJ try on “new” gloves for jury (@ 0:45:00), perfect fit,
Rubin: “I think they fit quite well” (@ 0:48:00), Cochran re-cross (@ 0:49:55), Rubin investigates “murder” gloves (@ 1:09:30), fixes liner, Rubin puts on
“murder” gloves, measures “murder” gloves - 5/8” shorter, Ito congratulates Mrs. Robertson for being named Superior Court employee of the quarter, and
wishes court reporter a happy birthday (@ 1:28:30), comfort break (@ 1:29:15), Marta, Stan and Peter discuss glove demonstration
* LuEllen Robertson - Airtouch cellular Custodian of Records (@ 1:31:00), Marcia direct-examination, Cochran cross-examination (@ 1:54:00)
* Kathleen Delaney - Attorney for Mirage Hotel in Las Vegas (@ 2:04:15) Marcia Clark direct-examination, Paula Barbieri check in/out times, Cochran
cross-examination (@2:20:40), Michael Bolton charity softball event, end of day recess (@ 2:27:07)
* Next day KTLA, back in court (@ 2:29:50), George Clarke and William Thompson - 402 hearing regarding interpretation of mixtures
* Dr. Bruce Weir Professor of Statistics and Genetics at N.C. State University @ 2:43:30), Clarke direct-examination for evidentiary hearing (jury not
present), break (@ 3:57:50), Scheck waives OJ’s presence for remainder of hearing, William Thompson cross-examination (@ 3:59:40)
OJ TRIAL #127 DVD (4:01:00)
* Dr. Weir cont., video distortions (@ 0:55:38 - 0:56:12), break (@ 1:06:30), Marta and Al discuss Dr. Weir’s “attitude”, back in court
* Dr. William Shields - Professor of Biology State University of N.Y. (@ 1:10:30) Thompson direct-examination of evidentiary hearing (jury not present),
Clarke cross-examination (@ 1:44:30), Clarke and Thompson debate frequencies and statistics (@ 2:15:45), Ito to allow Weir’s statistic testimony,
Neufeld needs clarification, break (@ 2:55:30), Marta and Al discuss witness credibility and demeanor, back in court (@ 2:58:00), Neufeld and Clarke still
arguing statistics and data bases, Neufeld can’t stop, Ito apologizes to jury for long delay
* Dr. Bruce Weir (@ 3:08:50), Clarke direct-examination
OJ TRIAL #128 DVD (4:01:00)
* Dr. Weir cont., Clarke: “Your Honor, if we could take a break at this time, perhaps the witnesses memory will be no longer blank about my question”,
break (@ 0:17:45), back in court, Dr. Weir cont. (@ 0:19:20), break (@ 0:45:45), Ron taking over for Marta, back in court (@ 0:47:25), Neufeld not happy
with report, Clarke responds, Dr. Weir cont. (@ 0:55:00), break (@ 1:14:45), Neufeld with overhead exhibits, Clarke, Neufeld debate statistics - again,
Neufeld cross-examination (@ 1:28:30), video interference (@ 2:12:35 - 2:15:25), Neufeld points out errors in Weir’s calculations, break (@ 2:19:08),

Walter Richards reports from courthouse, Dr. Weir cont. (2:20:50), break (@ 2:48:22), break (@ 3:13:20), weekend recess (@ 3:32:05), Ron and Royal
discuss upcoming motions, break (@ 3:34:40), Lisa Kahn press conference (@ 3:57:00) - no audio, Ron and Royal waste time, Lisa Kahn with audio (@
3:38:00), break (@ 3:46:20), Walter with Jessica Seigel, break (@ 3:50:30)
* Next day in court, Gerald Uelmen and Cheri Lewis discuss Fuhrman discovery motion (Alan Dershowitz at the defense table)
OJ TRIAL #129 DVD (4:01:00)
* Cheri Lewis cont., Darden reflecting on the effectiveness of Mark Fuhrman’s testimony, Uelmen wants to pursue Fuhrman’s alleged rogue behavior, Ito
rules for defense
* Doug Mirrell - A.C.L.U. Attorney (@ 0:35:45) at issue: the release of dismissed juror transcripts, Kelli Sager (@ 0:52:45), Alan Dershowitz (@ 0:55:55)
“May it please the court, this is a triangular issue”, Rex Reeves - Attorney for dismissed juror (@ 1:00:30), Lewis, Mirrell, Dershowitz, Lewis, Ito: “They
will not be immediately available, you should anticipate the release of these transcripts close of business July 3rd - that should be sufficient time”,
“There’s an old Chinese saying - Be careful what you wish for”, Ron and Royal discuss decision, break (@ 1:27:05)
* Next day KTLA - Marta, Ron and Al discuss released transcripts and Weir’s errors, break (@ 1:38:45), Ron reports on new set of numbers from Dr.
Weir, back in court, Dr. Weir cont. (@ 1:42:55), Neufeld makes chart with new numbers (@ 1:58:00), break (@ 2:59:05), Neufeld makes another chart
with Weir old and new approach numbers (@ 3:22:00), lunch recess (@ 3:38:25), Marta, Ron and Al discuss prosecution and defense strategies, back in
court, Dr. Weir cont. (@ 3:44:30)
OJ TRIAL #130 DVD (4:01:00)
* Dr. Weir cont., video interference (@ 0:13:15 - 0:14:15), break (0:24:15), Clarke re-direct, break (@ 1:07:20), Carl Douglas concerned about late notes
arrival on Susan Brockbank, Dr. Weir cont. (@ 1:10:30), break (@ 1:22:50), break (@ 1:38:45), Neufeld, Clarke, Blasier and Clark debate charts and
evidence
* Denise Lewis - LAPD Lab Technician (@ 1:55:55) Clark direct-examination, end of day recess, Ito mentions books taken from 2 jurors that need to be
reviewed for content, break (@ 3:12:25)
* Next day KTLA - Marta and Al immediately join Ito at the bench, Blasier has discovery request for glove photo, Darden wants to resolve witness issue
of Thano Peratis, Denise Lewis cont. (@ 3:18:55), Blasier cross-examination (@ 3:37:15), break (@ 3:57:20)
OJ TRIAL #131 DVD (3:58:45)
* Denise Lewis cont., break (@ 0:27:55), break (@ 0:36:40)
* Susan Brockbank - LAPD Criminalist (@ 0:39:20), Clark direct-examination, minor video interference (@ 1:23:40 - 1:26:00), break (@ 1:49:10), lunch
recess (@ 1:50:26), Susan Brockbank cont. (@ 1:50:30), break (@ 2:50:10), break (@ 3:11:50), break (@ 3:16:25), Ito gives synopsis pages of offending
juror books to lawyers, Susan Brockbank cont. (@ 3:18:30)
OJ TRIAL #132 DVD (4:01:00) (minor audio interference at intro)
* Susan Brockbank cont., break (@ 1:50:30), break (@ 0:44:16), Chris Darden and Johnnie discuss future motions and witnesses, Ito: “I get to make the
decision (Thano Peratis), Thursday 3 o’clock”, Susan Brockbank cont. (@ 0:49:00)
* Next day KTLA - Marta, Irene and Ron discuss whether or not OJ will testify, discuss the jurors book “The Rainmaker”, back in court, Blasier and Clark
argue use of comparison chart photos, Johnnie Cochran requests witness list, Darden suggests 10:30am, Neufeld concerned about letter Rockne
Harmon sent - Ito stops him, wants to proceed with jurors, Susan Brockbank cont. (@ 1:28:40), Blasier cross-examination (@ 1:37:45), break (@
1:48:20), break (@ 2:08:00), break (@ 2:37:10), William Hodgman requests additional time for witness list, break (@ 2:43:35), Susan Brockbank cont.,
break (@ 2:46:45), break (@ 3:26:10), lunch recess (@ 3:51:15), Johnnie Cochran waves to his wife in the crowd, Marcia is late, Ito: The old elevator
excuse, huh”?, Blasier upset about late discovery, Ron curious how prosecution will wrap up case, Johnnie and Marcia argue over OJ photograph
(portfolio photo vs. mug shot)
OJ TRIAL #133 DVD (3:59:20)
* Johnnie and Marcia argue over OJ photograph (portfolio photo vs. mug shot) cont., Blasier puts on wrong glasses looking at photo album (@ 0:03:10),
Susan Brockbank cont. (@ 0:10:20), Clark re-direct, Blasier re-cross (@ 0:38:00), break (@ 0:41:20), lawyers argue new evidence boards, break (@
0:57:12), F. Lee Bailey argues preclusion of “new” photographic evidence, Clark explains evidence was given to defense long ago, Ito rules on exhibits,
Ito: “...as I would like to finish this case, sometime this lifetime” (@ 1:30:45), Ito calls in the jury only to excuse them, break (@ 1:37:05), Neufeld upset
about letter by Rockne Harmon sent to Dr. Carey Mullis, Harmon responds, end of day break (@ 2:01:30)
* Next day KTLA - back in court, Johnnie upset about Deedrick’s notebook evidence omissions, Clark responds, Marta and Irene discuss ramifications,
Walter inquires about possible sanctions, break (@ 2:11:40), back in court, Cochran responds (minor video interference 2:12:00 - 2:14:30, 2:18:00 2:28:00), Neufeld upset about specific photos, Marcia responds (video interference 2:39:15 - 2:39:30), Ito compelled by report - asks Deedrick when it
was completed (video interference 2:50:10 - 2:50:20), (video interference 2:53:55 - 3:01:30), Johnnie: “...We’re fighting the power of the government” (@
3:02:30), “...I’m gonna site you Ito on the law” (@ 3:02:40), Neufeld still upset about photos, Ito reviewing evidence boards that pertain to hair and fibers,
break (@ 3:12:25), break (@ 3:17:10), Clark: “...it penalizes the wrong party. If the court feels we have been remiss, then I would urge the court to
penalize us personally, or myself personally - but please don’t - please don’t penalize the proof of the case”, Ito overrules objection to use of the photos,
sustains objection to rarity of carpet fibers in Deedrick’s report, Johnnie wants jury instruction for delay
* Douglas W. Deedrick - F.B.I. Special Agent, hair and fiber expert (@ 3:34:25), Clark direct-examination, break (@ 3:49:45)
OJ TRIAL #134 DVD (4:01:00) (minor audio interference at intro)
* Doug Deedrick cont., lunch recess (@ 0:25:10), Doug Deedrick cont., break (@ 0:43:45), break (@ 1:22:40), break (@ 1:57:05), Ito talks to jury in
regards to content of jurors books - and will have them returned, end of day recess (@ 2:01:20), Ito rules for prosecution on OJ photo, Clark and Bailey
argue “match”, Darden concerned about defense witness list, Johnnie responds, Uelmen and Goldberg argue Thano Peratis evidentiary hearing (@
2:16:30), video interference (2:26:30 - 3:11:00), Cochran and Bailey walk out during long-winded Goldberg speech (@ 2:49:45), end of day break (@
3:11:00)
* Next day KTLA - Marcia joined in progress, arguing the use of the word “match”, F. Lee Bailey defines common usage of the word “match”, Ito reads
dictionary definition - previous ruling stands, Doug Deedrick cont. (@ 3:33:00), break (@ 3:49:57)
OJ TRIAL #135 DVD (3:59:05)
* Doug Deedrick cont., testimony cut short (@ 0:09:28)
* KNBC Ch.4 News Special Report - “OJ Simpson: The Trial” (@ 0:09:30) Colleen Williams, Jim Avila on hair and trace evidence, Furnell Chatman on
jurors, Stan Goldman (Loyola Univ. Law Prof.) on jurors, Manny Medrano on Ito, break (@ 0:20:35), Colleen Williams and Manny Medrano on Marcia
Clark, break (@ 0:24:00), Wendy Takuto and Stan Goldman on field trip, break (@ 0:27:25)
* Next day KTLA - Marta, Ron, Al and Peter discuss ending prosecution case with Nicole’s mother Juiditha Brown, break (@ 0:35:10), back in court,
Darden inquires about defense witness list, Doug Deedrick cont. (@ 0:42:30), break (@ 1:19:48), video interference (1:43:25 - 1:47:35), break (@
1:47:35), lunch recess (@ 2:04:08), Marta, Ron and Al discuss Deedrick’s testimony, Darden concerned witness list contains names without statements
from them, Doug Deedrick cont. (@ 2:10:05), minor video interference (2:10:05 - 2:13:30), break (@ 1:19:48), F. Lee Bailey cross-examination (@
3:00:25), break (@ 3:19:05), break (@ 3:35:50), Marta and Al discuss Deedrick’s testimony, Doug Deedrick cont. (@ 3:41:15)
OJ TRIAL #136 DVD (4:01:00) (minor audio interference at intro)
* Doug Deedrick cont., break (@ 0:25:45), break (@ 0:47:00), Ito talks with jury - congratulates them on stamina “Hang in there, you’re doing a great
job”, break (@ 1:03:55), end of day recess (@ 1:30:25)
* Next day KTLA - (OJ Simpson’s 48th birthday) Walter reports from courthouse on delay to today’s proceedings, back in court (@ 1:31:30), Ito
interviewed jury in regards to dismissed juror having contacted current juror, Doug Deedrick cont. (@ 1:37:55), break (@ 2:06:40), break (@ 2:18:25),

lunch recess (@ 3:03:50), Marta, Al and Peter discuss Juiditha Brown not testifying, other topics not addressed by prosecution, break (@ 3:12:30), back
in court, Marcia Clark announces stipulations regarding Juditha Brown, phone records, and photographs to be displayed before the jury, Johnnie objects
to the photograph of Ron’s neck wounds, Marcia Clark and Johnnie Cochran offer stipulations to the jury (@ 3:30:00), Clark: “At this time, subject to
receipt of the People’s exhibits into evidence, the People rest” (@ 3:36:05), Ito instructs jury that he needs to hear motions before resuming with defense
case, break (@ 3:38:50), Marta and Al discuss what jury did and did not get a chance to see, break (@ 3:41:25)
* Next day KTLA - Marta and Irene discuss the procedure of receipt of exhibits into evidence, Walter inquires about defense request to dismiss the
charges, Irene explains procedure, break (@ 3:52:15), Shapiro alerts the court that Johnnie Cochran and Carl Douglas are going to be late, Darden and
Shapiro go over objectionable evidence
OJ TRIAL #137 DVD (3:57:10)
* Defense objections to exhibits cont., Carl Douglas renews objections to number of crime scene photographs, Darden responds to Nicole’s safety
deposit box photos, Marcia and Kelberg address objections, Johnnie promises “we will not take eight days on the direct-examination of any witness, I
promise you that” (@ 1:21:10), Cheri Lewis concerned with witness list, end of day recess (@ 1:41:05)
* Gil Garcetti press conference, break (@ 1:53:20)
* Next day KTLA - Marta, Al, Peter and Walter discuss upcoming defense case and OJ’s demeanor the night of the murders, break (@ 2:01:25), back in
court, Johnnie voicing displeasure that Gloria Alred called one of the defense witnesses (Carol Connor) and badgered her over the phone, Marcia
responds to harassment allegations
* Arnelle Simpson - OJ’s daughter (@ 2:15:50), Cochran direct-examination, break (@ 3:15:20), Marta, Al and Peter discuss Arnelle’s testimony, Arnelle
cont. (@ 3:17:50), break (@ 3:23:40)
OJ TRIAL #138 DVD (4:01:00) (minor audio interference at intro)
* Arnelle Simpson cont., break (@ 0:18:35), lunch recess (@ 0:23:55), Uelmen, Clark and Gordon evidentiary hearing regarding OJ’s state of mind, letter
from Nicole, break (@ 0:50:05), Ito sustains prosecution’s objections, Arnelle Simpson cont. (@ 0:58:50), Clark cross-examination (@ 1:03:45), break (@
1:40:45), Johnnie and Marcia argue, It: “Wait, wait, wait...wait. We’ll take this up later, I’m not interested in hearing about it now” (@ 1:42:00), Arnelle
Simpson cont. (@ 1:45:00), re-direct (@ 1:54:05)
* Carmelita Simpson-Durio - OJ’s youngest sister (@ 1:59:35), Shapiro direct-examination, Darden cross-examination (@ 2:09:30), break (@ 2:17:05),
break (@ 2:21:05),
* Eunice Durden Simpson - OJ’s mother (@ 2:25:30), Cochran direct-examination, Darden “Your Honor, we have no questions for Mrs. Simpson” (@
2:45:45), break (@ 2:46:30), break (@ 2:50:39)
* Carol Connor - song writer (@ 2:50:50) Shapiro direct-examination: “...is there any songs that you’ve written that the jury would be familiar with”?,
Connor: “...the theme from Rocky”, Ito: “Note down the fact that that was nominated for an Academy Award”, Connor: “we were nominated for an Oscar”
(@ 2:53:15), Darden cross-examination (@ 2:58:25)
* Mary Collins - Interior Designer (@ 3:07:15) Cochran direct-examination, Clark cross-examination (@ 3:20:30), break (@ 3:23:00), Marta, Peter and
Walter discuss defense witnesses, back in court
* Shirley Simpson Baker - OJ’s oldest sister (@ 3:32:55), Shapiro direct-examination, Clark cross-examination (@ 3:42:20) minor video interference (@
3:48:15 - 4:00:40)
* Jack McKay - friend of OJ (@ 3:54:40), Cochran direct-examination
OJ TRIAL #139 DVD (3:57:10)
* Jack McKay cont., Clark cross-examination (@ 0:03:10), minor video interference (@ 0:04:00 - 0:08:00), re-direct (@ 0:15:25), re-cross (@ 0:17:55)
* Danny Mandel - walking through Brentwood night of the murders (@ 0:23:15), Shapiro direct-examination, break (@ 0:40:00), Clark fired up crossexamination (@ 0:40:03), break (@ 0:54:10), Danny Mandel cont. (@ 0:56:30), re-direct (@ 1:17:40), re-re-cross (@ 1:22:50), break (@ 1:27:50)
* Ellen Aaronson - walking with Danny Mandel (@ 1:28:00), Cochran direct-examination, Aaronson: “...we hate a date, once”, break (@ 1:48:48), lunch
recess (@ 2:01:40), Marta and Al discuss parade of witnesses, and timeline, break (@ 2:09:40), back in court, Ellen Aaronson cont. (@ 2:12:30), break
(@ 2:25:38), Cochran: “...I was with my wife, no speculation” - salutes camera (@ 2:25:50), Clark cross-examination (@ 2:26:45), Marcia very concerned
about price of meal, break (@ 3:06:35), re-direct (@ 3:07:25), re-cross (@ 3:24:18), re-re-direct (@ 3:28:30), break (@ 3:30:00)
* Francesca Harman - in Brentwood night of the murders (@ 3:30:25), Shapiro direct-examination, Darden cross-examination (@ 3:38:55), re-direct (@
3:49:55), re-cross (@ 3:51:15), break (@ 3:52:22), Darden requests list of witnesses for tomorrow
* Denise Pilnak - Nicole’s neighbor (@ 3:55:30), Cochran direct-examination
OJ TRIAL #140 DVD (4:01:00)
* Denise Pilnak cont., Cochran: “Are you sure it was that time”?, Pilnak: “I am a stickler with time, I don’t go anywhere without two watches when it’s
important” (@ 0:03:45), Clark cross-examination (@ 0:25:10), re-direct (@ 0:50:20), break (@ 0:54:25), re-cross (@ 0:59:15), re-re-direct (@ 1:01:00),
break (@ 1:01:50)
* Judy Telander - Pilnak’s friend (@ 1:04:20), Shapiro direct-examination, Clark cross-examination (@ 1:10:55), re-direct (@ 1:22:50), re-cross (@
1:24:05), re-re-direct (@ 1:24:55), break (@ 1:25:47)
* Robert Heidstra - Nicole’s neighbor took dogs for a walk (@ 1:25:50), Cochran direct examination, end of day break (@ 2:02:48)
* Next day KTLA - Marta, Ron, Al and Peter discuss previous day’s testimony and upcoming witnesses, back in court, Cheri Lewis announces no plans
to call Marguerite Simpson Thomas, questions regarding future witnesses, Cochran responds, Shapiro announces new witness who heard barking dogs,
Darden responds, Bailey upset about tape recording and sketch he never received, Ito orders it turned over to defense, Darden: “He can convey that
himself”, Ito: “Direct your comments to the court, not to counsel” (@ 2:15:00), Douglas giving x-rays and reports to Darden, Robert Heidstra cont. (@
2:17:45), break (@ 2:28:30), Darden cross-examination (@ 2:38:45), Darden: “The second voice that you heard sounded like the voice of a black man,
sir”, Ito: “Sustained, sustained...wait, WAIT!!...ladies and gentlemen of the jury, would you step into the jury room please” (@ 3:15:25), Darden explains
good faith basis for questions, Cochran: “It’s racist, and I resent it”, Darden: “...that’s what has created a lot of problems with my family and myself statements that you make about me and race, Mr. Cochran”, Ito: “I’m gonna take a recess right now, because I’m so mad at both of you guys - I’m about
to hold you in contempt” (@ 3:18:40), Cochran: “I apologize your Honor”, Ito: “It’ll take more than that”, break (@ 3:21:00), Ito: “The next time that
happens, there will be SEVERE sanctions” (@ 3:23:15), Robert Heidstra cont. (@ 3:28:30), break (@ 3:33:43), Darden: “Mr. Douglas speaks French”?!
OJ TRIAL #141 DVD (3:59:17)
* Robert Heidstra cont., re-direct (@ 0:04:15), break (@ 0:10:43), lunch recess (@ 0:35:45), Ron with Mike Vest - San Pedro Funeral Director, courtroom
spectator, Marta and Al discuss courtroom blow up, break (@ 0:41:33), Marcia explains audio tape history, Bailey curious about sketch, Robert Heidstra
cont. (@ 0:48:40), break (@ 0:50:05), break (@ 0:58:05), re-direct (@ 1:16:15), re-cross (@ 1:25:00), re-re-direct (@ 1:27:10), break (@ 1:28:10)
* Wayne Stanfield - American Airlines pilot (@ 1:28:25), Bailey direct-examination, Darden cross-examination (@ 1:40:20), * program timer alert * (@
1:47:10 - 1:47:15)
* Michael Norris - courier who met OJ at airport (@ 1:50:00), Shapiro direct-examination, Clark cross-examination (@ 1:58:35), re-direct (@ 2:10:30), recross (@ 2:12:40), break (@ 2:14:25)
* Michael Gladden - courier with autograph book (@ 2:16:30), Cochran direct-examination, end of day recess (@ 2:33:45), Ron Olsen with Joe Bosco - in
neck brace, comments on Heidstra, break (@ 2:37:25)
* Next day KTLA - Johnnie joined in progress talking about Faye Resnick’s drug problem, Cheri Lewis responds, break (@ 2:51:35), minor video
interference (through 2:54:23), Michael Gladden cont. (@ 2:53:40), Darden cross-examination, break (@ 3:10:45)
* Howard Bingham - photographer on flight to Chicago with OJ (@ 3:10:55), Cochran direct-examination, Clark cross-examination (@ 3:23:00), break (@
3:26:35), break (@ 3:36:35)
* Stephen Valerie - on flight to Chicago with OJ (@ 3:36:50), Cochran direct-examination, break (@ 3:52:50), break (@ 3:57:40), break (@ 3:59:17)

OJ TRIAL #142 DVD (4:01:00) (minor audio interference at intro)
* Stephan Valerie cont., Darden cross-examination (@ 0:00:10), Valerie describes his “awareness”, break (@ 0:30:40), re-direct (@ 0:38:40), break (@
0:40:50), break (@ 0:45:55)
* Jim Merrill - Hertz, Corp. (@ 0:46:05) joined in progress from break, Carl Douglas direct-examination, break (@ 1:12:26), Jim Merrill cont. (@ 1:14:05),
Clark cross-examination, re-direct (@ 1:37:00), re-cross (@ 1:42:40), break (@ 1:46:45)
* David Kilduff - Hertz, Corp. (@ 1:46:55), Shapiro direct-examination, Darden cross-examination (@ 1:55:20), break (@ 2:04:10), re-direct (@ 2:05:00),
re-cross (@ 2:06:20), break (@ 2:07:05)
* Mark Partridge - on flight to LA with OJ (@ 2:07:10), Cochran direct-examination, break (@ 2:17:50), break (@ 2:24:15)
* Next day KTLA - Ito: “...People represented by Miss Clark, Mr. Darden and - Mr. Kelberg...keep it short” (@ 2:24:35), Cochran concerned about
Stephen Valerie conversation being recorded, more Faye Resnick concerns, Darden responds, Johnnie requests stipulation about Sidney Simpson
testifying, Kelberg concerned about Dr. Huizenga notes, Douglas responds, break (@ 2:37:55)
* Dr. Robert Huizenga - Physician who examined OJ (@ 2:38:00), Shapiro direct-examination, break (@ 3:04:30), recess (@ 3:34:55), Dr. Robert
Huizenga cont. (@ 3:37:30), Kelberg cross-examination (@ 3:47:45), break (@ 3:53:45)
OJ TRIAL #143 DVD (3:59:10)
* Dr. Robert Huizenga cont., break (@ 0:09:55), break (@ 0:25:25), video interference (@ 0:30:30 - 0:31:20, 0:31:50 - 0:32:40), end of day recess (@
0:42:20), Florida Judge orders Keith Zlomsowitch to testify in the OJ trial, news clips of former jurors Jeanette Harris and Tracy Kennedy, break (@
0:43:35)
* Next day KTLA - Marta and Ron discuss statement OJ made about cuts on his hands, Peter comments on Huizenga testimony, break (@ 0:50:10),
back in court (@ 0:56:15), Cheri Lewis inquires about scheduling, Douglas responds, Lewis asks about collateral impeachment of Fuhrman witnesses,
Douglas introduces motion for Grand Jury and video testimony of Thano Peratis, Clark responds, Dr. Robert Huizenga cont. (@ 1:03:55), break (@
1:30:35), break (@ 2:01:00), Huizenga gives Kelberg a shoulder range of motion test (@ 2:04:50), Kelberg is on the desk (@ 2:09:15), break (@
2:30:40), lunch recess (@ 2:54:22), Marta and Al discuss timeline, Ron with Jessica Seigel and jurors reaction to Kelberg display, break (@ 3:00:30),
Douglas wants Ito to declare Thano Peratis unavailable so they can use Grand Jury and video testimony, Clark responds he’s available, Ito wants
declaration from Peratis’ doctor, Dr. Robert Huizenga cont. (@ 3:08:30), break (@ 3:47:27)
OJ TRIAL #144 DVD (4:01:00) (minor audio interference at intro)
* Robert Huizenga cont., break (@ 0:12:30), break (@ 0:27:32), Marta and Al discuss the length and scope of cross-examination, back in court (@
0:33:30), Kelberg wants to have court review OJ’s Playboy workout video, and OJ Juice Plus conference video, Shapiro responds asking for video to be
played in its entirety with out-takes, Ito will allow tapes to be played, Ito: “Dr., looks like we’re going to see you again tomorrow” (@ 0:49:25), break (@
0:49:32), Robert Huizenga cont., jury watches OJ workout video, end of day recess (@ 1:15:20), Marta and Al discuss video tape, Ron with Norm Peters
- NY Sports Radio (@ 1:17:20), break (@ 1:19:35)
* Next day KTLA - Robert Huizenga cont., break (@ 2:27:55), break (@ 2:33:10), re-direct (2:34:45), break (@ 3:10:25), re-cross (@ 3:26:00), lunch
recess (@ 3:56:25), Ron with Al at the court house
OJ TRIAL #145 DVD (4:00:48)
* Next day KTLA - Ron with Al at the court house, break (@ 0:06:15), Marta and Royal discuss upcoming witnesses
* Juanita Moore - OJ’s hair stylist (@ 0:08:35), Cochran direct-examination, break (@ 0:17:10), Clark cross-examination (@ 0:20:45), re-direct (@
0:32:30), break (@ 0:34:50)
* Donald Thompson - LAPD police officer who cuffed OJ (@ 0:35:05), Cochran direct-examination, break (@ 0:48:00), Darden cross-examination (@
1:10:25), break (@ 1:12:15), Marta and Royal discuss possible rush to judgment, Darden argues officer’s right to handcuff OJ, Ito: “We’re not here for
drama, are we Mr. Darden”?, Darden: “Well I’m not - not anymore” (@ 1:18:15), Cochran insists Thompson's state of mind is not relevant, Johnnie’s
cheap shot to Darden, break (@ 1:25:20), Marta and Royal discuss scope, Donald Thompson cont. (@ 1:31:50), end of coverage for the day due to prior
commitment - CA Angels baseball (@ 1:53:50), replay of earlier testimony not seen due to baseball game coverage, break (@ 2:00:35), re-direct (@
2:04:25), break (@ 2:07:05), video interference (2:07:10 - 2:07:45), break (@ 2:14:30), break (@ 2:23:15), break (@ 2:26:10)
* Next day KTLA - Marta, Peter and Ron discuss motion hearing regarding blood on socks, back in court (@ 2:32:05), Neufeld arguing sock photographs
and tests, Clark responds, break (@ 3:20:25), Marta, Peter and Ron discuss defense claims of juror targeting
* John Meraz - tow truck driver who towed Bronco, “stole” receipts (@ 3:26:25), Cochran direct-examination
OJ TRIAL #146 DVD (4:01:00) (minor audio interference at intro)
* John Meraz cont., Clark cross-examination (@ 0:11:00), break (@ 0:28:15), break (@ 0:39:20), break (@ 0:46:00), break (@ 0:56:00), lunch recess (@
1:12:38), Marta and Irene discuss Johnnie’s cheap shot, Darden’s unprofessional comment to Ito, break (@ 1:18:45), John Meraz cont., re-direct (@
1:25:00), break (@ 1:38:02), re-cross, re-re-direct (@ 1:42:33), break (@ 1:43:41)
* Richard Walsh - Playboy video tape fitness instructor (@ 1:45:00), Cochran direct-examination, Darden cross-examination (@ 2:19:00), Garden:
“You’ve been on Geraldo twice”?, points to Geraldo Rivera in the audience (@ 2:19:45), break (@ 2:30:58), break (@ 2:40:20), Darden: “The defendant
said it was like game day”?, Walsh: “Something like that, yeah” (@ 2:40:35), Walsh: “I have to admit, I was amazed he was able to do it”, Ito: “Hold it,
cut the audio”, break (@ 2:48:45), OJ’s comment: “It’s like getting your space in when you’re working out with the wife, if you know what I mean, and you
can always blame it on working out” (@ 2:49:30), re-direct (@ 2:52:25), re-cross (@ 2:58:20), Darden: “He was a lot better at this than you ever thought
he would be, correct”?, Walsh: “Correct”, break (@ 2:59:30)
* Willie Ford - LAPD photographer/videographer (@ 2:50:35), Cochran direct-examination, video shot inside OJ’s house with LAPD, emotional Judge Ito
informs jury about bailiff who went to investigate a prowler at a neighbor’s home where he was shot and killed: “...we affectionately new him - deputy G12...we’ll stand in recess this afternoon in his honor, thank you” (@ 3:19:00), end of day recess (@ 3:19:20), Marta and Irene discuss bond among court
staff, and Ford’s video tape, Ron with Joe Bosco discuss Walsh’s testimony and OJ’s comment, break (@ 3:27:35), Ron comments on Willie Ford video
saying socks were processed before video was shot, break (@ 3:30:10)
* Next day KTLA - Marta and Peter discuss socks evidence and timing, break (@ 3:36:55), Neufeld needs clarification on results of blood drying
experiment, Marcia’s concerned about observations made that she’s never seen, Blasier wants to have Dr. Reiders testify, Marcia is outraged: “It’s a trial
by ambush, according to the defense”, Blasier: “I feel like I’ve had a guest come to my house unexpected, stay three weeks uninvited, and then they start
complaining about the food”! (@ 3:52:50)
OJ TRIAL #147 DVD (3:59:25)
* Marcia cont., Ito to Blasier: “If the shoe were on the other foot, I’d be peeling you off the ceiling right now” (@ 0:01:12), break (@ 0:01:45)
* Willie Ford cont., break (@ 0:20:10), more Willie Ford video, break (@ 0:33:05), Darden cross-examination (@ 0:37:45), break (@ 0:46:22), re-direct
(@ 1:08:20), break (@ 1:22:00), re-cross (@ 1:24:50), re-re-direct (@ 1:27:35), break (@ 1:28:30), lunch recess (@ 1:39:25), Marta and Irene discuss
witnesses, back in court (@ 1:42:40), Blasier wants to schedule Dr. Reiders, Marcia feels she doesn’t have enough time to prepare, Marcia to Blasier:
“That’s so obvious it doesn’t even bear addressing” (@ 1:47:50), Ito to Clark: “Earlier today I cautioned you about personal attacks...sanction is $250.00,
don’t leave court without writing a check” (@ 1:48:05), break (@ 1:49:25), Marta and Irene discuss Marcia’s sanction, break (@ 1:53:35)
* Josephine Guarin - OJ’s housekeeper (@ 1:54:25), Cochran direct-examination, break (@ 2:18:10), Ito technical problem recess (@ 2:24:52), Guarin
cont. (2:30:25), Darden cross-examination (@ 2:34:15), break (@ 2:55:40), break (@ 2:59:30), break (@ 3:07:20), re-direct (@ 3:11:25), recess (@
3:16:25), Scheck requests motion for Det. Mulldorfer, Darden argues relevancy, Ito questions Mulldorfer regarding OPG (Official Police Garage) log book,
Scheck: “Could she be declared an adverse witness”? (@ 3:38:20), Ito: “Why? I think it’s premature - at this point”, break (@ 3:39:10)
* Det. Kelly Mulldorfer - LAPD Detective (@ 3:39:15), Scheck direct-examination, Darden cross-examination (@ 3:51:10), end of coverage for the day
due to prior commitment - LA Dodgers baseball (@ 3:56:05)

* Next Day KTLA morning news, no testimony today - Marta and Irene recap missing testimony from Dodgers game
OJ TRIAL #148 DVD (3:59:47) (minor audio interference at intro)
* Next Day KTLA morning news, no testimony today - Marta and Irene recap missing testimony from Dodgers game
* Det. Kelly Mulldofer cont. (@ 0:00:30), Scheck re-direct (@ 0:04:20), ends prematurely, break (@ 0:10:30)
* Dr. Albuerto Luper (@ 0:10:55), Cochran direct-examination, break (@ 0:20:48), Darden cross-examination (@ 0:21:10), break (@ 0:33:10), break (@
0:51:50), break (@ 1:07:45), Goldberg and Neufeld argue witness availability, Cheri Lewis has lost her voice, Johnnie gets warned for inappropriate
comment (@ 1:22:50), Carl Douglas argues admissibility and exhibits, Johnnie wants to call witnesses as soon as possible, Marta and Irene discuss
yesterday’s testimony, break (@ 1:31:45)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta, Peter and Ron discuss upcoming witnesses, break (@ 1:39:45), back in court, Kelberg and Blasier argue EDTA
evidence admissibility, break (@ 2:03:25)
* Dr. Frederic Reiders - EDTA expert (@ 2:03:40), Blasier direct-examination, break (@ 2:23:00), break (@ 3:01:45), break (@ 3:46:05), break (@
3:57:15), lunch recess (@ 3:58:35)
OJ TRIAL #149 DVD (3:58:52)
* KTLA noon news, Marta, Irene and Ron discuss Dr. Frederic Reiders’ testimony, break (@ 0:07:30)
* Marcia and Blasier debate degradation of EDTA, break (@ 0:12:20)
* Dr. Frederic Reiders cont., break (@ 0:28:20), after sidebar Ito dismisses jury, Blasier and Clark debate admissibility, jury is recalled, Dr. Reiders cont.
(@ 0:34:50), break (@ 0:38:38), Clark cross-examination, break (@ 0:53:45), break (@ 0:57:05), break (@ 1:11:50), break (@ 1:23:20), break (@
2:02:00), end of day recess (@ 2:12:30), Marta, Irene and Ron discuss sidebar transcript of juror revolt, break (@ 2:19:30)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta, Peter and Ron discuss upcoming witnesses and “shrinkage”, back in court (@ 2:24:45), Ito explains Dr. Reiders
absence due to dental appointment
* Roger M. Martz - FBI Forensic Scientist (@ 2:29:55), Blasier direct-examination, loss of audio @ 2:37:35 - 2:38:05, break (@ 2:38:15), break (@
2:40:35), break (@ 2:56:15), lunch recess (@ 3:11:28), Marta and Irene discuss Martz’s testimony, break (@ 3:17:00), break (@ 3:20:40), Roger Martz
cont. (@ 3:20:45), Clark cross-examination (@ 3:37:25), break (@ 3:40:55)
OJ TRIAL #150 DVD (4:01:00) (minor audio interference at intro)
* Roger Martz cont., break (@ 0:08:28), break (@ 0:33:30), Marta and Irene discuss Martz’s cross-examination, break (@ 0:38:15), Roger Martz cont. (@
0:38:45), break (@ 1:11:20), end of day recess (@ 1:33:00), Motion Hearing with Marcia, Johnnie, and Cheri Lewis, break (@ 1:39:05), Goldberg and
Neufeld discuss “shrinkage” - at length, end of coverage for the day due to prior commitment - LA Dodgers baseball (@ 2:04:55)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta, Erwin Chemerinsky and Ron discuss upcoming days events - no morning court due to bailiff funeral, recap of
Neufeld’s previous day argument, break (@ 2:14:00), Carl Douglas and robert Blasier comment outside courthouse, clip of Laura Hart Mckinny, break (@
2:31:40), back in court (@ 2:33:25), Cheri Lewis and Gerald Uelmen discuss collateral impeachment - motion to exclude defense evidence (Fuhrman
tapes), Goldberg debates Tracie Savage reports, break (@ 3:16:15), Ito warns of contempt of court for Shield Law, Uelmen responds, Cochran inquires
regarding 402 hearing, Lewis, Uelmen, Goldberg, break (@ 3:47:50), Neufeld discussing what Herbert MacDonell will testify to, Marcia responds “can’t
have it both ways” (@ 3:51:35), break (@ 3:56:35)
* Herbert MacDonell - Blood Expert (@ 3:57:05), Neufeld direct-examination
OJ TRIAL #151 DVD (3:54:54)
* Herbert MacDonell cont., break (@ 0:10:30), break (@ 0:36:20), end of day recess (@ 0:55:10), Marta, Irene and Walter discuss potential questions
and experiments, break (@ 1:01:35)
* Live from Winston-Salem, NC - hearing regarding Fuhrman book statements to Laura McKinny (@ 1:08:00), Johnnie summation (@ 1:09:30), Schwartz
summation (@ 1:14:20), Judge William Z. Wood, Jr.: What’s material”? Cochran: “If you look up material in the dictionary, you’ll see his picture”, Johnnie
asks McKinny questions standing in court (@ 1:28:50), video feed cut - break (@1:36:15), back in court (@ 1:36:50), Judge Wood denies subpoena ,
Johnnie Cochran loses to Matthew Schwartz, break (@ 1:38:00), Marta, Walter and Peter discuss 2nd jury tour, Drug Lord alibi, break (@ 1:42:30), back
in court, Carl Douglas and Cheri Lewis discuss possible Faye Resnick involvement, Neufeld and Lewis arguing discovery of photos with OJ wearing
gloves, break (@ 2:08:30), Douglas and Lewis discussing recall of Fuhrman, Scheck offers zerox copies of charts, break (@ 2:11:50), Marta and Peter
recap Winston-Salem trial, break (@ 2:29:40), break (@ 2:36:15), break (@ 2:40:40)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta, Peter, and Ron discuss morning events, back in court (@ 2:43:05), Lewis, Uelmen and Goldberg discuss calling
Tracie Savage, Kelli Sager (@ 2:48:20), Uelmen, Goldberg, break (@ 3:20:05), Sager, Uelmen, break (@ 3:32:15), Sager, Ito allows Savage to be called,
break (@ 3:37:45), Sager gets clarification from Ito
* Tracie Savage - KNBC-TV reporter (@ 3:38:50), Uelmen questions sources and reports, Sager objects to line of questioning, Savage: “Knowledgeable,
I think - in all due respect, I think the word speaks for itself” (@ 3:46:30), “I respectfully decline to answer that question, I must assert the Shield Law”,
Goldberg (“programmed timer” message @ 3:49:16-20) alerts court that Kahn is unavailable due to neck injury, Robert Shapiro wants to call Joseph
Bosco to the stand (@ 3:51:00), he’s somewhat confused and wants to call his lawyer (@ 3:52:35)
OJ TRIAL #152 DVD (4:01:00) (minor audio interference at intro)
* Neufeld argues MacDonell blood drying experiment, Neufeld direct-examination Herbert MacDonell cont. (@ 0:08:00), break (@ 0:24:10), lunch recess
(@ 0:45:15), Marta and Stan Goldman discuss jury’s stamina, break (@ 0:50:38), back in court, Bosco’s lawyer addresses Ito, Cochran reports on Laura
Hart McKinny tapes at NC hearing, Marcia responds, break (@ 1:08:45), MacDonell cont., break (@ 1:14:25), Marcia cross-examination, break (@
1:17:30), break (@ 1:37:33), break (@ 1:55:00), Marta and Stan discuss admissibility, back in court, MacDonell cross cont., break (@ 2:45:30), end of
day recess (@ 3:06:30), Marta and Stan discuss jurors and Joe Bosco article, back in court (@ 3:11:30), lawyers Michael Sullivan and Halina Osinski
requests delay in Bosco hearing, Neufeld inquiring Kestler schedule, sanctions against Marcia regarding comments made in front of the jury, Marcia
responds, Darden defends Marcia, Uelmen and Goldberg argue Peratis transcripts, break (@ 3:51:20)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta, Peter and Ron discuss upcoming witnesses, back in court (@ 3:58:35), Neufeld and Clark debate statements
made before the jury
OJ TRIAL #153 DVD (3:58:30)
* Clark cont.
* Michele Kestler - Director LAPD Crime Lab (@ 0:05:30), Neufeld direct-examination outside the presence of the jury, break (@ 0:24:50), Goldberg
cross-examination (@ 0:52:05), break (@ 0:52:38)
* Ito briefs lawyers, then reads sanctions to the jury, Herbert MacDonell cross-examination cont. (@ 0:56:55), break (@ 1:16:40), Neufeld re-direct, break
(@ 1:40:00), Ito not happy with questioning dismisses jury, break (@ 2:02:25), Neufeld and Clark argue, jury brought back in, Clark re-cross (@ 2:10:30),
Neufeld concludes, lunch recess (@ 2:26:38)
* KTLA Noon News - Marta reports on juror and Faye Resnick books , Kato’s KLSX radio show with Susan Olsen (Cindy Brady), break (@ 2:32:45),
back in court, Neufeld wants to introduce Peratis Grand Jury testimony videotape, Goldberg objects, Shapiro responds, videotape is played instead of
reading transcripts (@ 2:42:10), Goldberg and Shapiro respond, break (@ 2:57:25), Carl Douglas and Robert Blasier re-enact Grand Jury testimony,
Peratis Preliminary Hearing videotape played for jury, break (@ 3:15:35), jury excused, Shapiro would like to call Joseph Bosco, Halina Osinski and
Goldberg respond, break (@ 3:42:45), Marta busted on the phone during break, discusses Shield Law with Al and Ron, fade to black break (@ 3:48:07),
George Clarke doesn’t want to confuse the jury, Scheck responds
OJ TRIAL #154 DVD (4:01:00) (minor audio interference at intro)
* Scheck argues LAPD inadequacies, break (@ 0:12:53), break (@ 0:26:10), Michael Sullivan attorney for Joe Bosco and Robert Shapiro argue Shield

Law
* Joseph Bosco called (@ 0:33:50), Shapiro direct, Goldberg cross, Goldberg continues to argue admissibility, break (@ 0:53:30)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta, Peter and Ron discuss OJ wearing gloves on videotape and upcoming witnesses, back in court, lawyers review
defense exhibits, break (@ 1:01:15)
* Dr. John Gerdes - Biologist (@ 1:10:00), Scheck direct-examination, break (@ 1:33:40), break (@ 2:18:30), lunch recess (@ 3:24:00), Marta, Ron and
Al discuss latest developments, Judge lance Ito’s 45th birthday, break (@ 3:30:30), back in court, Dr. John Gerdes cont., break (@ 3:47:52)
OJ TRIAL #155 DVD (3:54:54)
* Dr. John Gerdes (cont.), break (@ 0:58:08), Marta and Al discuss 402 hearings, Gerdes cont., break (@ 1:30:35), break (@ 1:43:12), break (@
1:57:27), minor video interference (2:05:40-2:09:00), end of day recess (@ 2:26:45)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta, Peter and Walter discuss Gerdes contamination testimony, Dr. Kary Mullis “when and if”, back in court, William
Thompson concerned about proprietary information from Gerdes, break (@ 2:37:45), Gerdes cont., break (@ 2:49:42), break (@ 2:59:40), break (@
3:05:00), attorneys reviewing prosecution exhibits, Ito to Scheck “Counsel, I think I’ve said it now three times, let’s have the jury please” (@3:18:40),
Clarke cross-examination (@ 3:21:45)
OJ TRIAL #156 DVD (4:01:00) (minor audio interference at intro)
* Dr. John Gerdes cont., break (@ 0:33:00), lunch recess (@ 0:45:33), back in court, Gerdes cont., break (@ 1:19:18), break (@ 1:53:15), Marta and Al
discuss Ito’s cold, Gerdes cont., break (@ 2:43:00), break (@ 3:00:20), end of day recess (@ 3:26:35) Al has the blinks
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta, Walter and Peter discuss Dr. Kary Mullis potentially being called, break (@ 3:34:25), back in court, Gerdes cont.
OJ TRIAL #157 DVD (3:57:00)
* Dr. John Gerdes cont., break (@ 0:11:05), break (@ 0:22:00). break (@ 0:26:45), Ito ruling on DNA testing outside presence of the jury, Scheck and
Harmon debate, break (@ 0:40:00), Marta and Peter discuss Gerdes cross-examination, back in court, Dr. John Gerdes cont., break (@ 0:53:40), break
(@ 1:06:05), break (@ 1:16:00), end of day recess, Ito recognizes departure of courtroom volunteer law clerk, break (@ 1:49: 50)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta, Peter and Walter discuss Tracie Savage Joseph Bosco upcoming ruling, back in court, Brian Kelberg inquires
about prospective witnesses, Johnnie Cochran responds, George Clarke and Barry Scheck discuss “home brewed methods” line of questioning, break
(@ 2:06:20), Dr. John Gerdes cont., break (@ 2:34:35), break (@ 2:45:50), break (@ 3:09:40), break (@ 3:14:12), Clarke concludes, break (@ 3:31:48),
Cochran wants Ito to instruct the jury regarding burden of proof, Scheck presents slides for review, break (@ 3:21:26), jury called back into court, Scheck
re-direct Dr. John Gerdes, break (@ 3:52:55)
OJ TRIAL #158 DVD (4:01:00) (minor audio interference at intro)
* Dr. John Gerdes cont., break (@ 0:09:05), lunch recess (@ 0:19:00), KTLA noon news with Marta and dismissed juror Francine Florio-Bunten and her
lawyer Rex Reeves, break (0:25:15), break (0:32:20), break (0:36:45), back in court, Dr. Gerdes cont., break (0:44:05), break (1:05:08), Clarke re-cross
(@ 1:18:05), break (1:19:30), break (1:41:03), recess (@ 1:44:30), Marta and Al discuss Dr. Kary Mullis possibilities, Gerdes cont., Scheck re-direct (@
1:55:00), break (1:59:42), Clarke re-cross (@ 2:04:45), Scheck re-direct (@ 2:09:50), Gerdes finished (2:13:00), break (2:13:25), Rockne Harmon and
Peter Neufeld argue next potential witness, break (2:19:30)
* Prof. Terence Paul Speed - Professor of Statistics University CA at Berkley (@ 2:20:00), Neufeld direct-examination, break (2:31:02), break (3:14:52),
end of day recess, Ito recognizes court regular Philadelphia Enquirer writer Robin Clark who passed away in a car accident over the weekend (3:31:15)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta, Peter and Walter discuss upcoming witness hearings, break (@ 3:40:25), back in court, break (@ 3:42:19),
Harmon cross-examination of Prof. Terence Speed, break (@ 3:49:40), break (@ 3:54:25), Harmon: “Now, Professor Weir” Ito: “Speed, Speed”. (@
3:57:00)
OJ TRIAL #159 DVD (3:59:55)
* Prof. Terence Paul Speed cross-examination cont., reads fax Harmon never received declining invitation to discuss his testimony (@ 0:08:00), break
(@ 0:28:06), recess (@ 0:33:02), Prof. Speed cont., re-direct (@ 0:51:40), re-cross (@ 0:56:45), re-direct (@ 1:03:15), Prof. Speed finished, break (@
1:04:30)
* Motion regarding Dr. Mullis, Kelberg argues for Dr. Wolf and Dr. Badin’s courtroom notes, Shapiro responds, break (@ 1:19:20), lunch recess (@
1:23:50), KTLA noon news, Marta with Matthew Schwartz - Laura Hart McKinny’s attorney, break (@ 1:28:45), break (@ 1:32:03), Ron and Al discuss
whether Mark Fuhrman lied under oath, break (@ 1:38:50), back in court, Ito excuses himself from motion due to his wife’s position at LAPD (@
1:40:00), Ron and Al discuss Ito’s spousal connection, back in court (@ 1:45:55), Ito excuses himself (@ 1:46:30), break (@ 1:47:27), Judge John Reid LA Superior Court presides over motion to quash subpoena deliberated by Arthur Walsh and Dean Gerald Uelmen outside the presence of the jury,
break (@ 2:07:16), Darden getting antsy, asks if Hank Goldberg can be heard (@ 2:20:30), break (@ 2:26:26), Cochran requests time to look at reports
before calling witnesses, break (@ 2:30:45), Ito back in the courtroom briefed on Judge Reid’s decision, Ron, Al and Walter discuss phone message OJ
left on Gretchen Stockdale’s answering machine, break (@ 2:49:10), Ron and Al discuss McKinny tapes, clip of Robert Shapiro arriving at courtroom
commenting, back in court with Gretchen Stockdale (@ 2:51:40) and attorneys Nolan Josh Schuester representing,
* Gretchen Stockdale - friend of OJ (@ 2:53:00) Clark direct-examination outside the presence of the jury, break (@ 3:12:25), Uelmen crossexamination, Ito: “Do you have any idea how a New York newspaper wound up”... Stockdale: “That’s a mystery to me”., finished (@ 3:15:30), Clark and
Uelmen argue admissibility of voice mail message retrieval, end of day recess (@ 3:21:20)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta, Ron, Stan Goldman and Erwin Chemerinski discuss leaks in the investigation and Kary Mullis, back in court,
Uelmen discusses declaration of rush to judgment, Arthur Walsh calls declaration a “logical guess”, Goldberg questions defense materiality of leak
“evidence”, Uelmen responds
OJ TRIAL #160 DVD (4:01:00) (minor audio interference at intro)
* Gerald Uelmen arguing leaks and evidence tampering cont., KTLA news-flash - Jerry Garcia (lead singer of the Grateful Dead) has died (@ 0:03:15),
Goldberg must speak - much to Ito’s dismay: “If it’s absolutely necessary” (@ 0:08:00), break (@ 0:08:10), break (@ 0:17:15), Douglas and Kelberg
discuss witness order, break (@ 0:18:50), Cochran announces he still plans to call Joseph Bosco and Tracie Savage, Marcia Clark responds, break (@
0:23:35), last segment repeated - Cochran announces he still plans to call Joseph Bosco and Tracie Savage, Marcia Clark responds, break (@ 0:28:25),
defense to call their witnesses
* Dr. Michael Baden - Forensic Pathologist (@ 0:30:30) Robert Shapiro direct-examination, break (@ 1:12:25), break (@ 1:29:35), Marta and Peter
discuss Dr. Baden’s role for defense, Dr. Baden cont. (@ 1:32:45), break (@ 2:09:45), video interference (@ 2:16:45 - 2:17:50), lunch recess (@
2:20:50), Marta, Al and Walter discuss Laura Hart McKinny tapes, Matthew Schwartz McKinny atty. press conference (no audio), Walter reports on press
conference, break (@ 2:33:10), back in court, Dr. Baden cont. (@ 2:35:50), Kelberg cross-examination (@ 3:16:55), break (@ 3:25:20), break (@
3:36:50), Dr. Baden: “I don’t deem to answer legal questions...I don’t even know the difference between a hearing and a trial” (@ 3:59:05)
OJ TRIAL #161 DVD (3:57:35)
* Dr. Baden cont., break (@ 0:03:00), break (@ 0:20:40), break (@ 0:28:40), break (@ 0:46:10), end of day recess (@ 1:10:00), break (1:12:30)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta and Sam Pillsbury discuss timeline problem, Kelberg and Shapiro discuss use of photographic demonstrations, Ito
overrules objection, break (@ 1:27:30), break (1:59:25), break (2:15:55), break (2:30:30), break (2:58:50), break (3:17:00), break (3:28:15), Kelberg:
“This is the last area...hopefully 5 minutes” (laughter), Ito: “Well, you just heard the reaction of the jury - we’re gonna quit now”, sidebar, Ito: “5 more
questions”, Shapiro re-direct (@ 3:54:40), Shapiro: “On how many occasions in the last 30 years are you aware of situation where a medical examiner did
an autopsy, came to conclusions, was available to testify, and was not called as a witness in a case”?, Baden: “As I sit here, I can’t think of a single
case”.

OJ TRIAL #162 DVD (4:01:00) (minor audio interference at intro)
* Back in court, Cochran Clark argue Mckinny tapes, Marta and Peter consider wider circle of corruption
* Dr. Fredic Rieders (cont. from July 25th) re-takes the witness stand (@ 0:04:45), Clark cross-examination, break (@ 0:30:00), break (@ 0:38:42), break
(@ 1:21:25), break (@ 1:24:08), Marta and Peter discuss Joe Bosco and Tracie Savage, back in court, Dr. Rieders cont., minor video interference (@
1:31:06-1:31:39, 1:34:35-1:35:00, 1:36:10-1:36:26), lunch recess (1:42:50), Ron with Kitty Felde (courtroom observer from KCRW radio) noted jurors
dissatisfaction with Marcia and Rieders, Marta and Al talk about August end of trial - Marta thinks October, break (@ 1:49:40), back in court, Uelmen and
Goldberg discuss procedures by LAPD, break (@ 2:12:42), Ito: “This is not a trial by news media, sources, leaks, tabloids or otherwise - the objection is
sustained on both counts”., Kelli Sager argues Tracie Savage be removed from the subpoena, Neufeld inquires about Kestler, Lori Butler - Fuhrman’s
attorney presents protective order regarding McKinny tapes, Richard Towne - Fuhrman’s attorney addresses concerns about tapes, Clark and Cochran
respond, break (@ 2:45:25), Dr. Rieders cont., break (@ 2:57:50), Blasier re-direct (@ 2:58:15), re-cross (@ 3:15:30), break (@ 3:20:05), jury excused,
Blasier distressed, court reviews autopsy videotape, break (@ 3:37:30), slow motion replay of disgusting autopsy body tissue, Marta and Ron discuss
Dominick Dunne’s son found after being lost camping, break (@ 3:39:33), Ito: “That’s probably the worst videotape I’ve ever seen”, Dr. Rieders cont. (@
3:50:30), break (@ 3:57:25), Dr. Rieders finished (@ 4:00:30)
OJ TRIAL #163 DVD (3:59:00)
* Hank Goldberg and Peter Neufeld argue scope of questioning for Michele Kestler
* Michele Kestler - Director LAPD Crime Lab (@ 0:35:00), Neufeld direct-examination, end of coverage for the day due to prior commitment - Angels
baseball (@ 0:47:33)
* Next day KTLA morning news (low audio), Marta, Ron and Peter discussing McKinny tapes (in-chambers conference transcripts), break (@ 0:55:45),
back in court (audio volume restored), Ito reads Code of Civil Procedures which states he must be disqualified from trial due to his wife potentially being
called as witness, Cochran and Clark argue, Ito fears mistrial, break (@ 1:32:33), Marta and Al discuss how Ito may rule on Fuhrman tapes, Ron with
Dominick Dunne “This was the most dramatic moment”, break (@ 1:41:03), back in court, Cochran wants to continue with Ito, Clark wants tapes deemed
inadmissible, Marta, Al and Ron discuss drama, break (@ 2:20:50), back in court, Cochran and Clark continue debate, Ito instructs jury that delay
involved his personal continued involvement in the trial, end of day recess, break (@ 2:35:55), Marta and Al discuss the days drama, break (@ 2:41:40)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Gil Garcetti comments on tapes at courthouse, Marta, Ron and Al discuss Captain York’s involvement in trial, Eric
Spillman with Cochran and Shapiro entering courthouse, break (@ 3:08:10), back in court, prosecutors have decided not to try and remove Judge Ito,
Clark and Shapiro debate admissibility hearings, Uelmen comments on judicial disqualification, Clark responds, Shapiro has theories why prosecution
wants Ito dismissed (cutting off Kelberg, cutting off Clark, etc. @ 3:44:00), Darden calls the tactics “extortion”, Ito: “I’m very concerned about the
durability of this jury”
OJ TRIAL #164 DVD (4:01:00) (minor audio interference at intro)
* Judge Ito comments cont., Neufeld is concerned, Darden responds, lunch recess, break (@ 0:20:00), Marta and Al discuss upcoming Goldman press
conference, Cochran outside courthouse - Eric Spillman reports, Goldman press conference (@ 0:26:40), Kim and Fred outraged, break (@ 0:34:50,
Marta, Al and Burton Katz recap, Ron with Kitty Felde, Kitty Felde, break (@ 0:43:22), Chief Willie Williams and Deidre Hill press conference regarding
Fuhrman tapes and allegedly planting evidence, back in court (@ 0:53:50), break (@ 1:01:35), Michele Kestler cont. (@ 1:03:30), break (@ 1:05:00),
break (@ 1:28:22), break (@ 1:39:00), break (@ 1:54:37), break (@ 2:11:05), recess, break (@ 2:22:07), Darden objects to line of questioning, Kestler
cont., minor video interference (@ 2:27:44-2:2815), break (@ 2:56:35), Darden cross-examination (@ 3:02:30), break (@ 3:06:55), minor video
interference (@ 3:06:56-3:07:30), Neufeld re-direct (@ 3:15:00), break (@ 3:23:55), end of day recess (@ 3:30:35)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta, Walter and Peter discuss previous events, break (@ 3:39:20), back in court, Carl Douglas and Bill Hodgman
discuss jury visit to crime scene
OJ TRIAL #165 DVD (3:57:05)
* Carl Douglas and William Hodgman cont., break (@ 0:27:43), Clark and Bailey discuss Fuhrman tapes, recess, break (@ 0:46:55), Douglas cont.,
Cochran and Clark debate print expert - Marcia wants stipulation, break (@ 0:55:45)
* Gilbert Aguilar - LAPD fingerprint expert (@ 0:56:00), Cochran direct-examination, break (@ 1:10:12), break (@ 1:27:20), lunch recess (@ 1:47:20),
Marta, Walter and Al discuss crime scene fingerprints, break (@ 1:55:15), Gilbert Aguilar cont., Darden cross-examination, minor video interference (@
2:17:50-2:20:00), Cochran re-direct (@ 2:19:55), break (@ 2:25:45), Ito instructs jury to potential “light at the end of the tunnel”, end of day recess, break
(@ 2:31:25), back in court, Goldberg and Blasier discuss scope of questioning for Larry Ragle, Cochran discusses Fuhrman tapes and transcripts, break
(@ 2:51:56), Matthew Schwartz - Laura McKinny’s attorney (@ 2:54:20) concerned about leaks of protective material, Scheck and Goldberg discuss
scope of testimony of Dr. Henry Lee, break (3:16:15)
* John Larry Ragle - Forensic Scientist (@ 3:17:00), Blasier direct-examination, break (3:38:40), break (3:41:41), lunch recess (@ 0:23:35)
OJ TRIAL #166 DVD (4:01:00) (minor audio interference)
* John Larry Ragle cont., minor video interference (@ 0:13:00-0:14:12), Marta and Al discuss Ragle’s importance and inadequate Fuhrman briefing
presented by defense, Ron with Joseph Bosco (@ 0:28:35), back in court (@ 0:30:10), break (@ 0:33:00), Ragle cont., break (@ 0:48:25), break (@
1:05:05), break (@ 1:17:10), break (@ 1:20:00), Goldberg cross-examination (@ 1:24:45), break (@ 1:37:27), recess (@ 1:43:35), Marta and Al discuss
OJ testifying, jury responsibility, prejudicial material of Fuhrman tapes, back in court, Ragle cont., (@ 1:46:10), recess (@ 2:45:30), Ragle cont., Blasier
re-direct (@ 2:54:30), Goldberg re-cross (@ 3:07:45), KTLA breaks away for prior commitment - Dodgers baseball (@ 3:09:23)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta, Ron and Stan Goldman discuss Scheck Goldberg exchange, Fuhrman tapes, break (@ 3:16:35), Cochran and Ito
discussing laborious task of transcribing tapes, break (@ 3:19:12), Cochran Darden discuss upcoming testimony of Dr. Christian Reichardt, Blasier
comments on VanAtter comments made to Ragle as he left witness stand “You’re pathetic” (@ 3:31:30), Clark responds, Cochran discusses witness
order, break (@ 3:44:05)
* Dr. Christian Reichardt - Chiropractor, friend of OJ, Faye Resnick’s ex-boyfriend (@ 3:45:20), Cochran direct-examination, Darden cross-examination
(@ 3:52:25), break (@ 3:57:40)
OJ TRIAL #167 DVD (3:57:36)
* Dr. Christian Reichardt cont., break (@ 0:20:30), re-direct (@ 0:22:32), re-cross (@ 0:30:40), re-direct (@ 0:34:00), re-cross (@ 0:35:00), re-direct (@
0:35:50), re-cross (@ 0:36:20) Darden: “Do you profess to be some Dr. of Love now, Dr. Reichardt”?, Dr. Reichardt finished, break (@ 0:37:00), Marta
and Stan ponder lawyers meeting in chambers, back in court (@ 0:39:30), Cochran declines to call Mr. Weitzman - OJ’s former attorney, Carl Douglas
approaches regarding testimony of Kenneth Berris - Chicago police officer, lunch recess (@ 0:45:05)
* Detective Kenneth Berris - Chicago police officer (@ 0:45:20), Cochran direct-examination, break (@ 1:11:25), Darden cross-examination (@ 1:12:53),
break (@ 1:26:25), re-direct (@ 1:27:30), re-cross (@ 1:32:45), finished (@ 1:33:00), break (@ 1:33:38), Scheck Goldberg Blasier discovery motion
regarding Dr. Henry Lee, break (@ 2:04:35), Ito: “Mr. Scheck, sit down - sit down. Let’s have the jury please” (@ 2:14:20)
* Dr. Henry Lee - Forensic Scientist (@ 2:16:20), Scheck direct-examination, break (@ 2:32:52), recess, break, end of coverage for the day due to prior
commitment - Dodgers baseball (@ 3:04:40)
* Next day KTLA morning news, (Marta undergoing scheduled neck surgery) Ron, Walter and Al discuss Robert Tortelout (Mark Fuhrman’s lawyer)
Police Protective League statement, back in court, Scheck presents proposed stipulation regarding sock testing testimony, Goldberg has several issues,
break (@ 3:19:38), Dr. Henry Lee cont., break for jury to review boards (@ 3:39:28)
OJ TRIAL #168 DVD (4:01:00) (minor audio interference at intro)
* Dr. Henry Lee cont., blood splatter test (@ 0:03:15), break (@ 0:10:55), Barry gets splattered (@ 0:18:25), recess, break (@ 0:29:25), Dr. Henry Lee
cont., break (@ 0:32:08), break (@ 0:46:30), minor video interference (@ 0:53:20-0:55:03), break (@ 1:02:15), break (@ 1:08:30), lunch recess (@
1:33:00), break (@ 1:33:37), Ron, Walter and Al discuss late discovery, break (@ 1:42:25), Dr. Henry Lee cont., break (@ 1:55:40), break (@ 2:14:30),

break (@ 2:29:22), break (@ 2:41:35), recess, break (@ 2:49:42), Ron and Al discuss impact of Dr. Lee’s testimony, Dr. Lee cont. (@ 2:53:10), break (@
3:07:36), break (@ 3:23:10), end of day for jury, break (@ 3:42:55), Matthew Schwartz doesn’t want to make further copies of Fuhrman tapes (@
3:43:30), Darryl Mounger (Fuhrman attorney) requests copy of tapes, Cochran and Clark address court, break (@ 3:56:18), Shawn Chapman addresses
the court regarding travel agent’s testimony
OJ TRIAL #169 DVD (3:57:44)
* Shawn Chapman cont., Clark responds, Ito not satisfied, he’ like to hear from witness, end of day recess, break (@ 0:16:33)
* Next day KTLA morning news, immediately back in court, Marcia out sick today, Ito addresses lawyers about item that slipped through censors to the
jury (Mike Peters cartoon Aug. 23rd edition of the LA Times), Blasier files brief re: discovery, Goldberg prepared a list, Scheck and Goldberg argue
admissibility of sock photograph, break (@ 0:33:10), break (@ 0:52:40), Ron and Irene Ayala discuss juror quote: “We are tired”, back in court, Ito
instructs jury they have no surpassed Manson jury for longest sequestration, Dr. Henry Lee cont. (@ 1:01:20), break (@ 1:12:05), break (@ 2:06:24), Ron
and Irene discuss slow morning, show cartoon that slipped through the censors, Dr. Lee cont., break (@ 2:20:08), Ron and Irene discuss Ito’s fatigue,
Marcia’s absence, and jury’s frustration, back in court, Ito grants Scheck 3 more questions, jury end of day recess, break (@ 2:30:58)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Ron, Walter and Ron discuss jury durability, Goldberg wants to show new exhibits to defense, Scheck objects to
videotape, Ito asks for offer of proof, break (@ 3:02:22), Dr. Henry Lee cont., Hank Goldberg cross-examination, break (@ 3:07:30), break (@ 3:20:45),
break (@ 3:35:10), F. Lee Bailey yawns during Dr. Lee testimony (@ 3:49:00), slight video interference (@ 3:50:20-3:52:45), recess, break (@ 3:52:50),
Ron and Al discuss cross-examination testimony, back in court (@ 3:55:25), Scheck concerned about line of questioning, Ito: “I have much more
confidence in this man than apparently the lawyers do” Scheck: “I yield to no one in my confidence in this witness” (@ 3:57:00)
OJ TRIAL #170 DVD (4:01:00) (minor audio interference at intro)
* Barry Scheck concerned cont., Ito to Goldberg: “Just because they go into it doesn’t mean you have to cross-examine on it” (@ 0:02:00), break (@
0:03:20), Dr. Henry Lee cont. (@ 0:03:30), break (@ 0:18:27), break (@ 0:31:55), lunch recess (@ 1:07:00), Dr. Henry Lee cont., break (@ 1:19:45),
break (@ 1:43:35), break (@ 2:26:10), jurors view photos close-up, break (@ 2:36:33), Ron and Al discuss Dr. Lee’s testimony under cross-examination,
Dr. Lee cont. (@ 2:40:30), intermittent video feed interference (@ 2:46:20-2:48:00), break (@ 2:48:58), Scheck re-direct (@ 2:50:25), break (@ 3:16:56),
break (@ 3:28:15), Goldberg re-cross (@ 3:29:17), break (@ 3:40:03), Dr. Lee fades to black (@ 3:45:50)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Ron, Walter and Al discuss upcoming Fuhrman tapes hearing, Eric Spillman outside courthouse with Cochran’s
comments on “mystery” second set of tapes, back in court (@ 3:52:10), Neufeld inquiring about rebuttal case and unseen photos, Clark responds,
Scheck concerned about improper inferences made from Goldberg’s questions regarding videotape
OJ TRIAL #171 DVD (3:59:41)
* Scheck cont., Matthew Schwartz addresses court
* Laura Hart McKinny - Screenwriter (@ 0:02:50), outside the presence of the jury, Gerald Uelmen direct-examination, Fuhrman transcripts read (@
0:49:50), audio tapes played in court (@ 1:07:20), Ito’s heard enough, Uelmen wants to play more, Ito: “I’ve heard it, I’ve read it, I’ve seen it, alright” (@
1:11:30), after debate Uelmen continues with the excerpts, recess, Ron and Al are shocked: “Well Ron, it’s absolutely disgusting”, break (@ 1:33:38),
Ron and Al cont., back in court (@ 1:36:00), Fuhrman tapes cont., lunch recess, break (@ 2:42:28), Ron, Walter and Al discuss relativity, back in court
(@ 2:47:20), McKinny cont., Darden cross-examination (@ 3:16:05), McKinny has the blinks (@ 3:58:00)
OJ TRIAL #172 DVD (4:01:00) (minor audio interference at intro)
* Laura McKinny cont., McKinny: “I don’t know where we are in North Carolina, I don’t know where we are here”, recess, break (@ 0:12:30), Gil Garcetti
press conference (0:12:48-0:15:20), McKinny cont., Uelmen re-direct (@ 0:31:00), Ito reviews story line of screenplay with McKinny (@ 0:43:20),
McKinny finished (@ 0:46:15), Uelmen: “It’s deja vu all over again”, break (@ 1:32:18), back in court, Clark: ”This may well be the most difficult thing I’ve
had to do as a prosecutor”, Marcia describes impossibility of Fuhrman planting evidence - tapes must not be allowed, end of coverage for the day due to
prior commitment - Angels baseball (@ 1:44:12)
* Next day KTLA morning news, no court scheduled for the day, Ron and Al replay Clark’s previous days arguments, break (@ 1:55:30), break (@
2:03:28), break (@ 2:10:40), break (@ 2:20:38), Ron, Al and Jane Wells analyze Marcia’s argument, break (@ 2:28:05), Vannatter comments outside
courthouse (@ 2:28:22), Gigi Gordon - defense attorney (@ 2:31:28), Joseph Bosco (@ 2:33:55), Bosco: “I’ve come to a city or place that’s far worse
than where I came from, that I used to be ashamed of”, break (@ 2:37:00), Dominick Dunne describes impact of hearing tapes: “I don’t think anyone was
prepared for the utter feeling of shock”, break (@ 2:41:25)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Ron loses his place on the teleprompter, Cochran comments on Goldman’s rage and Fuhrman’s importance to their
case, Al, Peter and Walter ponder the days events, loss of video feed (@ 2:49:38-2:49:43), break (@ 2:52:49), KTLA noon news, Warren Wilson reports
from ACLU asking for all transcripts, Douglas Mirell press conference clip, Robert Tourtelot steps down as Fuhrman’s lawyer, break (@ 2:57:25)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Ron, Jane Wells and Stan Goldman comment on Ito’s ruling to only use 2 comments (1 audio, 1 transcript) from
McKinny. back in court (@ 3:05:10), Cochran files a number of motions surrounding the Fuhrman tapes, Darden complaining he wasn’t given enough
time on discovery, Scheck and Hodgman argue discovery, Uelmen and Clark argue suppression of evidence being re-opened, F. Lee Bailey announces
2 new witnesses Natalie Singer and Roderic Hodge, Bailey: “Officer Fuhrman responded, in vintage Fuhrman” “That fucking bitch” (@ 3:40:55), Darden
responds, Cochran wants Brady motion considered, comment made by Fuhrman about Nicole’s “boob job” (@ 3:52:45), Hodgman responds, Cochran
continues
OJ TRIAL #173 DVD (3:58:11)
* Cochran cont., “Conspiracy of silence” (@ 0:06:55), Hodgman responds, Darden beside himself at Ito’s ruling to have Hodge testify, break (@ 0:21:38),
attorneys continue arguing about Roderic Hodge testimony, order of upcoming witnesses, break (@ 0:39:32), Bailey wants to call Singer, Ito says call
Hodge, Cochran concerned about 352 hearing, Ito instructs jurors about delays, jurors in recess til Tuesday (Labor Day weekend), Ron and Stan discuss
conjugal visits, break (@ 1:01:27), KTLA noon news, Gary Nurenberg reports on Fuhrman from Washington with Earl Shinhoster (Exec. Dir. NAACP),
Jamie Gorelick (Dep. Atty. General), break (@ 1:04:08), Ron Olsen, Irene Ayala, Jane Wells and Judge George Dell (retired Superior Court Judge), break
(@ 1:08:45), videotape of Cochran leaving courthouse, break (@ 1:12:10), break (@ 1:16:42)
* “TV Nation” - reports on OJ reporters (@ 1:16:47), "The glove didn't fit"!, by Louis Theroux
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta (in neck-brace) with Erwin Chemerinsky and Walter Richards, anticipating testimony from Kathleen Bell or Laura
McKinny, break (@ 1:32:05), back in court, attorneys continue to discuss upcoming witnesses, break (@ 1:43:47)
* Kathleen Bell - real estate agent (@ 1:44:15), Bailey direct-examination, break (@ 2:05:22), minor video interference (@ 2:11:15-2:16:45), break (@
2:17:53), Darden cross-examination (@ 2:28:25), finished (@ 2:36:20), recess, break (@ 2:36:52), Bailey and Darden argue calling of Natalie Singer,
break (@ 2:45:30), Bailey and Clark argue scope of testimony, break (@ 2:50:28)
* Natalie Singer - ex-girlfriend of Fuhrman’s former partner (@ 2:50:40), break (@ 3:14:00), Clark cross-examination, re-direct (@ 3:18:35), finished (@
3:21:55), break (@ 3:22:13), Darden and Cochran argue cumulative testimony, Clark and Cochran argue Hodge’s previous convictions, break (@
3:34:03), break (@ 3:41:08), Marta and Erwin discuss criminal past, juror unrest, back in court, lunch recess, break (@ 3:48:02), back in court, Lewis and
Cochran address the court, break (@ 3:52:50)
* William Blasini, Jr. - “Pick yer Part” employee (@ 3:52:55), Cochran direct-examination
OJ TRIAL #174 DVD (4:01:00)
* William Blasini, Jr. cont., break (@ 0:09:12), Clark cross-examination (@ 0:19:50), break (@ 0:24:38), break (@ 0:27:05), break (@ 0:39:26), re-direct,
finished (@ 0:40:15)
* Rolf Rokahr - LAPD photographer (@ 0:40:55) Neufeld direct-examination, break (@ 1:01:50), Ito wants to hear audio snippet introduced by Neufeld,
Rokahr cont., break (@ 1:05:44), break (@ 1:21:55), Darden cross-examination (@ 1:24:09), Neufeld re-direct (@ 1:31:52), break (@ 1:32:20), finished
(@ 1:33:00), Scheck proposes instruction for jury regarding discovery issues, Cochran and Darden argue Roderic Hodge appearance, Ito rules to allow

statement made to Hodge in police car only, break (@ 1:58:08), Uelmen arguing Ito’s judgment on limited Fuhrman tape excerpts, break (@ 2:16:30),
Clark responds, Uelmen continues on Fuhrman tape motion, Ito allows defense to change sound byte, end of coverage for the day due to prior
commitment -Angels baseball (@ 2:31:48) Kal Ripken ties Lou Gehrig’s record for most consecutive starts
* Next day back in court, Uelmen offers special instruction to be given to jury after McKinny’s testimony, Clark responds, Marta and Erwin discuss laws
grey areas
* Laura Hart McKinny - Screenwriter (@ 2:42:10), Cochran direct-examination cont., Darden cross-examination (@ 2:52:55), break (@ 3:18:40), Marta
and Erwin speculate about defense resting after McKinny, break (@ 3:22:35), Cochran argues Darden opened the door about cover-up with McKinny,
Darden responds, Ito rules Cochran can probe cover-up, break (@ 3:39:43), McKinny cont., break (@ 3:55:45), Darden re-cross (@ 3:57:50), McKinny
confused, Cochran re-direct (@ 4:00:58)
OJ TRIAL #175 DVD (3:57:30)
* Laura McKinny cont., Cochran re-direct (@ 0:00:35), Darden re-cross (0:01:05), Cochran re-direct (@ 0:01:45), Darden re-cross (@ 0:02:12), finished
(@ 0:03:00), Marta and Erwin discuss Darden damage control
* Roderic Hodge - previously arrested by Fuhrman (@ 0:08:50), Cochran direct-examination, Darden cross-examination (@ 0:12:54), Darden tries to
sneak in prior arrests, lunch recess (@ 0:23:38), Ron and Al discuss McKinny’s testimony, protesters outside courthouse upset about limited Fuhrman
tape information, back in court, Hodge cont. (@ 0:34:55), Cochran re-direct (@ 0:35:45), break (@ 0:40:24), finished (0:46:30), Neufeld reads stipulation
that the sun rose at 5:41am on June 13, 1994 PDT, Ron, Walter and Al explain what will happen if Fuhrman is called, back in court (@ 1:02:45), Uelmen
with suppression motion and offer of proof, Cheri Lewis responds (@ 1:33:10), break (@ 1:36:48), Uelmen, Lewis, Darryl Mounger (@ 2:04:00), break
(@ 2:06:33), Cochran, Lewis, Mounger: “I have advised Mr. Fuhrman that he should not answer any questions before this court...he will assert his 5th
amendment privilege if asked any questions” (@ 2:12:00), Uelmen responds
* Mark Fuhrman re-enters the courtroom (@ 2:16:20), resumes witness stand outside the presence of the jury (@ 2:19:10), Uelmen direct-examination,
Fuhrman: “I wish to assert my 5th amendment privilege” (@ 2:19:32), no cross-examination, finished (@ 2:31:40), OJ is overcome with emotion, Ron
and Al explain why Fuhrman doesn’t necessarily need to take the 5th in front of the jury, Shapiro reviews upcoming witnesses, timetable for motions, end
of day recess (@ 2:32:50), Walter describes Fuhrman’s secret entry and exit, replay of Fuhrman pleading the 5th, break (@ 2:40:58), Shapiro press
conference with entire defense team, break (@ 2:46:30), Ron and Al discuss Fuhrman pleas, break (@ 2:49:18), Walter with Michael Fleeman describing
Fuhrman walking into courtroom, break (@ 2:51:10)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta and Peter clarify Fuhrman’s plea, break (@ 3:01:55), back in court, Contact sheet discovery hearing with Scheck,
Hodgman, break (@ 3:35:40), Lucienne Coleman, break (@ 3:51:23), Scheck cont.
OJ TRIAL #176 DVD (4:01:00) (minor tracking issues)
* Contact sheet discovery hearing with Scheck and Hodgman cont., break (@ 0:06:15), break (@ 0:14:55), Uelmen request for remedies regarding
Fuhrman testifying before the jury, Clark responds, break (@ 0:38:12), morning recess, break (@ 0:47:25), Uelmen continues 5th amendment argument,
Ito denies defense ability to call Fuhrman before the jury (@ 1:00:00), proposes instruction for jury, Marcia’s not happy, Ito: “Counsel, I’ve ruled, that’s a
final ruling, thank you” (@ 1:02:40), break (@ 1:03:33), Marcia requests a written ruling from Ito regarding the instruction citing case studies relied upon,
Cochran wants to proceed - with instruction, Marcia incensed: “Is the court now going to penalize the people because the people are exercising their
appellate rights as they’re entitled to do? It would appear that you are” (@ 1:16:00), Ito: “I’ll see counsel in chambers”, Ron and Al summarize, break (@
1:24:25), back in court, Ito addresses the jury regarding upcoming events, end of the day for jury, Ron, Al and Walter discuss hardship of jurors, Walter
with Joe Bosco (@ 1:35:45) describing jurors body language, break (@ 1:39:33)
* Next day back in court, Ito ready to review evidence lists - Marcia and Hank are late, Ito proceeds, intermittent video feed “technical difficulties - please
stand by” (@ 1:48:55-1:53:18), break (@ 1:53:55), intermittent “technical difficulties - please stand by” (2:05:15-2:07:22, 2:09:59-2:10:33), break (@
2:11:14), break (@ 2:36:08), Marta and Al discuss jurors decision to pick foreperson, back in court reviewing exhibits (@ 2:37:45), break (@ 3:14:13),
lunch recess, break (@ 3:31:27), Ron and Al discuss evidence reviewing, Fuhrman tapes being made public, break (@ 3:38:30), back in court,
prosecutors still objecting to defense exhibits
OJ TRIAL #177 DVD (3:38:41)
* Prosecutors still objecting to defense exhibits cont., break (@ 0:03:20), break (@ 0:14:33), recess, break (@ 0:22:48), Gil Garcetti comments on Court
of Appeals reversal of judgment (@ 0:23:20), back in court, Ito listen to argument whether Fuhrman tapes should be made public, Matthew Schwartz (@
0:27:25), break (@ 0:35:28), James Hahn - LA City Attorney (@ 0:41:20), break (@ 0:45:33), Douglas Mirell - ACLU Attorney (@ 0:48:20), break (@
0:58:24), Carl Douglas (@ 1:05:30), recess (@ 1:07:05), Ron and Al comment on lawyers presentations, Walter with Ito’s response to Court of Appeals
decision, break (@ 1:14:12), Matthew Schwartz responds to other lawyers comments, Schwartz: “The public wants to know who shot John F. Kennedy,
they’re not entitled to know that yet” (@ 1:16:10), Schwartz: “We now know what A.C.L.U. stands for - another Constitutional law undermined” (@
1:19:20), lawyers file out (@ 1:27:00), lawyers review potential rebuttal witnesses, Cheri Lewis phones Marcia and Hodgman to get back into court,
break (@ 1:29:42), break (@ 2:10:15)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta, Walter and Al prepare for plenty of surprises today, discuss Court of Appeals ruling, break (@ 2:19:33), back in
court, Scheck and William Hadden (Det. Andy Purdy’s attorney) arguing defense requests for LAPD records, Blasier and Clark argue scope of
prosecution’s rebuttal case, break (@ 2:50:02), Hodgman and Blasier argue still photos of Simpson wearing gloves, break (@ 3:03:35), Alan Yochelson
(Deputy District Attorney) and Blasier argue videotapes of Simpson wearing gloves, Ito allows a limited number of photos to be used (preliminarily),
recess, break (@ 3:22:45), Ito reviewing letter from Richard Rubin, Blasier and Darden argue content of letter and date it was sent, Ito states that ruling
stands based on content of letter, Uelmen still wants to confront Fuhrman, or strike his testimony
OJ TRIAL #178 DVD (4:01:00)
* Uelmen cont., break (@ 0:04:58), Clark responds, Ito’s prior rulings stand - no more Fuhrman, break (@ 0:45:09), Cochran states he cannot rest at this
point, unknown critical witness may be called, Marcia: “It’s over, it’s over...that’s enough monkeying around here” (@ 0:50:50), Cochran: “Nobody’s
monkeying around, this is serious business” (@ 0:52:35), Ito rules defense doesn’t have to rest, but people can proceed with their rebuttal, Blasier not
ready for Rubin, break (@ 1:03:58), Ito: “I want to get some witnesses in front of the jury NOW” (@ 1:06:00), Ron and Al discuss jury’s downtime, Ito
instructs jury about defense not yet resting their case, prosecution starting rebuttal case
* Mark Krueger - photographer (@ 1:09:50), Clark direct-examination, photos of OJ wearing gloves, Blasier cross-examination (@ 1:18:50), Clark redirect (@ 1:23:30), Blasier re-cross (@ 1:25:40), finished (@ 1:26:20), break (@ 1:27:05)
* Bill Renken - press photographer (@ 1:27:10) Clark direct-examination, break (@ 1:29:57), court to review video outside the presence of the jury, Ito
allows video, jury called back in, Ron and Al discuss where prosecution is going with this, Renken cont., video played for jury, Blasier cross-examination
(@ 1:48:00), finished (@ 1:55:50), break (@ 1:56:23)
* Kevin J. Schott - Orchard Park High School photography teacher (@ 1:57:38), Clark direct-examination, Blasier cross-examination (@ 2:05:45), Clark
re-direct (@ 2:10:50), finished (@ 2:12:10), recess, break (@ 2:12:37), Blasier wants to talk to Schott’s attorney Robert Lee who possibly tried to sell
photos to “Inside Edition”, Ito reviews other photos feeling they’re cumulative, allows them because of their different perspective, Blasier talks to Robert
Lee, break (@ 2:25:00)
* Stewart West - photographer at Candlestick Park (@ 2:28:00), Clark direct-examination, Blasier cross-examination (@ 2:32:20), finished (@ 2:35:10),
break (@ 2:35:30)
* Michael Romano - freelance photographer, sold photo to “National Enquirer” (@ 2:35:35), Clark direct-examination, Blasier cross-examination (@
2:39:30), finished (@ 2:41:55), break (@ 2:42:25)
* Debra Guidera - photo messenger (@ 2:42:30), Clark direct-examination, break (@ 2:48:32), break (@ 2:49:45), Blasier cross-examination (@ 2:49:50),
finished (@ 2:54:00), court reviews videotape outside presence of jury, break (@ 3:03:51), Alan Yochelson laying foundation for use of NBC videotape,
Darden wants to call Rubin Blasier objects - needs til Wednesday, Ito: “Mr. Blasier, be ready to go tomorrow morning”, Douglas inquiring about names on
witness list, Cochran: “We just got this convoluted, complex motion“ (@ 3:25:00), Ron and Al discuss defense stalling rebuttal, Ron: “Is the tail wagging

the dog”?, break (@ 3:29:14)
* Gary Sims (joined in progress @ 3:29:20), Scheck cross-examination outside presence of jury, intermittent minor video interference (@ 3:34:003:35:00, 3:41:00-3:46:30), break (@ 3:44:225), Harmon re-direct (@ 3:45:27), finished (@ 3:46:40), Scheck has a few issues on the table
OJ TRIAL #179 DVD (3:56:38)
* Scheck arguing RFLP results cont., minor video interference (@ 0:00:55-0:01:30), break (@ 0:01:45), Kelberg response, break (@ 0:17:20), Anne
Egerton (NBC attorney) and Alan Yochelson argue subpoenas for football game videotape (@ 0:24:35), Blasier, Scheck, Hadden argue, break (@
0:47:12), Ito rules prosecution to continue rebuttal, Cochran argues on upset jurors behalf, break (@ 0:57:23)
* Richard Rubin (@ 0:58:00), Darden direct-examination, reviewing photos and video of OJ wearing gloves, lunch recess (@ 1:44:25), back in court,
Rubin cont. (@ 1:47:00), Blasier cross-examination (@ 1:53:50), Blasier reading Rubin statement: “...maybe I can make it to the victory party!!” (@
1:58:35), break (@ 2:08:45), break (@ 2:21:57), break (@ 2:41:15), Darden re-direct (@ 2:47:15), break (@ 2:53:00), recess (@ 2:53:53), Ron, Walter
and Al discuss Rubin’s testimony, break (@ 2:29:27), Rubin cont. (@ 3:02:15), James Woods in courtroom audience (@ 3:04:33), break (@ 3:12:34),
Ron acknowledges Wodds’ presence while jury inspects gloves (@ 3:13:00), Blasier re-cross (@ 3:15:05), break (@ 3:19:45), Rubin finished (@
3:20:10), jury sent home for the day, Ron and Al discuss impact of testimony on jury, break (@ 3:31:10), back in court, Marcia introduces rebuttal
evidence, Johnnie argues relevance, Goldberg plays Thano Peratis video testimony for the court(@ 3:40:55)
OJ TRIAL #180 DVD (4:01:00)
* Goldberg plays Thano Peratis video testimony for the court cont., Neufeld argues consistent statements, break (@ 0:19:52), So far 149 witnesses have
testified in the Simpson case, Ito requests edited version of Peratis tape, break (@ 0:31:30), Ron and Al discuss Peratis video testimony, Ron, Walter
and Al talk with James Woods and his mother (@ 0:36:40), break (@ 0:43:06)
* Next day, back in court - Gary Sims joined in progress (@ 0:43:10), Scheck cross-examination cont., break (@ 1:07:12), Harmon re-direct (@ 1:11:25),
break (@ 1:21:35), lunch recess (@ 1:26:25), break (@ 1:27:10), KTLA Noon News Marta, Walter and Al review Ito’s earlier rulings (missing morning
testimony highlights), Eric Spillman reports on potential Fredrick Whitehurst FBI testimony, break (@ 1:34:20), Gil Garcetti news confrence regarding
Fuhrman and perjury, break (@ 1:39:20), Marta and Al discuss dangers of letting the jury out, break (@ 1:47:15), Walter reports on Garcetti’s anger at
Ito for fining lawyers - refuses to pay it, back in court, Scheck and Goldberg argue scope of questioning, Neufeld withdraws stain objection, break (@
2:06:25), Sims re-direct cont. (@ 2:06:30), Scheck re-cross (@ 2:10:00), Sims finished (@ 2:11:35), break (@ 2:12:05), Neufeld continues to argue
Peratis videotape testimony, Ito reviews edited version of video, break (@ 2:25:35), break (@ 2:36:05), back in court, Ito instructs jury about limited
purpose of Peratis videotape
* Stephen Oppler - Senior Investigator for DA’s Office (@ 2:43:05), Clark direct-examination, Oppler was present during videotape interview of Thano
Peratis, video played for jury, break (@ 2:56:28), break (@ 3:00:14), Neufeld cross-examination (@ 3:00:40), break (@ 3:01:45), Oppler cont. (@
3:04:40), recess, break (@ 3:27:33), Oppler cont., Clark re-direct (@ 3:35:18), Neufeld re-cross (@ 3:47:30), Clark re-direct (@ 3:49:00), Oppler finished
(@ 3:49:28), break (@ 3:49:48)
* Brent Riggs - LA DA (@ 3:53:00) asks Judge Ito for a private conversation with he, Darden and Clark to reconsider amount of fine for being late to
court, Ito reduces $1,000 fine to original $250, Marta and Al discuss upcoming witness, break (@ 3:56:10), jury re-enters courtroom
* Teresa Ramirez - videotaped Peratis interview (@ 3:58:00), Clark direct-examination
OJ TRIAL #181 DVD (3:58:18)
* Teresa Ramirez cont., break (@ 0:10:52), Neufeld cross-examination (@ 0:15:00), jury end of day recess (@ 0:23:15), break (@ 0:24:08)
* Next day KTLA morning news, Marta and Peter discuss previous day testimony, back in court (no audio), Ito inquires about upcoming witnesses,
Teresa Ramirez cont. (0:35:45), break (@ 0:40:15), Clark re-cross (@ 0:46:40), Ramirez finished (@ 0:48:15), recess, break (@ 0:50:17)
* Laura McKinny on Larry King Live clip (@ 0:51:00), comments on Darden allegations of relationship with Fuhrman, Marta and Peter discuss, break (@
0:54:54), clip of Basier arriving at court talking with reporters, Ron Olsen reporting from courthouse, break (@ 1:05:23), Marta, Ron and Stan discuss
mysterious second shoe print, back in court, break (@ 1:15:42)
* Douglas Deedrick - FBI Agent (@ 1:15:45), Clark direct-examination, break (@ 1:19:51), break (@ 1:46:22), break (@ 2:18:40), Ron reports LA City
ttorney finally has custody of McKinny tapes, James Hahn press conference, break (@ 2:25:55), back in court (@ 2:28:38), Scheck cross-examination
(@ 2:28:58), break (@ 2:57:20), Clark re-direct (@ 3:21:45), break (@ 3:29:33), recess, break (@ 3:31:25), Ron with Renee Montagne - National Public
Radio (@ 3:31:30), Deedrick cont. (@ 3:39:40), Scheck re-cross (@ 3:41:30), Deedrick finished (@ 3:55:08), minor video distortion (@ 3:56:10-3:56:20,
3:56:50-3:57:00, 3:57:20-3:57:30)
* William Bodziak - FBI Agent (@ 3:57:55) almost introduced, prematurely cut-off

* OJ Simpson Murder Trial DVD cataloging still in progress. The original VHS Tape listing was used to describe discs below, for general idea
of DVD content *
OJ TRIAL #182 DVD (4:01:00) Tape #91 A
Neufeld introduces syringe, Ito: “Is that a candy wrapper?”,
Neufeld introduces syringe (@0:45), end of day (@04:00).
Next day (@04:30), back in court (@19:30), Shapiro, Kelberg, break (@48:50), break (@57:00-1:00:00), break (@1:02:00), Fiato bros. testimony
is discussed, break (@1:03:00), break (@1:33:00), break (@1:44:00), lunch break (@1:49:00-1:56:00) Orville Redenbacher died.
Back in court, (@1:58:00), Michael Wacks (@1:58:30) FBI Agent, break (@2:10:00-2:18:00), courtroom artist Steve Werblum (@2:18:10)
comments on reactions in the court, back in court (@2:20:30), Michael Wacks (cont.), cross by Kelberg (@2:35:00), finished and break
(@2:50:00)
Karen Frederikson, Media atty. break (@2:58:00), break (@3:06:00). photo of Tony Fiato and Denise Brown in airport (@3:09:00-3:14:00), Gloria
Allred "disgusted, and outraged" (@3:15:00), back in court (@3:30:00), Blaiser, break (@3:48:00), break (@4:07:00-4:10:55).
OJ TRIAL #183 DVD (3:38:41x) Tape #91 B
Next day, back in court (@4:19:00), Scheck, Clark debate.
Cmdr. Keith Bushey (@4:36:00) Commanding Officer LAPD, break (@5:00:00), finished and break (@5:29:00), Neufeld attempts to enter
stipulation regarding syringe, break (@5:30:00) Judge Ito "...it's astonishing, what we've sunk to here", break til (5:46:00), back in court, break
(@5:49:00), Neufeld enters stipulation (@5:52:00), end of day w/jury break (@5:55:50), Cochran and Clark til lunch break (@6:00:00), back in
court (@6:11:00), Shawn Chapman and Cheri Lewis debate, break (@6:33:00), Clark and Cochran debate, Uelmen, break (@6:53:00), Uelmen
(cont.), break (@7:04:00), Lewis, break (@7:16:00), Uelmen, Cochran, Scheck, Clark, Douglas, Goldberg, Lewis.... til end of tape.

OJ TRIAL #184 DVD (4:01:00) Tape #92 A
Next day Marta and Irene discuss possible strategies, back in court (@08:45), Ito schedules juror's instruction, Uelmen, Kelberg, break (@25:00),
Uelmen, Kelberg, break (@35:00), Uelmen, Kelberg, break (@53:00), Uelmen, Kelberg, break (@1:17:00), Uelmen, Kelberg, video mayhem
(@1:30:00), lunch break (@1:49:00-1:49:15), back in court, Uelmen, Kelberg, break (@2:10:00), break (@2:24:00), break (@2:48:00), break
(@3:00:00), Darden and Douglas, Kelberg, Yochelson, Douglas, break (2:29:00), break at end of day (@3:47:30).
Next day Marta reviews footage of Uelmen, Douglas outside court house, back in court (@4:02:00), Uelmen, Kelberg, Cochran.
OJ TRIAL #185 DVD (3:38:41x) Tape #92 B
OJ addresses Ito (shakily) "I did not, could not, and would not commit this...uhm crime" (@4:13:00), Marsha is stunned (@4:14:30), "may he take
a seat in the blue chair, and we'll have a discussion"? (@4:15:30), break (@4:18:00-4:19:15).
"The defense does rest, your Honor" (@4:19:40), "and the people rest" (@4:20:00).
Judge Ito instructs the jurors, and introduces proposal for newer longer hours, gets nods and smiles (@4:22:00), and starts instruction
(@4:23:00), "You must base.....", finish and break (@5:05:00-5:10:00), Johnny press conference, Fred Goldman's press 2nd conference "...He
doesn't have the guts" and "...the scheme team", til (5:25:45).
Next day, 1 year anniversary from start of trial, back in court (@5:37:00), Marsha, Neufeld, Cochran, discuss displays, Marsha at the defense
table (@6:15:00), break (@6:30:00), break (@6:37:00), Judge Ito addresses jurors about "theories" are not evidence.
"Finally..." (@6:41:20) Marsha Clark begins closing arguments, juror needs a pen, side-bar (@6:53:45), Marsha continues, side-bar (@7:58:00),
lunch break (@8:09:15-til end of tape), Marta, Al and Milton Grimes discuss the mornings events.
OJ TRIAL #186 DVD (4:01:00) Tape #93 A
Next day Marta Waller, Al De Blanc and Milton Grimes (cont.),
Marsha Clark continues with closing argument (@13:00), camera zooms in too - far to see OJ's hand (and notebook), Ito explains "I'm inclined to
turn the camera's off", break (@37:00-47:00), court is back in session w/o audio and video feed, (@49:00), Marta, Al and Ron discuss, CNN
coverage via computer hook-up (@1:00:00), Greta van Susteran comments, KTLA, CNN, KTLA, CNN, KTLA, CNN, KTLA, Court TV, CNN,
KTLA, Court TV, KTLA, Court TV, KTLA (live - again),
Marsha continues (@1:45:00), break (@3:40:00-4:05:00)
OJ TRIAL #187 DVD (3:38:41x) Tape #93 B
Marsha continues, video mayhem (@4:28:00), the completed OJ puzzle (@4:50:00),
Darden takes over and is pre-empted by Dodgers vs. Rockies, KTLA gives the public it's choice as the trial is on other free channels but the
game isn't, break (@5:01:00), CNN coverage (@5:01:20), break (@5:29:00), break (@5:38:00), break (@5:47:00), end of day (@5:49:15).
Next day interview w/Bruce Jenner and his wife by Eric Spillman, back in court (@6:07:00), Scheck w/video mayhem, Darden (cont.@6:14:00),
911 call (@6:30:00), break (@7:19:00-7:24:00), Darden (cont.), video mayhem (@7:39:00), Darden til end of tape.
OJ TRIAL #188 DVD (4:01:00) Tape #94 A
Darden (cont.), "baby justice = smoke and mirrors", concludes then, break (@06:30-18:00), Daryl Gates gives his spin w/Al and Ron, back in
court (@34:00), Marsha inquires, Blaiser responds, break (@52:00).
Rev. Johnny Cochran (@55:00) starts his closing argument, break, Johnny puts on hat, "If it does not fit - you must acquit", (@2:12:00-2:18:00),
back in court (@2:20:00), break (@3:43:00-3:46:00), Johnny (cont.)
OJ TRIAL #189 DVD (3:38:41) Tape #94 B
break at end of day (@5:31:00-5:40:26).
Next day back in court (@5:43:00), Johnny Cochran (cont.), break (@6:49:00-6:54:00)
Fred Goldman press conference is outraged at Rev. Johnny (@6:54:00) "This man is absolutely sick, ....this man is a whore, .....and a disgrace
to human beings", Marta's having trouble breathing, back in court (@7:12:00), Barry Scheck continues closing arguments, til end of tape.
OJ TRIAL #190 DVD (4:01:00) Tape #95 A
Barry Scheck (cont.), break (@19:00-), courtroom observers remark on Rev. Johnny's summation: "They were almost hypnotized!" (@22:00),
Michael Jackson from KABC Radio
comments on his day at court, OJ's sister's press conference (@30:00) "They're livin' in a fantasy world", til (38:00), more with Marta, Al and
Michael Jackson, Eric Spillman, back in court (@57:00), Barry Scheck (cont.@59:00), break (@2:25:00-2:36:00), back in court, Scheck (cont.),
break (@3:14:00), break (@3:20:00), Johnny resumes final arguments
OJ TRIAL #191 DVD (3:52:28) Tape #95 B
end of day break (@4:24:00-4:36:00), Hal Fishman and Al DeBlanc discuss strategies.
Next day Marta, Al, and Walter Richards prepare for conclusion, back in court (@4:41:00), lawyers review exhibits, Chris Darden starts

(@4:51:20) prosecution rebuttal, break (@5:51:00-5:56:00), Darden (cont.@6:06:00).
Marsha takes over (@6:18:00), "Be seated"! Ito exclaims as the lawyers jumped... (@6:21:00), "Sit down"! !, jury is brought back in (@6:35:00),
break (@7:14:00), lunch break (@7:19:50-7:33:00), back in court, Scheck debates with Goldberg, Marsha and Johnny, break (@7:59:00),
Marsha continues (@8:00:00), side-bar til end of tape.
OJ TRIAL #192 DVD (4:01:00) Tape #96 A
side-bar (cont.), Marsha continues (@05:00), break (@47:00-56:00), break (@1:18:00), 911 call (@1:27:00), finished (@1:28:00).
Judge Ito gives the jury final instructions (@1:30:40), finished (@1:38:15), break (@1:45:00-2:04:00), Ch.4 Phil Schuman reports, Gordon
Tokumatsu, Willie Williams and new recruits, Dominick Dunne on Ch.2, then Ch.9, Philip Vannatter press conference, Tom Lange, til end of day
(@2:37:00).
Next day (new beginning), hi-tech discussion, back in court (@3:19:45), jury requests
read back of Allan Park's testimony, break due to prior commitment (@3:44:40) coverage continues on Court TV (@3:45:00)
OJ TRIAL #193 DVD (4:00:15) Tape #96 B
break (@4:13:00), jury has heard what it needs to hear, jurors request verdict forms, break (@4:18:45).
Back in the court room, "You have formed a verdict?" (@4:19:00), "I will accept the verdict from you tomorrow morning at 10:00 am", Judge Ito is
all choked up, break (4:23:45).
Break (@4:30:00), Joseph Bosco on Ch.9, KTLA, Court TV, break (@4:40:00), taking OJ back to the jail for his last nights sleep in prison, Court
TV, summary of events and witnesses, break (@4:59:00), break (@5:06:00), break (@5:17:00), KTLA morning news (@5:18:00), Gil Garcetti
press conference (@5:20:00), Walter Richards is still shaking, people are lining up, break (@5:43:00), Marta and Al, Walter and Ron, video
mayhem (@6:13:00), downtown LA: jammed packed, KCAL from Hi8 dub.
OJ stands (@6:46:00), "We the jury.....find the defendant not guilty, not guilty, not true". Darden is stunned as verdicts are checked, Dominick
Dunne is jaw-dropped (@6:49:30), both families are emotional. Judge Ito cautions jurors about news media "seeking them out.....expect the
worst", Judge Ito thanks all people who helped with the trial, OJ thanks jurors, lets out a sigh of relief, '...and released forthwith" Ch.9 to KTLA
mix (@6:54:00).
Reactions from all over LA, Ch.9, KTLA, van ride home for OJ (@7:28:00), OJ's home (@7:57:00).
Press conference at the court house with attorney's and family.
Gil Garcetti (@7:58:30) press conference, Darden can't continue (@8:10:00), Bill Hodgman takes over, Gil Garcetti thanks staff, answers
questions til end of tape.
OJ TRIAL #194 DVD (3:59:00) Tape #97 A
Gil Garcetti press conference, KTLA (cont.), questions answered, Fred Goldman (@05:50), "..this is the second" (worst nightmare), finishes
(@11:00), reports from all over LA, Gloria Allred (@28:00), newspapers already out (@40:00), Marta Waller with (2) ex-jurors (Jeanette Harris
and), reports, verdict from outside (@1:54:00), break (comm.@2:17:54-2:20:35), break (@2:30:00).
Ch.9 coverage of OJ going home (repeat), press conference (repeat), Gil Garcetti press conference (repeat), break (comm.@3:54:27-3:55:55)
OJ TRIAL #195 DVD (3:59:38) Tape #97 B
KCAL news report, break (@4:15:00).KABC Ch.7, break (@4:20:00) verdict (repeat), reactions (repeat), jurors bus-ride home, OJ's ride home,
helicopter outside mansion.
Barbara Walters (@5:47:57) with Kato Kaelin, more newscasts, peeking over OJ's fence, reactions, wrap-up, Ch.7 KABC.
Mark Fuhrman (@6:32:00) Court TV, Justice Dept. investigation underway.
Barry Scheck (@6:32:32) on NBC News with Tom Brokah.
ABC News reports from the mansion, KTLA reports from various jurors homes,
KNBC June 12, 1994: a retrospective with Jim Avila, OJ Simpson a free man, jurors reaction (@6:53:00), Robert Shapiro clips from Barbara
Walters special, ABC trial analysis, Kato on K-Rock, Todd Donoho and Rick Lozano get Dodgers reactions to verdicts, Tommy LaSorda, Joe
Morgan and Brett Butler.
Reggie McKenzie comments .."someone might take a pot-shot at him", students comment.
Peter Jennings (ABC) reports on Robert Shapiro's interview with Barbara Walters, "I will not talk to F. Lee Bailey again", The Civil Suit: ground
rules., "H.C."- (@7:10:00) OJ's new game plan (10/4/95), "ET" OJ's Hollywood future.
Jurors respond (@7:27:00) KTLA the day after, break (@7:37:00), Johnny Cochran on Larry King, KNBC researches jurors problems, Johnny on
Oprah, ladders in front of OJ's mansion, LA DA lawyers fallout, Todd Donoho interview Booker Edgerson - OJ's former teammate and roommate
(@8:10:00), Jim Kelly, Lou Piccone, Ed Rutkowski.
F. Lee Bailey (@8:11:00) responds to Shapiro's allegations, cemetery visitor "I think he killed her", end of tape.
OJ TRIAL #196 DVD (3:58:28) Tape #98 A
Sam Donaldson and Diane Sawyer (PrimeTime), break (@11:30), Daryl Gates, Keith Zlomsowitch,.
Johnny Cochran: suprised by F. Lee Bailey's allegations, juror #4: illusive, Brentwood Ladders, OJ's first words: on Larry King, "H.C." (@34:25 -

10/5/95) OJ's victory party, "ET" (@37:30) Where will OJ rebuild his life?, Ch.13: OJ scheduled interview on NBC's Dateline, Tom Brokah
explains that OJ won't show for interview (@43:30), "A Current Affair" interview w/Ron Shipp, NBC interview canceled, canceled,, Action News
KCBS Editorial about acquittal.
Judge Ito look-a-like on Danny Bonnaduchi show, girl who almost slept with OJ, OJ's driver.
KNBC News coverage of OJ backing out of interview (@1:06:00), Johnny reading announcement (live), "H.C." (@1:22:00) "OJ wants to knock
the chip off Marcia's shoulder", Simpson's neighbors: "Brentwood Butcher", Dominick Dunne, Sydney and Justin selling lemonade, "H.C."
(1:39:00) discusses his video release, "ET" (@1:47:00) black-listed.
BET OJ's jury interviewed (@1:50:00), videotape offer $29.95, Louis Farrekahn, and Simpsons family on BET.
OJ's first interviewed (@2:09:30) by Ed Gordon, break (@2:19:00), break (@2:32:00), break (@2:46:00), finished and break (@3:02:00),
response from panel, break (@3:05:33), break (@3:10:00), finished (@3:38:20), LA's reaction to OJ's interview, CNN reports: OJ has call in
interview w/Gretta van Susteran - blaming Faye Resnick, more OJ phone call: from Faye Resnick interview on Larry King.
OJ TRIAL #197 DVD (3:59:55) Tape #98 B
Ron Shipp (@3:59:45) interviewed by Geraldo Rivera on CNBC, with Faye Resnick, Keith Zlomsowitch, Michael Brewer (Ron Goldmans mothers
lawyer), Harvey Levin, Leo Terrell - freaks out, Victoria Toensing, OJ phone call to KKBT, Rockne Harmon, til (4:29:46), "ET" comments on radio
phone call (@4:30:10).
Linda (Marc's mom) phone call regarding tape collection (@4:33:00).
Tom Brokah "paying the price"? OJ's tape is shipping today.
Gil Garcetti commercial (@4:38:00) running for re-election.
F. Lee Bailey behind bars.
Today Show commentary with Shapiro
Robert Shapiro (hawking book "The Search For Justice") interviewed by Geraldo Rivera (@4:47:00-5:27:30)
Marta Waller talks with Christopher Darden (@5:27:35-5:31:23)
End of tape, end of collection.
(lawyers + ito/leno segments, marta waller interviews chris darden, clark segment, kardashian 20/20, nightline, msnbc - internight, knbc news manny/furnell, cnn crossfire, cnn live, larry king w/lange & vanatter pt.1)
OJ TRIAL #198 DVD (3:58:30)
larry king w/lange & vanatter pt.2, the world today, prime time justice (2nd trial verdict), cochran & grace
OJ TRIAL #199 DVD (3:59:30)
cochran & grace cont., the world today, goldman press conference, brown’s press conference, jurors news conference, the world today, primetime justice,
burden of proof
OJ TRIAL #200 DVD (3:57:00)
larry king - daniel petrocelli, fred goldman challenge to OJ (2/97), larry king - petrocelli & derschowitz (7/99), dan patrick interviews OJ (ESPN), ESPN
special top 25 news stories - OJ #2, nancy grace - OJ’s secret tapes, cnn, showbiz today (OJ tapes), keith olberman countdown (9/06), msnbc
countdown (OJ’s autographs), larry king - johnnie cochran sr. on JC jr’s death w/ a host of guests, cnn reports on Johnnie’s death, Dan Abrams reports
on JC’s death.

